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/ lines and in many ways 'contributed importantly to
it*he. gathering ...momentum for oleaive vocational re-
habilitation of deaf perions,
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FOREWZAD

It . a gr,,a7 sati,faction I!'ci) the Voi...ntional
Administration and fome personally .to witness kn. thie,

-g the growth iZi effective vocational rehabilitatio.n services for deaf,
-people. The dedication to Beatrice Lamb is particularly appro.-

- priate as she is an example of the unstititing services treat
moved` us ahead.

. There is encouragement the knowledge that dedicated coon,
selors are applying special skills to-reduce the handicapping
per s of deafness, to bring, to deaf people gfeater .emplOyment

poo rtunities through more and better vocational rehabilitation
services. The mistinderstAndin)'s that have long engulfed deaf
people ate lifting as i:ve uncover their capacity and ability to make

. . substantial contributidns no only for their own enrichment but
for the larger society, tao.

szz.
. It was. fitting that this Workshop on Rehabilitation Casework

\Standards for Deaf I4ople stupid have been the occasion for the
etablishmept of the Professional' Rehabilitation Workers With pa,

the Adult Dkaf. The. two are intertwined in their purpoe to in-:
crease Sharing-of knowledge of the needs,of deaf people and how
they may be met:, .

The Vocational Rehabilitation Addlinii;tration was pleased to
have had a --tart in this workshop which promises to carry much
further in important developments vocational rehahtlitation serv-

..:*,..for the deaf. My'special thanics qty tb the.-s.ponsorIng institu-
ion, the pniversity of Illinois, air planning. committee , and to

all those persons who did so much to make this document

. MARY ,E. SWITZER,
Commissioner of VeCitional Rehabilitation.
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PREFACE

- The Rehal. ilitation Ser >.:es Administration is pleased to re-issue
The Vocational Rehabilitation of Deaf People:" It continues Tv be

heaVy demand as the main basic guide for effective vocational
rehabilitation services to one of our most severely handicapped
populations. The many State vocational rehabilitation workers who
have entered the program during the large expansion of recent
years will find it a vAluable. reassuring reference..

We have kept the or-iginal issue relatively intact. including the
warm words of my predecessor and long-time champion of better.
vocational rehabilItition service's to deaf clients, Mary Elizabeth
Switzer, Commissioner of the Vocational Retabilitation Admin-
istration. The latest-By-Laws of Ykofessional Rehabilitation Work-
ers With The Adult De,af are s, ..stituted for the original and
demographic statistics are b ug up to.date.

As we move forward into making the decade of the seventies the
most fruitful growth years for the vocational rehabilitation of our
deaf people, this dotiument will be found to have fundamental1
values for caseworkers and their associates.

.
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EDWARD NEWMAN,
4, Commissioner.
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INTRODUCTION

ed :n sl.riving,1-0 inil.rove the casE,-
w(rb: 'ervi.-; 4. Part of this effort has in-

.voIveci idea that eounselors with deaf pple
need to have a number of special skil ina.Ljition t being

eouilselors. These skills are needed beciois.c.of the unique
communicat languart'lltri,bierns of deaf ,vi-s7lis. partic A-

:arly those wl-4, are pry-l.irguallthaf. This effort on tbe part of
the Voc;iticutil Itehat):iitation Administrati(n has intreased thk
number of cow-Alors specializing wh deaf clients from a hand-

.. urog.iiout4he country a years ago to probably well over
I

th
100 tit th (\.. present time. -

\ The grcy.\-th in the number of counselors specialilzing, with deaf
,-,-lients has bet-n attended by a number ot,priblems: he fact that
the unsecrs are thinly scattered throughout rill country has
made communicatinn Thilcurt and his hindered the "cleyelt:prnent-
of a common hody of knowledge about the rehabilitation problerns

deaf clie:]ts. The St. Louis wi)rkshop re resented an attempt to
:+ileviate this problem. Its major purp,:siNi-as to p.r-,\-idQ.special-
.]zed ,ounselyl . with the deaf ati opporthnity to discuss common:
problems and pissible 41,,utions.;

major ou:,.orne of the 1.vorkstiop was the k.>Atablishrent of the
r.-/rganization Professional Rehabilitation Workers with the Adult
Deaf. if he establishment of this organization Itittl been a subject
for discussion among counselors with the deaf, for quite some
time. the St. Louis workshop made it possible for most of tile
speial counselors in the country to meet together and-to organize
themselves into a professional association. Additional informa-
tion on the PR\VAD is contained in an appendix to this-document.

The workshop was organized around six topics: (1) case find-
ing and referral; (2) preliminary ease survey; (3) case study;

a. (4) the vocational rehabilitation diagnosis; (5) planning goals
and services, training and higher educatio.n;.and (6) provisiofl of
services and counseliug. A speaker was asked tolpreparei a paper
on each topic. These papers were duplicated and distributed to
the vmrkshon participants several weeks, prior to 'e. meeting.
Each topic also was assigned a critique speaker. t the orkshop,
the speaker presented a brief summary of his paper w ch was

IX



thendiscuissed by the critique speakers. The critiques also were
distributed to ttie workshop participants prior to the meeting.
Following the papers and the critiques, the participants met in
discussion groups on each of the topics. The participants stay e,
with a particular discussion group throughout the meeting.

Most of
who

participants in the workshop were rehabilitation
wcounselors'ho Specialized in work with deaf clients. An attempt

was made to obtain representation from all State vocational .re-
habilitation agencies and the attempt was largely successful. In
order to supply the counselors 'With specialized professional help
during their discussions, an audiologist, a psychologist, a social
worker:and an educator were assigned to each discussion group.
These persons served as resource people for the counselors:

The success of the workshop was due to the efforts of many
people.' The planning committee, James Whitworth, Chairman,
Allen Jones, Robert Lauritsen, Farrell ;Vlitchell, Geno Vescovi,
and Boyce Williams, deserves much thanks for their sustained
efforts. Special thanks are due also to Donald Hagness who per-
formed xnost.of the staff work on the project. Many people helped
with the editorial work--pn the proceedingR.of the workshop and
it is, hoped that this document adequately represents their efforts.

Stephen P. Quigley
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I. THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF DEAF PERSONS

Stephen P. Quigley

section of the report is included to 1--,rovitic a brit f :).ack-
gri,unti on the extent and severity ofthe problcm provaih.g
iidequate vocational rehabilitation counseling for deaf porson.-.
r-ind to list the most important special skills which the
considered the counselor needs in order to perf,irtn
with deaf clients. It provides some information on the deaf
lation in the United States. their rehabilitation and
some of the counseling skills needed to deal wit:-1 thoa, prohlen.-

A. T.hc ,Deaf Population in the r 'a it c.ti States

A deaf person for the purposes of this report is cortsidereii
one .hok> primary receptive channel of communication is

visual, witli hearing functioning primarily as a supplementary
channel. Using such a definition of deafness. various estimictes
have placed the number of adult deaf persons in the United States
at approximately 350.000.' These estimate usually are extrapola-
tions from small scale studies and .so must he accopted with cau-
tion; however, the consistency of a nurrilwr toil differently otitanod
estimates lends some credence to the lig-ures.

The number of children in schools for the deaf can more
reliably reported. According t" the American A 'mats of tht Di a
(January, 1966) there are approximately 35,000 children in
schools for the deaf throughout the United States. These esti-
mates are collected each. year by a survey of schools And classes
for the deaf in the United States and c.in be accepted as reason-
able approximations of the extent of the educational problem..

B. Rehabilitation Problems

Some of the characteristics of deaf students which are relevant
to vocational rehabilitation ace fairly well known. Of most direct
interest are data on the language level of there students. A num-
ber of studies have indicated that the majority-Of deaf, students
terminating school (usually between the ages of 16"and 19) have
educational achievement levels on_ standard tests of le,wqr 'than
the sixth grade. The reported readintr levels, which are of more

National Census
Spring, Maryland.

of the Deaf, Fialgx House, 814 Thayer Street, Silver
1
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i'l-nportance than the total achievement level, are CV(:.`711 1,7..)wer. E en,
These figures. distressing though ,they be. do not 'fully describe.
the language prktblern of deaf persons. Any individual Who works
with-deaf :People will eventually- be,iinprssed by the oftentimes
strange structure of tl.cir written language. T-he written language

txprobably a better index of the languag,e problems...of the deaf
them` educational achievement or reading scores.. Reilit.ble'..-dlita on_,4)
the language problems of deaf adults.ate not 'available.. However.
it reasonable to assume that' the language' level pis no higher
than for deaf students terminating school. It Cali be seen, there-
fore, that the language deficit -of deaf persons .is a major prob-,
lem in both education and rehabilitation.

Closely allied with the language deficit of deaf indi4duals,and
of -.direct relevance for vocational reliabilitaticip is ,tlti problem
of communicat. - While the use ol'amplificatitin, auditory train-
ing, lip-reading, and speech teaching have undoub dly improved
the .oral -Communication' skills of. deaf ,persOns, such ills remain--
a relatively unstable and often unsatisfactory means of coin-,

etunication for most. For many, they haVe little value.-
It should be realized by therv,Ocv.t °nal' rehabilitation counselor

that the rnajgity of deaf i "this country, and probably
the majority Trolder deaf stuflents, eg&d manual communica-
tion as. their..-Primary mod'e-2?f coin nication. For most, this
means communication in the%languag . of...signs with fingerspell-

used as-a supplement-The combination of the langUage-prob-
lem and method of communication are the Major, but by no means
the only, unique factors Which the -vocational -rehabilitation coun
selor must 'face in the rehabilitation of deaf pershs as compared
to other- types of disability.

Another problenm which should be mentioned is'that of assess-
meat. Assessing the strengths and limitations of a client for the
purpose okproviding satisfactory placement is a major' responsi-
bilityhf lie.vocationalrehabilitation counselor; With deaf clients
this presents a particular proWern. Most assessment is performed
through the use of various types of standardized psychological
and educational instruments. The prpbleins and limitations-in the
use of these -- instruments with deaf clients have been documented
by a number Onnvestigators. ven when used by a ivell trained
psychologist who 11.s.i.S knowledgeable in the problems imposed.
by deafness and proficrent -in onimunicating with deaf persons,
the value of many of these ins ruments in assessing the potential
of deaf -clients is open to se iousquestion. Close examination
indicates that, in too many ins antes, the i meats are merely
indirect measures of the lang ag-7 and communica
of the -person who is deaf.

2
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Inderemploymp-ni, has beef discussed and documented
nu berof publicatibns as the most serious occupational' resi
pr founddeafness, The percentage of deaf persons employed .,
skilled and senn.Skilled occupations is lunch greater than for
persons with normal hearing while the pe'rcentage ih professional
occupations is rhih lower. This situation exists in spite of the

ti fact thp.-f; most of the recent studies of the intelligence of deaf
, ,

ipersons indicates that it is similar to that of persons with normal
hearing. The difference in dccupational distribution is likely due,
xto a large extent,' to the language, communication, and educa-
tional problems of deaf-people. It is possible,., however, that "some
°fit is due to low expectation/ levels for deaf persons on the part
of educators and counselors, and to the lack of counselors who
are skilled in working with the problems of .those who are deaf.

C. Counseling Needs

The language, communication, and educational problems im-
posed by cleafness;,the difficulty in adequately assessing the po-
tential abilities ofrcleaf persons; and the persistent problem of ,

providing.occupationat'placement commensurate. with. ability indi-
cate the ,unique skills which a counselor with the deaf must
While many suggestions are made, by the confereeS in this report ';.-
in'relation to rehabilitation standards and counselor skills, several:;
key recommendations concerning the cO'unselor for the. deaf kept
recurring throughout the conference. These are skills and.knowl-
edge which the 'conferees considered a counselor must have in
order to function adequately with deaf clients.

1. The.conferees considered the single most important skill
for the counselor to be the ability to communicate with the
deaf client by' whatever means is most suitable for the client.
For many clients this means the counselor must be proficiw
in the use of manual communication the. language of signs
and fingersaelling.

2. The counselor sh uld have a thorough knowledge of the
psycho-social, educati nal, and vocational problems imposed

. by prOfound deafness.
3: The; counselor must be f1.11y aware of the limitations of

many existing psychological instruments when they are apz.
plied to the assessment of the various abilities of deaf
persons.

-A:The _counselor for the deaf must regard adequate place-
'tient of the deaf client as his primary goal. Placement on
any job which happens to be available only serves to per ,
, .

3
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petuate and aggravate -the major occupational problem of
deaf peoplethe problem of being forced to function in omit:
pations which are on a level faxl3elow their actual potential.

While these four points are made repeatedly throughout this .
ocUment, they have ben singled out here to give them the ern-

p asis which the conffrees intended they should be given. In
ad ition io these particular skills and knowledge, the conp.-rees'
expressed their conviction that the counselor of the deaf Ci-houki..
also have all ofIthose skills which are possessed by the qualified
general counselor. It was recognized by the participants at the
conference'that the problem of adequate communication with the
client and a thorough knowledge of the problems imposed by
profound deafness are so over-riding that in many instances per-
sons must be, employed to function as counselors who do not pos-
sess general counseling skills. The Vocational Rehabilitation Ad-
ministration has long' recognized this problem and has acted to
alleviate it. Programs have been established which provide for
the preparation of specialized counselors for the deaf. Also, a
variety of programs ranging from several days to several months

-.in, firation are available which provide; orientation to deafness
foi>" qualified counselors who lack this specialization. These pro-
grams are listed in the appendix. Expansion of these programs
and the addition of others is likely to hasten the day when coun-
selors are widely available who possess both the necessary
counseling skills and, the special skills for working with deaf
clients. It was the hope of the conferees that day would come
soon.
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ILI CASE FINDIN9, REFERRAL, AND PRELIMINARY SURVEY

GenoM. yescovi

-Today there are public vocational rehabilitation agencies in
'each of the 50 States, the District of Columbia, 'Puerto Rico,
Guam, and the Virgin Islands. Each agency differs importantly in
philosophy, scope, structure, operation and practice. Many of
them have different conceptions of the meaning of "rehabilita-
tion." It is very doubtful that the total caseload of any one of
these agencies during any one fiscal year in the past has included
more than 2% of deaf clients.

It may seem very presumptive of us, then, to make bold in try-
ing to establish guidelines for State vocational rehabilitation
agencies so that they may better serve their deaf clients. .1

But, at present in the field of rehabilitation there is growing
evidence that more and more rehabilitation agencies have shifted,
or are shifting, towards the Needs of the Disabled Individual
concept (Porter, 1961) and, therefore, are less frequently asking,
"How many and which types of disabled clients is it most prac-
tical and profitable for our agency to attempt to rehabilitate?",
but instead are more frequently asking,

"How do we know when our program of service encompasses
all necessary considerations? We must know and fa iliarize
-ourselves with the multiple plights of individuals handi7
capped by (physical and mental) disorders to ensure this
position:: (Teegarden, 1961).

Theyalso now ask, "How knowledgeable, specialize /and pro-
.fessional must we strive to be in order to serve the disabled ac-
cording to individual need?" ,

We can hope, then, that in the near future there ill be one
basic concern and one basic concept of rehabilitati n that all
agencies will readily subscribe- to, perhaps in th following
pattern:

Concern"The basic concern of rehabilitation is not pro-
fessions, techniques, facilities, program, nor agencies; it is
people.", (Hamilton, 1966)

Concept"Rehabilitation is an individualized process in

-5
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40'which the disabled person. professiobals and others 'through ,

the comprehensive, coordinated and -integrated services, seek
to minimize the disability and its handicapping effects and
to facilitate the realization Of the maximum potential of the
handicapped individulal." .(NR A 1965.1

We should feel confident, t. .apt mg thy'
workshop to develop effective g,unielines for State rehabs 'cation
agencies better to serve deaf' clients, even if the deaf, numeri ally,
constitute less than 2% of a representative, agency's easel d,
will be met with genuine'encouragement, understanding, concern,
and sincere interest.

Case Finding, The First' Step. In The Rehabilitation Process,
.A, Definition °.

What may be a good castfindipg method fo one State agency
or even part of a State agency may not be pplicable elsewhere.
Consequently, *current definitiobs of ca finding are basic \nd,
fundamental and open to various interpretations.

A sound casefinding program involves . practices which are
geared to: ).

"PubliC education and information, acquainting the public
with-the objectives and services of the agency;
"Reaching the disabled through any media available- to the
agency and similarly acquainting 'them with such objectives
and services;
"Interpreting the same objectives and services to community
resources which normally serve disabled personf, _among
others, in their service program. Some coptinuous procedure
must be involved becat& of agency personmel.turnover;
"Constantly prortoting the development andmaintenance of
specific channels for helping the disabled to reach the
agency." (Ogles, 1961) .

These casefinding factors relate to the concept that every_dis-_
abled person is.entitied to know about and be considered for vo-
cational rehabilitation services according to his needs and inter-
ests.,This implies that effeOve'serces, including casefinding,
must involve cloSeicoordination of .itfie.relationship between the
referred client and. his family, the, agency, the counselor, other
community agencies, and the general public (Olshansky and,
Allargolin, 1963). Further, effective coordination of this relation-
ship in casefinding is an essential -*precondition -for the effective
and relevant administration of ether services such as diagnosis,
training, etc. . .

4



A State agency may have grc:A profeSsional potential for <cork-
ing with any degrees of dis)ility. This potential remains largely
undeveloped, however, if it cannot attract and seek out, or other-
wise recruit, a mote hetrogeneous clientele.

13. Cminselor-Agency Responsibility and Practir, casekding
and Referral

Who has thepain responsibility for "casefindfng and referr'al in
a representative State agency? Polter suggests that it is the
counselo'r:

"Ty.pically, each counselor carries a caseroad of clients to
each of whom he relates, from referral to case !closur
(Porter,. 1961)

Again, that the counselor is the one expected to shoulder the
brunt of casefinding responsibility is implicitly underitood from
the following suggested "techniques" of good caseflkding. Coun-
selors are advised to: , .

a 3

"Be constantly alert for new referrals from all possible
sources; establish referral procedures that will coiltain the
deKree of simplicity; convenience, and consistency which will
permit the effectiveness in rnaihtaining a continuous flow
of cases; prov,i theireferring agency with prompt and de-
finitive inf mation about the acceptance or rejeciio1 of the'
referral in a'manner satisfactory to all personroel involved V
periodically analyze soupes referraOn order to ensure
a balanced intake from all source; nii(inifain records that
are adequate for evaluation, follow-up and research." (Thom -
ason and Barre H, 1959)

Though the responsibility is his there is little doubt that the
counselor; with all his other casework and administrative re-
sponsibilities, just cannot perform all of these techniques for each
disability he works with, not adequately "anyway.

1.

l'4!'
C. The Agency

Experience suggests that some State rehabilitation agencies try
to relieve the 'counselor of some of his casefinding dutieS. They
employ public relations people. Some develop full public relations
programs. Whichever is the case, the public relations man and
the public relations program are rendered superficially effective- .

or often inadequate by.the same factors that limit the counselor,
i.e.f too little time and opportunity to meet, know, mingle and
work with the disabled individual client, his family, and other
groups and professionals- who are important to the client; too

'7
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little knowledge in 'de th of al 'TOs any given disability, espe-
\ ciallv of those disabiliti s which, colkctively, are coVirativ4y

ew in num er. Hence, c techniques used feflect, ofteii, the no
ion that the agencies think all disabled people have homogeneous
haracteristics, needs, interests, problems, etc.
There, are tlko other important issues which bear il,npor*tantly`

on the'State agency'S responsilflity in organizing a good casefing-
Mg program.: (1,) the national ".image" of rehabilitationwhich
adversely affects .st agencies; and (2) lack *of communisation
and understanding b een state agencies and other pr,ofessionaf
community agencies a organizations. Of the former, Dish rt
raises the point that:

"We speak as ough rehabilitation,Avere 'all or none.' We
call our nu per of placements `successes' ; and by omission
we encour e others to assume that anything less than a
placement is a faihire. Such an image hurts us. More im-
portant it is not true." '(Dishart, 1966)

. Here the agency is seen as being "labor'' oribnted op/y. Po-
tential community referral sources or disabltd clients needing
Other than'joti-trainiiig or placement, unless either is more than
,/passingly familiar with the State agencies range of varied serv-
ices, will tend to bypass the-agency.

Olshansky suggests. the viewpoint that State rehabilitation
agencies, being public and tax supported and having the respon-
sibility of serving-disabled people who often are considered to be
"stigmatized,"'themselves suffer frOm stigmatization,

ecruitment of clients, when not based 'on legal coercion Or
to n'ecessi'ty, is likewise difficult: One. result -0-f-fhis--

la a.ct 's that the e stigmatized services, such as a
she tered worksh'op or vocational rehabilitation agetry,
de by and large with "left-over" p9pulation of the dis-
credited." (010hansky, 19 5)

This view emphasizes the suggestion that many State agencies
are.circumscribed in theii,casehnding activities because by omis-
sion or commissiOn, their casefinding activities attract or solicit
too many disabled persons wEO-5,1.--e nthrimally,- if - "inter-
ested in participating in their own rehabilitation." ( 01shaOky.
1965)

Sonic` State agencies are shunned by e financially poor dis-
abled apd by nonfinancially poor persons. e former conceive of
a State agency as being akin to the Internal Revenue Services'
investigative unit. What little money they have they do not want
taken from them. The latter "conceive of 'a Stat8 'agency as a
helper of the poor only. Both may need and are eligible for serv-
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ices, but 41,ill not approach, or once havi g approached, will,not
return to the agericy. The reason': the tii pcial
cies must take of clients beforettieT c: pay for certain services
for clients.

The second issue, i,e., lack of communication,. suggests that
State. rehabilitation agencies s I not only 'use community-
sources.of referral (agenci6, i stitut ns, groups, etc., coming
in contact with the disabled) but in farthering. their )

objectives thropgh understanding of their 'nterests, function§, and
limitations (Reece, 196i). ,

Lack of "such under§tanding gerierates mutual negative criti-
cism which, though legitimate because it springs'from conviction, .

albeit, unwarranted conviction, is decisive and makes for poor
interagency 'Cooperation. Hence; good crols referral between
agencies is not possible."

The DeafA Definition (.)*
All State agencies use two "Codes" to identify deaf referrals.

They are:
1. Code 83. These are termed "Deaf, unable to talk read -

ily, hearing too defective to interpret normal or amplified
conversation through the ear";.

2. Code 84, These are termed "Deaf, able to talk readily,
hearing ,too defective to intermt normal or amplified con-
versatliT through the ear.

The 'rehabilitation counselor understands "profound deafness"
on audiograms as ,average loss in the better ear of 75 decibels or
more for pure tones in the critical speech frequencies of 500,
1000, and 2000 cps. A loss between 55-75 decibels in the better
ear over the same frequency range is termed-"the twilight zone"
in which can be found some profoundly deaf and some hard of
hearing persons. The "rule of thumb" is used to distinguish be-
tween the 'deaf and the hard of hearing in this "zone": if a client
relies primarily on his eyes for receiving communication he is
probably deaf; if his ears are effective enough for him to under-
steid amplified or loud speech, he is probably h4rd pf hearing.

The "Code" used for hard'of hearing is 85, "heaing defective
but understands loud or amplifitd speech."

Implicit in the above breakdown of the deaf is the suggestion
that the prelingual deaf present the most difficult problems for
the rehabilitation counselor due to inadequate language deirelop-
nent, limited communication skills, retarded educational achieve-

ment, emotional underdevelopment, and often, experiential
impoverishment.

Some, in both groups sometimes are multiply disabled, eg.p ';

c
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specialVe language disorders, me ita) retarclatii:»1, Al palsy
vlsal trouble, emotional dist urba ice. iind other disabli "ono

r. mcki* of which ark suberimpo.ed upon the
prof,uind dealess,.

-`- :lie I ic,,i..atioris p i) the counselor in cii..,;(11i1,bti:.,
n-,,-=rralThe typical( voe.ational rAhabilitation counsel, iS lim-
ited in his ii.isetiaing and ret:erral dL client;-

,_ ''because:

1. He must serve a (Certain geographicL,... section
in or near his -urban or rural agency oH(.'!; all referrals
from his suction or area are turned- over t. im ior itekni.71-
edgement and screening. This usually, consists of c,,intaoting
the referral and arranging'a ,nieUing in field nr toun
sclof's office.

It is not undst.i.-il for a counselor to c.. a c(,ntinuotr-
caseload numbering from 100. to 250; qr ere rake, 75 to 101:
or So being in referred st tus waiting fo

3. The counselor must e re'gularly ac.ive in P,creening
many. eferrals#S4 he c . ,He is constantly given new re-
ferrals to at en

4,,The counselor may 1% working witlL '...hat represent
many different. and o: Ten complex disabilities. ,

These limitations 'affect his, work -with deaf ref...r.w.ls rn that :
Ire does not have enough time to learn about deafness ald the deaf

. 04 in. depth; ,he is greatly limited in flexibility and !mobility- and so
cannot get to know the delf client or his family, his crubs, asSo-
ciation'S, etc.: tie cannot tate the time to learn 'and' use readily and
often the communication methods, other than writing.' anci speech,
used by many deaf people; and for this reason he too often can-

- not initiate and continue to conclusion'a client-counselor counsel-
ing relationship. , .

Through lack contact with einotIgh deaf Clients h.., cannot
reinforce his conscientiously 'acquired knowledge about s-ome- of
the basic major plights of deaf people or problems associatti with
deafness.

Trough lack of communication skills he cannot easily explain
his agency's service brochtires, pamphlets, etc., and often is prone
to takineit',.for granted that the deaf referral "understands"
when such has not been the ease- Even the more conscientious
counselor upon Jecognigng that he has not been understood is
prone to bypass the deaf client altogethpr in favor of explaining
everything to a family member. a fritnd, the local "expert", on
the deaf, and even neighbors. Thus, inadvertert- treated as "bil-
liqrd balls," many deaf persons with goOdfic,th' rehabilita-
tion are repelled and do not "co _operate." Of7e.r cnilarly treated

r
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P." 'vitt, it .because they have no choice. These persons
part of that group el "coerc'ed" (Olshansky, 196-11

res_,2r: tls who, do not and cannot. understand rehabilitation but
so')rnito,,;:t. because they are\made to feel they ought to. '

11r-Augh lack of time, lack of knowledge ofthe psycho-dynamic
se,;.io-ciyitaini,e Plights of indViduals disabled by deafness, and

he must make quic..100sions, the _counselor often. is
--- to be overdependent .upon "pseudo-experts" of deafness

e deaf. In rural areas tthe expert may be a travelling county
7 :rrq- or a hearing-aid denier, In urban areas it may be an otolo-

-,,vith good knowledge of the hard of Fearing, but not of the
t, Leaf This dependence ,affects the counselor's judgment., often

c-mdr-ioning him 'towards forming a preliminary orientation to. trie <af referral which will "fit the service to the client" even
.1(r.,. u.:-1 that particular service may .not be rieeded.

example: A -Speech correctiohist refers a deaf person be-
she. honestV believes that lack of` intelligible Speech is his

ham,licap to successful employment or training. The counselor
beLl!.m..te to think in terms of purchasing speech lessons and a hear-

aid. The' counselor's thinking may be changed for him later
r he secures competent medical,' social, and educational in-

. -1.;:iliation, but there is no 'guarantee that, he will recognise the
fliori to secure such needec, specific diagnostic information.

There P._ also the danger that.. the counselor will raise tilse
...hopes for ,the, client and his farhily. The prelingti,al, _proftund

.;leaf d:-.) not learn him to speak by taking speech lessons and put-
t 1 Ong on: a bearing aid in adulthood.

11/4,

I -
The counselor may `'often improperly categorize the deaf re-
....rral on his ease recors. The repercussions will be damaging

-17. t \y ways: ,
k"-

1 It gives the agency a misliading picture of th,c true
number of deaf persons referred but not necessarily served
otherwisd or rehabilitated. In terms of possible, projected
agency plans to establish sp cial, agency procedures and
methods or programs for deaf lierits, it may cause undue
pessimism that, numbdrs ,WNse, fOr such things is
1,.ustifiable.

., 2. It may cau§e.the Counselor to confute the maqijor dis-
ahility with the vocational handicap. In terms of effective
c-ounselor evaluation' of the needs of the individual deaf per-
on re rred, it may compel 'the counselor to focus upon one

aspect of one need and 'to later secure diagnostic and back-
grou 'information related to that one need only.

:-'.ngia deaf r,?ferral with a "speech problem" as an exam ple,:
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The counselor decidesthat lack of Speech is the 1(a cational handi-
cap, so he' records,

Major Disability : speech Defect, Code-88
Minor Disability : Deaf,' Code 83

What is likely to interest the research statistician is the Major,
Disability Item only (DHEW, 1962) . We could conclude, then,
that cases such as this one will npt be counted as deaf, andlthat
agencies do not consider that deafness (83 and84) always a
major disability though it may not always be a vocational handi-
tap. Agencies permitting their counselors such recording leeway
show they are more interested. in determining in the quickest
vay, only the vocational potential. of many of its deaf referrals.

Sourcei of Referral

Experience and at least one recent statistics, research study
(DREW, 1962) suggest that the pattern of sources of referrals
of deaf persons is reasonably similar to the following:

`The bulk of deaf referrals in the age group 15 to L9 come
from schools for the deaf ;
The bulk of deaf referrals in the age group 20 to 34 come
from interested individuals, are self-referred, or from the
State Employment Service;
The least referrals in- the age group 35. to 65 come from
welfare agencies (doctors, hospitals, clinics, etc.) business
and industry, news media, and artificial' appliance companies.

From the above we can form the opinion that important sources
of referral in contact with the hearing impaired grouD in the age
bracket 19 to 65 and although having good potential as sources
are riot referring. These include public and private regular high
Schools, collegeS, business schools; hospitals . and sanitoriurhs,
clinics, etc.; health agencies including rehabilitation centers;
physicians; workmen's compensation agencies; welfare agencies.;
insurance companies; selective service s stem; public officials;
U.S. Mil Service Commission:, business a d industry.

r 'xi e Impiktutions

We have brought out so far in this paper that the vocational re-
a habilitation counselor is the .pivot around which a State agency

revolves and that:

"We find as the needs of t e individual concept becomes prac-
tice in our agencies; so does the role of the counselor change
and become more complek and professional." (Pbrter, 1961)

12
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The quality of an agency's, casewprk, IchvAing, the primary
service of caselinding will be as good- or s 13ad as an agency's
ability to devise,methods and procedures on the local level which
help the coui*lor to grow professionally., and especially to (Iv
vehjp the type of skills necessary to ensure that he can respect
the right and fulfill the nee ,dr, the individual disabled'client.

The right: To be served bykcounselor who has ,a thorough
understanding of the client's .disability and its effects on the
client's mind land body, behavior and ,personality; to be
served by a counselor who can communicate that Aderstand-
ing to him, his *lily, and other community 'individuals,
agencies, and institutions who may be involved with the
client as a perstm;

The necif: To be evN.uated vith skill and tare and unhur-
riedly for the sake of discovering ways for him to exploit. his
strengths and minimize his weaknesses in .specific vocational,
personal, social, and educational spheres, this-even though
the agency may have'rp other service the referral is eligible
for and, therefore, mua refer him elsewhere.

This right and need are realistic to the disabled. They/May not
be so to most ,State agencies, except for those agericieswho have:

The .perception to realize it should often analyze itk total
operation, to be self-critical ;
The courage to change its practices to imiii-oNe its services
and community reputation; "-
The skill to secure' adequate financial support for its- pro-
grams and to attract and train competent ,persons as
counselors: .

d",

Deaf referrals, often because of the multiplicity of communica-
tion and language problems forced on them are, is a group,4 one
of the least able of /all, the disability groups to afford not haing
these rights and needs recognized and rat. -

SUggested Guidelines

The agency, on the Ste level could arrange to sdrvey 'many
community agencies and groups or institutions who serve the deaf
or are in contact with them frequently,.to determine the incidence
of deaf r <eferrals and better Understand-the numerical status of
deaf adults in theState; to develop kood-cross referral programs
where feasible; to gauge the degree'of their expertness and abil-
ity in deafness and serving'the deaf and then to use them in con-
sultation or provision of services capacity; to aid them,- where
feasible, in obtaining their own objectives by learning about and

13.
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understanding their interests, limitations and funitons. Overall.
such surveys, could help the State agency to stirn to itself and
oher agencies to improve or .levels their existing practicts and
procedures.

Agencies could initiate Statewide interagency seminars, or
even regional rehabilitatain-ageney seminars, yearly to. discuss
(leaf casefinding and referral Indthods and procedures with an
:rim toward improvement of current practices.

,,Ageneies could secure Extension and Improvement V.R.A.
.funds to hire a qualified consultant or counselor, _for the deaf.

',One. major responsibility would- be to determine, through studyof current agency and cornipunity casefinding and referral prac-
tices, the extent to which an agency would be realistiCally able
to provide sbeCial services for deaf clientS. Smaller agencies could
initiate 'Extension and Improvement programs emphasizing spe-
cial services development to the communicationally disabled,
deaf,. hard of hear.ing, oleftpplates, language disorders. Such
Sts .siinpl.,. do not 'have '..enough. deaf in residence to justify

'special program development.
The agerfcy could,, especially in the more populous States, assign

a regular counselor to learn about and handle only the hearing
impaired Clients. In such States there are sufficient deaf and hard-
,of-hearing clients' to ensure a full. continuing caseload for the
counselor. He would not "favor" the hard -of- hearing (who would
be nurpericallS, more than the deaf) in administering -casefinding

otherservices because he would be trained by the agency to
learn aboik\bothdisabilities in depth'and he could be fair to all.

agencY^ could' orient its publicity and referral methods in
recognition of the language, and communicativn problems of the
deaf. BrochureS; 'pamphlets, letters of introduction, form letters
should be clear and easy to comprehend. Solicitation of disabled
referrals via TV and radio' cannot be heard .by the deaf. Many
of the' leaf aile,minreaders also. "g'The counselbr could, above Al, always strive to communicate
'directly with the deaf referral; he should give the referfal time
to communicate in his own way. Where possible and, practical the
coupselorl should learn the language of signs and fingerspelling.
tie should make sure the referral. understands what is involved,

counselor should not assume,that all families, friends, close
neighbors, and pseudo-experts- on the deaf always know and
understand more tliout the deaf Person than he do6s about him-
self. He should always be -given the opportunity to communicate
his feelings, ideas, thoughts, to the counselor.

The counselorshould use the "source" of referral information

14



with caution Iist ht heconi- Tin Ili' tiut
neeik, nnu plentials.

The counselor could establish a rreiproeal referral pr,,,,r;tni
with schools for the deaf. This coilld distil-, early recogiution t

potential referrals. These schools also have a wealth a inf.rni,:-
ticm about deafness and the deaf which, if the, counselor made It

a point to visit them regularly, could help hint acquire valuable
depth knowledge. Soon rehabilitation centers I 11' speech and hear-
ing C(111(1%1 Or dinieS having stalrli or ;..pccial prograiir.
for the deaf could he used similarly.

COMMENTARY ON CASE FINDING

Robert G. Sanderson

oMaking a critical ,estimate of the work of a r mptltIll profes-
sional with whom I am in essential agreement is one of the must,
difficult tasks I haVe faced rerun '

The gentleman who presented the paper knows his subject
thoroughly, he knows deaf people, 4nd he added authority and
breadth by appropriate references to current thinking in tale
field of rehabilitation.

Particularly, I-admire the' broad sweep of the introduction that
at on reminds us of the basic concern of rehabilitation, which
is pmpLE, and the basic concept, wlkh is to minimize,thedis-
ability and facilitate the realization of- the miixintum potential
of .the handicapped individual, while still leading us directly to
the subject of applying these principles to/Icaf people.

'The objective treatment of the subject is competent and thor-
ough. It.is that particular characteristic of the paper that gives
me the-only opening I can see: since the gentleman vas objective
I should be subjective in.my,appraisal.

neaf people aro:. human beings first of all, and they have
izroNfti up into a society 'Whkeh has been largely materialistic and
permissive.. So they have same needs and desires of-the hear-
ing people around them. Thus. I find myself in general agreement
with the impliedipotheses that the same type of general case-
finding effortA that are effective or ineffective with disabilities
othdr than deafness will hold true for deaf people.

It has been my per-sonal experienceand here I _must admit
that, I am comparatively new to rehabilitationthat in working
with'deaf people a counselor muse learn to utilize fully the case

'finding opportunities provided by clubs for the deaf And -associa-
tions or societies for the deaf. Since deaf people are drawn- to-
gether-by the magnetic power of the need to coma-funk:ate. the

15



counselor should give considerable attention to their organizations
ay ,-;ources of referral. The leaders must be actively cultivated
so that,..they will be able to explain the vocational rehabilitation
program to. other deaf people.

The greatest single source of referral in my few short months
as a counselor has been the Utah ,Association fox the Deaf and
person's who learned about the 'program through that organiza-
tion. My own visits to the meetings and socials, where I was
permitted to make brief announcement,, were productive.

One should not overlook churches for the deaf. Some of thee
large cities have formal church organizations exclusively for.
deaf people, and the leadership usually is much aware of the
needs of the congregation.

Thus, I believe I would.add to the paper this principle: To 'bid
deaf clients c ntu.4t ±10- where flap: arc deaf pcople. Further. I
would have the counselor Who proposes to work with the deaf
make his own pe-rsonal contact with leaders of the various or-
ganizations to let them know of his interest and availability. To
be friendly, warm and cordial to deaf people is to elicit a similar
response; but to be t. oolly professional may leave sensitive deaf
P,e9ple with the impression that one is not so much interested in
them as persons as he is in them as cases which he can use to
boost the closure. rate,

would acid one more thing to emphasize points already raised
in the paper: Referrals may take care of themselves quite read-
ily if it should become known that there is in the division of re-
habilitation a counselor who is truly an expert at ,manual corn-
hluni6-ation. There is a deep psychological need for deaf people.to
be able to-express themselves and convey their feelings and their
needs to 'someone who can understand, 'in the language in which
they feel mostsomfort4ble.

Again, in ending fhis brief -critique, I would i'mpiess upon you '

the total implications of this-excellent paper:'We must meet the
deaf perSon where he is, on his-level :i.nd not Where ice want him
to be. ,

PRELIMINARY CASE SURVEY

Douglas J. N. Burke

We are now at the stage, where a working relationship has
been made with the community and-referral and casefinding re-
sources have been uncovered and are res.ponding. It has been my
experience that community agencies are not -only milling, but
generally prefer to repIrt deaf persons to the State agency for
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vocational rehabilitation services. This preference usually stems
from the fact that they feel rather inadequate about communicat-
ing with the deaf. In other Words, they do not have personnel
trained to communicate with the deaf, not only because of the
'inability to use the language of signs but also because they lack
essential information, about the social group which consists pri-
marily of persons with a similar handicap.

The rehabilitation counselor and the agency program for the
deaf must not only be receptive to deaf persons referred to the
State agency but it must also he capable of receiving them. A

counselor who does not have reasonable knowledge about deafness
and the problems of the deaf, and does not have a program of
services oriented to meet the needs of the deaf will be ineffective
even if he has the desire to be of substantial.service. A deaf per-
son will feel welcome and at ease and join the counselor in a free
and trusting rapport only if the agency is keenly receptive to his
needs.. Otherwise the State vocational rehabilitation agency can do
no better than the other agencies in the community. Communitra-
tion between the counselor and the client becomes difficult and
the initial interview turns out to be quite superficial indeed. One
has only' to compare the case records of preliminary case surveys
in these two different situations to. note how substantially dif-
ferent is the amount of information accumulated. Therefore. it is
essential that the deaf person come to an agency program with
a counselor who is capable of working with the deaf, which could
be the subject of another paper.

4t. has been iny experience, usually, that a deaf person comes
directly to the State vocational rehabilitation agency for serv-
ices once, he knows that there is available a counselor capable
of working with, the deaf. It has furthermore been my experience
that tne deaf person comes to the State DVR to get information'
on how he can benefit from the services qf other. agencies before
he,goes to them rather than vice versa. Furthermore, in nearly
all cases, very little or no information has corne from' the re-
ferrAl source, probably because of the communication factor.

Some State agencies gather information before the counselorS'
first interview with the applicant; the intake or survey inter-
view is made by a specialist other than the counselor. However,
in the District of Columbia, it is the counselor who performs the
survey interview. Thiis, since there is no information from. the
referral source, and because information has to be developed sub-
sequent to e: survey interview, the information received as a
result of th. survey is studied along with the medical, social,
psychological, vocational, educational, personal information ac-.
quired later on in the process. Therefore, the preliminary case
survey or the survey interview, as it is called, concentrittes on the
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applicant as a person during the interview, as an individual who
bred through various phases in life such as his childhood at
home. life in school, life in the vocational world, the usual ex-
periences he has had because of his disability, and related social
matters. In addition, notes are taken about sources that might
provide additional information or information from a different
point of view.

Accepting Client's Self-Expression

It is extremely important, and I can't emphasize this enough.
that the deaf applicant be allowed to express himself,

There is apparently a tendency during a survey interview on
the part of some counselors who work with the deaf, to follow
an outlined form and to permit the deaf person to express himself
as minimally as possible for the sake of performing this survey.
Perhaps tlie counselor may feel inadequate in trying to carry on
a resourceful discussion with the applicant. Perhaps the coun-
selor's patience for that day may be very limited. Also, the
counselor may have a demanding and arrogant applicant on his
hands. Or it may be because the deaf applicant is very inadequate
in expressing himself. Nonetheless, before the applicant is to leave
the interview the counselor tries to have completed, his survey.
Even if the counselor is a capable and resourceful person in
communicating with the deaf applicant, this counselor-sided type
of interview is a very frustrating experience for any deaf per-
son applying for services and there are two basic reasons for this.

The first reason is that the opportunities for a deaf applicant's
full expression of his anxieties, his social and vocational problems
in a professional situation are so rare and infrequent. The deaf
person not only has a lot to express but he usually feels and per-
forms awkwardly when trying to express his numerous difficul-
ties. It is essential, therefore, to the counselor-client rapport that
extreme patience be maintained in permitting the client to express
himself and, in helping him feel comfortable while doing so. In-
deed, a relaxed disposition and a comfortable position and then
a well-placed question such as "Could you tell me a little bit about
your school life from the time you entered school and until the
time you graduated?", "Could you tell me a little about your work
history, how you began to. work, what your first job was like and
what you did after that?", would certainly bring out a lot of
rambling and ,expression of thought and new leads for informa-
tion that any dozen of specific questions and "form filling" ques-
tions very seldom achieve. The counselor is not only going to have
a glowing rapport with the deaf applicant but he is also going to
have an interested client. The best way to fail in a vocational
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renahilitation plan for a deaf applicant is to lead him through the
survey intervw.

The second reason is of long-range value. It is only through
catharsis that a counselor comes to learn with consi-derable depth
the factor. in the deaf applicant's personal and social life which
will affect the vocational rehabilitation process in which the client-
must participate. Insights to the client's values, the traits and
habits of his associates, the long and short term objectives the
client has considered in terms of his own lifetime; insights to the
extent that he will need counseling and guidance is obtained;
other needs of the applicant and the extent to which his type of
life will affect his work will be discovered. These factors and
many more are acquired and should be of incalculable value in
helping the client to reach his vocational goals when matched
with other information received by the time the applicant is up
for case study. The counselor of the deaf who has very little ex-
perience with the deaf community will be able to acquire vast
amounts of knowledge of the deaf community by simply sitting
down and listening to what the deaf applicant has to say. The
best way to fail to get this type of information is to ask leading
questions through the interview.

Now there are some agencies who have the survey interview
performed before the case reaches the counselor. With these cases
the counselor has further information to go by and from another
point of view. However, a complete expression of the deaf appli-
cant's own version of reality as he sees it and from his frrne of
reference is still essential for getting a congruent and reasonably
reliable concept of the deaf applicant.

Understanding Volition

Another important factor in the initial or survey interview, is
the volition of the applicant. Has he applied for vocational re-
habilitation services of his own free wilt? Did he come to the
agency because the-school for the deaf told him to come? Did he
come because his parents were told that he should come? Did he
come because another agency that was not equipped to deal with
his problem suggested that he come to the vocational rehabilita-
tion agency so that they could get him off their hands? Did the
client come of his own free will so that he could be employed
within a day or two? Did he mistake the vocational rehabilitation
agency as having the same purpose as an employment office? One
must know why the deaf applicant came to the vocational re-
habilitation agency for services. It is rather obvious that there is
no point in serving an applicant who is determined to reject the



services from the onset. However, after finding out why the client
came for vocational rehabilitation.services; it is not considered
to be good counseling sense to turn away an applicant even if
his basis was, involuntary. There are several reasons for this
insofar as deaf applicants are concerned.

The deaf applicant, especially if conditioned to rely on a tailor
made program in a school for the deaf or other community or
family program, may have come to the State rehabilitation agency
because of deep dependency habits. Just because his parents or
the school sent him may not always be construed as meaning that
he did not come of his own volition. Another reason is that do if
applicant sometimes does..not have a realistic concept of the voca-
tional world. The vocational world may mean 'merely going out
and getting a job. He may not have the foreknowledge that there
are other factors in the vocational world to be considered, such
as long-range vocational ,goals, jobs in areas that will not be
extinct in a few years, jobs that are compatible with the deaf
applicant's abilities, jobs that may require training before they
can be held, prevocational exposure that is necessary before a
job can be performed in a mature manner. He may not have a
concept of the role of the vocational rehabilitation agency and
the rules, regulations, and policies which the counselor must
adhere to in order to help the agency fulfill its role in terms of
services to the deaf applicant. He may not have a wholesome con-
cept of time insofar as vocational services are concerned. In addi-
tion, there are also many parents who do not know very much
about the rehabilitation process and, therefore, do not know how
to introduce the deaf applicant to what vocational rehabilitation
is all about, that it is not, an employment office. Therefore, I would
be extra careful before I would consider a deaf person as being
uncooperative and unwilling to go through the rehabilitation
process. He may have had false hopes' built up and when the
counselor tells him that the rehabilitation process will take time
and careful planning, he may feel a sense of frustration, onv
plain that he does not want to go through all these processes nd
procedures

ly after a clear and well-rounded picture of the voca-
tional rehabilitation process ha's been presented to the deaf appli-
cant that his yolition should come under the counselor's \judg-
ment. This is the moment when the applicant has in his own
thinking the facts by which he is ready to decide of his own voli-
tion whether or not he will become an active' participant in
the various processes necessary to help him to reach his voca-
tional goal.

The vocational rehabilitation counselor's reaction to the deaf
applicant's volition, it seems to me, should be a controlled reac-
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tion_ Some applicants are very suspicious of counselors who must
have medical, ps3chological, personal and vocational information.
SOME applicants view their school records like others view their
police records and they feel that it is something that .is in the
past and they don't want to go into it again. Some applicants do
not believe that past social, vocational, and educational informa-
tion is necessary, since all they want is a job. Cases like these
should not have the doors of vocational rehabilitation shut on
them, but rather, they should be accepted even though this means
a type of pre-surfiey counseling. The counselor of course cannot
handle a full caseload of this type of applicant, but usually, there
are not very many of these and a little leaning backwards may
eventually bring these applicants around and through the re-
habilitation pikess and lead them towards a healthy appreciation
for it.

It is about this time that one enters into a discussion of what
vocational rehabilitation is all about. How it differs from the
employment office, how it differs from welfare services, how it
differs from faintly and child services. The deaf applicant should
be informed of the .vocational rehabilitation services that are
available and that it is a process which may take time, even
months, to complete. It may even be necessary to explain why
vocational rehabilitation requires a general physical examination,
specialty examinations, psychologicals,,general aptitude tests, and
other types of measurements that help in the overall assessment
of the deaf applicant. If the applicant is of the inquisitive type
the counselor might even proceed to explain how all this helps
the client and the counselor to arrive at vocational goals, what
the vocational world is $11 about, and how changing trends in the
labor market can adversely affect the deaf applicant's vocational
success. This cannot be done in on interview in some cases. If
that be the case, the counselor of the deaf should not hesitate to
set up a second survey interview for the expressed purpose of
acquainting the applicant with the reality of the vocational world.
However, it would be pure professional incompetence if the deaf
applicant were left to wander aimlessly through the vocational
rehabilitation process by the counselor. In fact, you could even
call it professional negligence. If the counselor is -not able to
communicate to the deaf applicant what vocational rehabilitation
services are all about, it is doubtful that this counselor can do
much more for the deaf applicant. The roles of the counselor
and the applicant and the process through which the applicant is
to move must :be fully and clearly discussed from the onset.
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Motivation

The survey interview also covers the question of motivation. It
seems to me that I have never met a client who lacked motiv=ation.
Perhaps the -degrr of motivation was different because the client
was either confused about his purpose, in life or was motivated
towards areas that required the services of another agency. Some
clients who are plagued with vocational doubts learn to condition
their motivation tintiI they are able to clear up their vocational
outlook or achieve vocational focus. Some wear heavy burdens

, on their shoulders such as psychological problems, alcoholism,
and family tragedies which stunt their motivation to Some extent.
Yet whenever there was a client I was able to find motivation.

The real- test of counseling and guidance comes when motiva-
tion is guided along vocational lines compatible with the interests
and capabilities of the applicant. The fnaximum motivation from
the clientmay not come until after case study interview, but it
can gradually receive an initial outlet the counselor .and applicant
discuss potentiaj vocational goals in a broad sense and reach
several general conclusions about the vocational rehabilitation
process in which the applicant is about to enter. Care should be
taken so as not- to be too specific and to develop expectations forthe client that are likely to lead to guidance errors.

Survey interview

It is assumed by now, that the counselor and applicant are
enjoying a comfortable rapport and are going into the surveying
process. The above mentioned factors do not necessarily preclude
the survey interview, but in fact permeate the entire interview.
It must be borne in mind that the applicant may wish to, or have
need to, express his history and his problems in an order that
does not follow the printed form. The forms, sets of qhestions and
other vehicles for obtaining information are to be relied upon
as aides and not as confines during the survey interview. Rap-
port is often lost because the interviewer adheres too strictly to
the order in which the form is written. Flexibility should be
encouraged and it is almost certain that everything in the form
will be covered before the interview is complete. On the other
hand, some applicants are able to complete these forins on their
own. If that is the case then the applicant should be allowed todo so. A completed form usually provides stimulus for rapportduring the survey interview. Therefore, flexibility is the rulerather than the exception during the survey interview with adeaf applicant.
*Survey interviews generally cover information involving the
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applicant's social history, vocational- history, educational history,
information on his disability, personal information, preliminary
discussion of broad vocational objectives, scheduling of examina-
tions, and the locating of other sources that can provide informa-
tion abo t the applicant'stpackground. All of these areas can be
covered in ne interview. Usually the, interviews do not last more
than one our. However, there are some applicants who r 1 at
least an hour and a half and sometimes two hours to :,ove
through the survey interview. RI has been my experience that a
complete and thorough survey interview greatiy minimizes
chance for service errors in the rehabilitation process ahead. It
also helps,guide the client through the process quite effectively.
It would probably be of little use for me to elaborate fully on
the areas covered in the survey interview. However, there are
some things in each area that a counselor should look -for in the
background of a deaf applicant.

A. Social Information

One should gain a reliable account of the deaf applicant's social
experiences, as a member of his family, as a member of a school
group, and if he has already been working, as a member of
various vocational-social groups with which he has had experi-
ence. The subject is another paper in itself and much too lengthy
to include here. Only counselors with special insight obtained
through training or acquired by experience can thoroughly- com-
prehend the significance of an adequate amount of social informa-
tion. It is important to know if a deaf applicant came from a
small town or a large town, and how he was able to get along
with his peers, hearing or deaf. What was his family life experi-
ence? Did he get along with his brothers, his sisters? Were there
any other -deaf children in the family, or in the neighborhood?
What was the extent of his relationship with them? Can his
parents hear, or are they deaf? Personal adjustment in these two
types of groups have usually been different. What were the deaf
applicant's social experiences in school? Did he leave the home
for nine months out of the year for fifteen years and become ad-
justed to a school family of 200 to 300 deaf children in an insti-
tution or residential type ,setting? What were his social experi-
ences there? Was he able to get along with certain age groups
better. than others? Did his school life alter his social tastes to
the point Where he found himself preferring the city life to small
town or farm life? What does he knbw about big. city life? Would
he be able to cope with big city life without suffering serious
adjustment problems?. To what extent will he need new insight
as to what big community life is all about? Will he need guidance
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in order to fully use the cultural, vocational, recreational. social,
and civil _facilities of the big city? Will he need help in under-
standing what the deaf community is like and how different it is
from life in a school for the deaf or family life in a small. town?
It can be seen that there are a multitude of factors that should
be brought out in the survey interview of the -deaf applicant. All
these factors will help in case study activities and in preparing
for case discussion conferences with the applicant after the rest
of the information has been received. Social information can
contribute much towards the effective planning of a vocational
rehabilitation service program for the deaf applicant and espe-
cially is useful in providing effective counseling and guidance
services. .

B. Vocational Information,

Despite the fact that shop training in a school for the deaf or
in a public school are not employment situations, it would be of
much help if the counselor had some knowledge about the appli-
cant's shop habits. If the applicant has been employed previously
it might be good not only to get the personnel director to, fill out
a work performance form, but also to talk to the applicant and
to his supervisor to get both their points of view about the voca-
tional performance of the person in question. This provides for
a More realistic basis for counseling, although it is riot always
possible to get in touch, with the employer. Also, it is important
to assess what the deaf applicant feels is available for him on
the labor front. Perhaps the most consistent problem that on
encounters is the tendency of deaf applicants to select vocational
goals that are somewhat below their capabilities. To be sure,
there are some whose vocational objectives exceed their capabili-
ties, but not as many. Therefore, it takes sonieskillful assessment
and healthy optimism to guide the deaf applicant towards a broad
vocational objective that comes closer to the abilities a counselor'
is able to observe in him at the time of the survey interview.

C. Educational Information
Format education information is rather difficult to assess dur-

ing the survey interview. One has to know if the applicant has
completed it program at ka school for the deaf and received a
certificate or a diploma. Smetimes a counselor will receive Stan-
ford Achievement Test scores of the applicant and measure him
off at that leVel. I should like to emphasize here that individuals
with 3rd and 4th grade reading level .achievements have actually
passed Civil Service tests to becon'e IBM keypunch operators.
Therefore, I take the measurement scores I receive on a deaf
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al: :Jew. v. it.°.n corsiJerabr flexibility and use them only as aids
in shapi:'ig 7113- own personal judgment of the client's abilities and
limitations The applicant may volunteer information about him-
self as a mem:her of class, or as a member of a campus group.
If at all po,,,sii7)1e, the survey interview should lead to information
about the =applicant's school interests and how he got along in
learning sl tuations in the classroom. Attempts should be made
to set up .:uti arrangement with the school which the applicant
attended t let all the social and academic information possible
from the l ;t of view ofthe school personnel who have worked
with the a.pplican7. When this infocmation is received it can be
matched wittithe applicant's vocational information and one can
determine to what extent pre-vocational training is necessary.
Job performance in training and work situations have seldom
been a problem in my experience. It has been usually the side

= features of the job, such as social harmony, employer-employee
relationship problems, family and community problems, trans-
portation pToblems, tax problems, and communication problems
that have affected the deaf applicant's vocational situation. Most
of these matters come under the area of educational background
or pre-vocational learning. Therefore, it is important that the
counselor know what the client has not learned during his educa-
tional journey. Proper assessment of this area will undOubtedly
help the deaf applicant through many vocational adjustment trials
as he begins his journey through the vocatioifal world.

D. Disability Information

This is a very important par of the survey interview. The dis-
ability is related to a great extent to the question of eligibility.
Yet I would hasten to add that it is not so much as a question of
whether one is deaf and to the degree he is deaf, but to the ex-
tent that his deafness affects his vocational well being that de-
termines the eligibility question. This requires a special insight,
trained or acquired.

.One, must also observe the deaf applicant for the emotional and
mental, problems that make themselves evident. There may also
be telltale signs of social underdevelopment or vocational social
problemS, most of which will be revealed while the deaf appli-
cant is freely talking about himself. One must further look into
the 'resulting functional limitations brought about by the appli-
cant's disability. Does his disability, for instance, coupled with
the lack of education, hinder his chances for getting through
the employment interview? Does this hamper his filling out'appli-
cations for employment? Does this affect his initiative to get a
job on hiS own? Does his disability run into employer biases that
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he cannot neutralize without the help of the counselor" Does he
need help in locating an employer, who is favorably disposed to
training and hiring of deaf persons? Does the applicant heed
help on how to upgrade himself in his place of work?

There are factors in preventive rehabilitation that may be re-
sulting from this disability. Perhaps his hearing loss and sur-
mounting problems are causing him to rose his job. Perhaps he
shows lack of pre-vocational training in order to grasp a chang-
ing vocational-social situation. Perhaps job changes have been
made and the deaf applicant will need further training to retain
his place with the company. Perhaps changes of personnel have
resulted in complicating his communication problems. and unless
there is a solution, he will lose his job. Perhaps his vocational
situation has altered drastically, because of compounding family,
spiritual, or physical and emotional problems. Perhaps he may
have gotten into trouble with the law, and is:in danger of losing
his job as a result of court proceedings. These and many other
problems tie in with the disability of deafness.and are much re-
lated to the concept that the deaf applicant's physical and or
mental disability is resulting in functional )imitations wriach has
or result in the loss, of employment* nd needs correction
through the help of the professional counselr before he is ready
to move back into the labor market. Therefore. it is very impor-
tant that the deaf applicant's disability and its. resulting func-
tional _limitations be thoroughly researched. so that all sources
of information have been uncovered. or can be uncovered by
the time the case arrives at the stage for case study.

4E. Personal Information
This type of information is not meant to mean the obtaining of

information that is highly personal to the applicant. It is the
deaf applicant's behavior as observed by the counselor during
the survey interview, such as dress habits, applicant's own ad-
mission of his personal habits, grooming- habits, impressions
counselor receives of applicant's general personality, intelligence,,
knowledge, and physical ability. These are little bits of informa-
tion that do not come under the other headings, but may be useful
for case study purposes when the time comes.
F. Preliminary Vocatithwl Objectives Survey

These are objectives which, deal with broad areas of vocational
pursuit. For instance, a fairly capable female applicant could be
introduced to the clerical field. This would at least relieve her from
the feeling that she would have to end up being a hotel maid or
a dishwasher, and initiate thinking on her part about entering
some type of office work, which could mean anything from run-
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ring a mimeograph machine. operating a xerox copier. making
microfilms, IBM keypunch, or Clerk-Typist jobs. Because the Fed-
eral Government is II C.'s biggest employer, this is probably an
appropriate approach for this area The same approach may not-
apply for say an area like Montana or North Dakota. Neverthe-_
less. these approaches should be based primarily on the avail-
ability of jobs in the area in question. The sole purpose is to give
the applicant several areas of vocational activity to reflect upon
until the case study interview is he d. At that time the counselor.
and client could wh le away at the broad objectives. and move
to something more s cific.

G. Scheduling of Eara'rninatio-rs
The vocational rehabilitation prOgram by now has been made

knoWn to the ap cant, and he has more or less related his in
tentions of follow; g through with the relo.biliation process. He

--.._ is then scheduled for psychological and aptitude examinations,
general physicals, and specialty exarnitiations as may be neces-
sary;. However, this matter is not as simple as -that. I cannot
emphasize enough how important ito.has been fat Us' to get the
examining services of professionals, who are no only acquainted
with the vocational rehabilitation program, bLat t who are aloo
acquainted with the deaf community. These people are very, very
difficult .to find. Perhaps there is a need for local -workshops, to
acquaint these personnel with the deaf and the deaf community,

...,,, so that their services con be more specialized and pertinent to the
vocational rehabilitation process involving the deaf.

Budding Self-Reliance

The final step, aside from sending for background information
in each case, is a discussion as to how #the applicitnt feels about
the entire situation, the interview, the plan, and the role he must
perform throughout the process. His brigs on the matter are
worth obtaining. Nis°, it is vital that he deaf applicant know how
valuable he is to the success of the ehabilitation.plan. He must
be aware that the role of the agency' is to help him, rather than
to do things for leim. This maS, 1..f. an unusual copcept for him, if
he isl*used to dependency is a way to get along in.life. Therefore,
in order for the applicant to assume a self-reliant role and engage
in independent activity, he may need counseling from time to
time. The applicant may also be reluctant t9 face the world on
his own, to keep appointments, and take tests from people he
does not understand, from people who are strangers to him. The
counselor must try to understand the applicant's apprehensions
about this. If he should happen to miss his first appointment, and
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if the case is Orie ,-,evere cie-Tvencienc. may r4e necessary
acr.:4-_,mpany the client on ore of his T' 1'

the process should have trl goal of the individual to
self-re liant.as possible.

It is. in the last analysis. important that the applicar.t hive a
sense of continuity about his process. and his relationship with
his counselor. 'his is best expressed by the counselor's own corr.-
merits, which give the applicant the feeling that the counselor
was glad to see him and is looking forward to seeing the app'_i
cant again at a later time. Something/ wtangible like a foIlo-ap
appointment could IN made t that time. If insufficient informa-
tion has been received and there. is no purposQ for s.eeing the
client at the schedulA-4-irde, the client ?can be contacted to post-
pone the appointment, unless the applicant has some 'special
reason of his own for wantfiTg to keep the initial appointment.
Here again, it must be remembered that the deaf applicant is
going through a change from a generally comfortable and shel-
tered institutional life to a rough industrial world, wihich he
often-times is not prepared to cope with and approach without
some anxieties. &cause of this, he may have need for supportive
counseling and the vocational rehabilitation counselor for the deaf
is usually the only one available to provide this.

Conclusion

One could say that the preliminary case Survey is proportion-
ately as important to, the vocational rehabilitation pr9cess as is
the first five years of childhood to an individual's lifetime, or as
important as' a mathematically perfect launching to an orbital
flight_ The information acquired from the applicant and that
which is. to be sent for should be as complete as posSible. The
counselor's role is very important, but his role is successful only
if he succeeds in helping the applicant to realize that his own
role in the rehabilitation process is more important than the
counselor'i role. .

Finally, the counselor who has permitted tite applicant jo ex-
presii himself fully to achieve an initial feZling of self-re fiance,
and has illustrated how important the applicant's role is to the
continuity of the rehabilitation procesq, is sure to have a:fascin-
ating experience in counselor-client relationship.
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tOMMENTARY ON PRELIMINARY CASE SURVEY

Richard K. Johnson

Mr. Burke has presented us with a very
case survey. It should be welcomed on sever-a: :::17runt,e rst.
pretive remarks reflect a heathy concern for need (,f
disciplinary approach to vocational rehabilitation planning. He
discusses the psychological reasons for deaf clients' reluctance t,
seek help and to accept the various aspects_ of the rehabilitation
process. He suggests social explanations which may account for
various behaviorisms. He relates the frequent disparity 17,4,7i:weer:
educational reports of grade achievement as measured ,,n stan-
dard achievement tests and true vocational potential.
Mr. Burke's -several references to the importance of clear ct,rn-
munication and rapport show a keen awareness of the need for
early insight into the problems each client presents.

In a broad sense, as Mr_ Burke points out, the preliminary sur-
ve3,- should result in information involving the client's social,
vocational and educational history, his disabilities, general c,t7 a -

tional objectives, and pertinent personal information.
There is no doubting the fact that a broad background of

working and living within the deaf community will be of great
benefit in helping a counselor interpret and understand more
readily the multitude of problems which a deaf client may pre-
sent. However, one gets the impression that Mr. Burke assumes
a great number of such counselors are available,- or are indeed
already members cif each local staff_

While I appreciate the need to establish immediate rapport and
to begin communicating ideas to and receiving them from the
deaf client, I feel that for a large number of average counselors
who may find themselves working .with a deaf client this is going
to be a very difficult, and in some cases an almost impossible thing
to do during the preliminary stages.

To begin "with, the deaf specialist in most State vocational re-
habilftation agences is an exception rather than the rule. In a
large number of State and local agencies the counselor who
handles deaf clients does so as merely one more case in his over-
all caseload of many nondeaf clients. He may or may not have a
deep understanding of the underlying factors which make the
deaf client unique. He may or may not have the communication
tools necessary fOr communicating clearly with the _deaf client.

This is a point to which we need to give careful consideration ;
are we going to think in terms trained vocational rehabilita-
tion specialist who is highly oriented to deaf people and who
possesses all of the diagnostic and communication skills necessary
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for a comprehensive preliminary examination of the deaf client,
and who will later utilize What may of may not be adequate in-
formation from other case support services to carry out a case
study? Or should we view the pieliminary survey of the. deaf
Client as merely another case to be handled by a counselor who
has little or no special knOwledge about the deaf, a rudimentary
mastery of manual communication or perhaps no communication
aside from regular speech or pencil and paper, and who will be
depending on information from outside sources as the basis for
further case study?

I feel that it is necessary for us to establish a guide as to what
limits we should set for the vocationalofehltbilitation counselor'srole in this particular area. Should our thinking be along the
lines of more intensive and-more specialized training for cowl--
selors of the deaf or merely the development of a more or less
standardized guide which may help all counselors cope with their
deaf clients?

At this point, we may do well tolive additional thought to just
what type of person we should be considering when we speak of
the "deaf client."

A great deal, if not all of.the suggestions and conclusions pre-
sented in Mr. Burke's paper appear to be based on his own ex- 4
periences with deaf clients in the Washington, D.C. area. I must
assume that the level of sophistication of clients from this area is
somewhat higher -than in many parts of the country and that
these clients have relatively clear methods of communication.

he does suggest-Vat' the co nselor present leading -el
While Mr,._Burke cautions against "leadin " the client through

__ the Miter
questions designed to open up new leads fo information. This is,
of coarse, an acceptable-a/id widely practiced ns of both put-
ting the nondeaf client at ease and obtaining additi al informa-
tion, but I am wondering how effectively such, an approach can
be used with a large number of cleaf people who are very mar-ginal in their abilities to communicate by any means. it would(D seem that the lapguage,,,,harifer, in a great many cases might
preclude such an. approach, at least in the early contact stage.

Although I am confident that there are always going to be deaf
clients with average and above average abilities who will seek
services from the vocational rehabilitation agencies, it is apparent
also that as new legislation is passed to expand further the scope
of rehabilitation services we, are going to be handling a larger
number of less -capable clients.

I realize that Mr. Burk_e is an exceptionally capable counselor
and as such he perhaps has less difficulty in coping with. the
problems, ranging from a marginal, or even a non-existaiit edu-
cational background to an unstable emotional condition, which
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these deaf clients frequently present. However, ve should consider
how the average counselot whose special trai mg, if any, may
consist of nothing more than a six Week clas. oom orientation
in the manual language and the problems Of dea ness, is going to
manage his preliminary contact with this type f client.

Mr. Burke has clearly shown what is desirable and there is no
question as to. the types of information which we should seek
during our preliminary survey. However, when we consider the
total range of deaf clients with whom our counselors can expect
to work, and this may well include a top of the class graduate
from a dynamic school for the deaf on one day and a, man 'from
some small isolated community who has had almost no schooling
on the next day, we see clearly that there is likely to be a great
deal of difference in what we want and what we are probably
going to get from these" different clients during our preliminary
contact..

It ggested by Mr. Burke that all. of the information which
the cdu for needs can be obtained during a preliminary inter-
view o n hour or so, with rare exception. However, in cases of
clients' who preaent a variety of personal "adjustment and com-
munication problems, the, question comes up as to whether our
counselors aren't going -to need more time than this: Can our
average counselor obtain enough accurate information during
an interview of such duration or is he going to need a veat
deal of additional time to do independent investigation of the
several areas of information which he will need for his case
study?

I do noe'rnean to belittle the counselor's role or the importance
of the preliminary survey and it is regrettable but true that there
are all too few of our ancillary service people who 9.re oriented
to deaf people and who are capable of helping the counselor ob-
tain valid data on deaf clients. But. I do wonder if we should
expect the counselor to extend his role to the pbint where he is
expected to succeed in obtaining a.gret deal of-information in a
liriiited interview from clients with a variety. of personal and
communication problems, where. he is, on a prelimsinary. contact
basis, expected to establish rapport 'when communication may be
almost nonexistent, instill serf-reliance where there has 'been
none before, and emerge from this initial interview with a clear
picture of the client's true potential.

Although Mr. Burke says he has not personally had many deaf
elients-referred to him by other agencies, he does recognize that'
most community agencies do generally prefer to report cases
volving the deaf to the State division of vocational rehabilitation.
It is a fact that DVR has a well,- earned and Widespread reputa-
tion as the'deaf man's best friend and more deaf people are
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probably directed into this agency than into all other State agen-
cies combined, and some of the people so directed present .an
amazing multitude of problems. For a great many of these peo-
ple, the counselor who surveys their case is like a judge in the
court of last resort and ,he must be allowed to probe, counsel,
seek and gather as much information as he can without giving
undue thought,"consciously or otherwise, whether or not the case
being interviewed is going to present more closure problems than
his present load can take.

. Caseload and its possible influence on a thorough preliminary
survey is also something which we should consider. Mr. Burke
suggests that the counselor's job, in as far as the preliminary.
survey is concerned, ends with the interview and with explaining
the rehabilitation and examination process. This may, due to
caseload pressure, be as far as he can go in trying tO help. the
client through the rest of Ahe survey. But the question remains
as to whether with many deaf_ referrals, this is far enough.

In general, Mr. Burke has provided . us with a generous ra-
tionale on the preliminary case survey as it might apply to one
segment of the deaf ptpulation. It is unfortunate that there is a
minimum of information concerning this area of the rehabilita-
tion process as it might apply to some of our more difficult re-
ferrals, but what has been covered is both stimulating and
infoimative._

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

Richard .K. Johnson
H. W. Hoemann

Two .basic problems which are deterrents to casefinding and
referral were discussed repeatedly by the group. The first of these
was the lack of a sufficient number of counselors who are able
to communicate with the deaf and who understand the problems
associated with deafness. It is apparent that deaf clients would
be far more willing to seek services from D.V.R. if they knew
that they would be served by a counselor with whom they-could
communicate comfortably and -who was interested in them and
their future. Secondly, if D.V.R. expects the deaf to come to its
facilities, for services, and if it expects other individuals, and
agenciesto refer deaf-people to D:V.R. for services, then it should
make sure that the services which it offers are really .adequate.
Part of the problem now is that many" deaf people have gone
away from D.V.R. disillusioned with the counselor, the services,
and the procedure. Nothing succeeds like success. If D.V.R. pro-_
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dDces satisfactory placements and provides appropriate training,
for a nurn6er of deaf,: clients, these results are not likely to go
unnoticed/b3Oleaf people in the community. Improved training
for rehabilitation counselOrs with regard to deafness and com-
munication skills as well as improved services for the deaf seem
to be" prerequisites for a more successful casefinding and referral
program.

,`These prerequisites, hoWever; lieoutside the scope of the topic_
assigned to Group I. The group, therefore, discussed casefinding
and referral from the assumption that the cases which were
'found would not be rni:.;handled, and that the referrals which
were made auld receive the kind of treatment .which would
justify the expectation of the referring agency or of the
individual:

The group was interested in two aspects of the casefinding
and referral portions of its topic. The first was developing- the
kind of reputation for valuable services _and successful training
and placement which would generate publicity and stimulate
voluntary referrals from the deaf community. The second was
the development of the kind Of working relationship with agencies
within the community and with organizations for and of the
deaf whiCh would lead to regular referrals of deaf. clients to .the

Problems which were seen to interfere with the effective re-
eruitment of clients of both types were the following:

1. Benefits available to the deaf through Congressional
legislation are not always available to the deaf on the local
level.

2. Casefinding and referral are problems partly because
deaf clients have not always received the quality of service
or courteous treatment which would instill confidence and
acceptance of D.V.R. services.

3. There is a lack of adequate rapport between D.V.R. and
.educatitnal programs for the deaf.

4. Racial and cultural minority groups are not being
served to the extent that they should he.

5. Referrals from public and private health and welfare
agencies, especially; diagnostic clinics concerned with hearing
problems, are not a_ s frequerit as they could be.

6. Counselors do not make use,of the deaf leaders of the
community to the extent that they might, and there is not as
close contact between the counselors and the Ideal, regional,
and national associations for the deaf as there might be.

7. Programs especially designed to generate and channel
referrals to D.V.R. ,invoIN.Ying associations of local deaf or-
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ganizations or central referral agencies are not as commonly
found as they might be.

8. The rehabilitation counselor is unable to devote a great
deal of time to the development of relations with the public,
and the public relations efforts of D.V.R. have not been com-
pletely successful in acquainting the community with the
available services.

9. Lpformation on the variety of services provided for 'the
deaf in different parts of the country is not as available as
it could be to' stimulate services on the local level.

10. There is significant evidenCe that a large number of
deaf individuals are underemplOyed.

11. Deaf children and adults with rehabilitation potential
may have been institutionalized in state hospitals or insti-
tutions for the mentally retarded and left without further
efforts to evaluate and rehabilitate these people.

While deaf young people are in school the problem is made less
severe by th e fact that at least we know where they are. But it
is certainly unwarranted to assume that the school will take care
of its pupil Until they graduate and then D.V.R. will assume
responsibilitips \towftrd them. However, D.V.R. could begin to
provide services\to the deaf child's parents as soon as a child is
discovered to be deaf, The parents a,re often referred to a school
for the deaf for constructive assessment of the educational out-
look for their child. Similarly D.V.R. could provide counseling
services to advise parents regarding their child's vocational
outlook.

Later, when the child is in his early teens, the parents' will
be concerned about their child's vocational choice. Again D.V.R.
can _provide supportive counsel and guidance to promote a real-
istic outlook on the part of the parents toward their child's
future in the world of work and of his need for the kind of
services which D.V.R. has to offer. As the pupil nears gradua-
tion, D.V.R. an be notified by the schools so that a counselor can
be assigned to the ptibil. Initial contact can be made while the'
child is still in school so that an easy and. comfortable relation-
ship is established between the deaf pupil and the rehabilitation
counselor. Such "in-school" contacts can also serve to orientate
rehabilitation counselors with regard to deafness and its impli-
cations for the educational and vocational adjustment of the deaf.

It is apparent that school sources are not as productive of
cases as they might be if a smooth. working relationship were in
effect in every case between the local school for the deaf and
D.V.11.1 And as we consider schools, we should note agNin that
many deaf children are not in the residential school, but in day
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schools and in day classes. An effective means of serving these
deaf young people is just as necessary as the services offered
to the residential school pupil.

S'elt-referred clients to vocational rehabilitation' pose a special
problem for' the agency. If the client is warmly received, and
made to feel that D.V.R. is pleased to meet his needs, he is likely
to respond with equal warmth. The introduction is especially en-
hanced when the receptionist can communicate at least to some
extent manually to assist the deaf person in tilling out the appli-
cation forms and in understanding the importance of his appoint-
ments for the necessary examinations and initial interview. It
is also enhanced when the initial interview is conducted by a
counselor who is able to conimunicate with the deaf comfortably
and who understands deafness and its implications. While this
may seem to be unrelated to casefinding and referral, we must
remember that a case that is foui0 can be quickly lost by coolness
from the receptionist or inept interviewing by the counselor.

Counselors who have been trained to work exclusively with
deaf clients can be reasonably expected to show some sophistit
cation when °dealing with them professionally. Counselors who
have not been trained to serve exclusively deaf clients can be
ex"pecteci to show some =ingenuity in providing services that are
appropriate and adequate. Skillful use of the vocational training
process along with an interpreter to make the process meaningful
and understandable to the deaf client is not an unreasonable
expectation on the part of referring agencies nor of the deaf
client himself.

The counselor should not overlook any possible source of re-
ferrals within his community as be seeks to develop a caseload.
Deaf clients may be referred by existing community- agencies
such as are generally found on a registry of social services in the
community; public and private social and welfare agencies should
be made aware of the services which are available and encour-
aged to refer clients. Especially the organizations which include
deaf members should be high on the list of likely sources of
:clients. Deaf fraternal societies, deaf clubs, national and,regional
deaf associations, religious deaf groups, and school alumni asso-
ciations shauld be well known to the counselor.

In view of the new legislation, which makes it pc ssible for the
underemployed deaf to be reevaluated and retrained,'D.V.R. coun-
selors of the deaf should motivate the more obviously under-
emplbyed deaf L. their localities to take advantage of this new
legislation.

Since the majority of our day and residential schools for the
deaf do not accept disturbed and/or retarded children, it would
appear that a large number of such children, many of whom
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possibly have a high potential for habilitation, are being in-
appropriately placed in institutions for .the retarded or mentally
ill. It was the group opinion that D.V.R. could play a-major role
in screening such deaf patients for further training.

All possible sources of cases, then, were to be cultivated both
by D.V.R. through public relations efforts and by the rehabilita-
tion counselor thrdug-h his own contacts with local organizations
and with the deaf community. However, the consensus was that
the basic problem is always a Matter of having a sufficient num-
ber of well-trained counselors to provide adequate service for
deaf clients. if this were the ease, finding clients would be no
great problem.

For the -preliminary case survey it was felt that the highly
literate deaf person presents few problems. He can be treated
in much the same manger as his nondeafened peer. However.
with the semiliterate or illiterate deaf person it was felt that
special consideration was necessary. Such a client would require
a great deal of extra time and effort on the part of the counselor.

It was felt that in many cases involving these less capable
clientS some outside evaluation service, such as a comprehensive
evaluation center with:staff personnel oriented to the problems
of deafness would provide the ultimate solution for adequate
evaluation, and that an up-to-date listing of such centers should
tie made available to D.V.R. Aces.

Finally, it was 'noted that there. exists no standard or semi-
standard form for recording survey data. These might be used
by both the school and the D.V.R. office to coordinate the various

- types of pertinent data which is helpful to the counselor at thisstage of the rehabilitation process. The discussants hoped that
perhaps V.R.A. can bring together the best thinking of both the
school counselors and the rehabilitation counselors in a modelform for widespread use.
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III. CASE STUDY

William E. Davis

As I approach the topic of "Case Study" as it concerns the
deaf vocational rehabilitation clietit, it is difficult to find the fine
line that must be drawn between the preliminary case study and
the beginning of the counselor's formal diagnostic work-up. Per-
haps it is better to view the case study as a continuation of the
preliminary work instead of trying to pinpoint the stage-at which
one ends and the other begins.

There are several questions that come to my mind. What is
case study? What types of studies are involved? What is the'pur-
pose of the study? In what ways will the study be different for
the deaf client than for the client with normal hearing? While
no brief paper can be comprehensive enough to answer all of
otIr questions, this effort is to outline some basic suggestions as
to guidelines for counselors to use in the total evaluation of the
deaf client. I will in no way attempt to give all the answers, but
will try to bring to light basic information that will serve as a
springboard for- discussion during this week of comprehensive
study and discussion.

The case study is the coiknselor's method for making a total
evaluation of the client in order to make a vocational rehabilita-
tion diagnosis, determine a feasible vocational goal, and provide
the services necessary to arrive at that goal. The information
needed may be obtained from the client, the family, associates,
the community, schools and institutions he has. attended, previous
employers, and from professionals to- whom the counselor sends
the client for evaluation and diagnosis. The)counselor must use
every possilile resource for securing inforniation. When all of
the necessary information has been obtained, it .must be sufficient
for the counselor to analyze the physical, psychological, and
social strengths and weaknesses of the client, separate the rele-
vant from the irrelevant, consider each factor in relation to the
whole, and synthesize the data into a meaningful rehabilitation
plan. In every case, the information gathered must be sufficient_
(1). to determine eligibility, showing that the client has a dis-
ability which creates significant employment problems which are
serious enougt-to require rehabilitation services. The information
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must be sufficient in kind and amount (2) to determine the voca-
tional objectives for the client, as well as (3) to determine the
scope and nature of services required to attain the vocational
objective.

Since no two people are alike, the kind and amount of diag-
nostic information necessary in each case will differ. The skill
of the counselor must. be utilized in determining the depth of
evaluation in each case. However, it is far better to have too
much information than to take a chance on not having enough.
It is far better to spend money on a particular examination and
be sure than to take a chance on 'something being overlooked
which causes the case to break down.

Medical

The counselor's approach to securing medical information for
the deaf client is no different than that for any client. The coun-
selor will obtain a statement of medical history from the client.
There must be a listing of previous illnesses, types and treatment,
periods of hospitalization, names and addresses of physicians and
hospitals, and the name and address of the family physician. It
is, vital to have the client's feeling as to his general physical
health. The counselor should get signed releases from the client
for securing medical information -regaNding previous treatment
and hospitalizations. Information obtained from the client and
other sources will guide the counselor in determining the types
of medical examinations to purchase for the client. In setting
up casework standards for deaf clients, we shoUld be careful to
include the origin of the disability, age at onset, and the present
status of. the disability.. All pertinent. information should be
given to the examining physician in advance of the .examination;
as the case history is of great value to the examining physician
and Is, in many cases, difficult to obtain from the

As with all rehabilitation clients, a general medical examina-
tion must be performed. This is necessary to document the hear-
ing loss and reveal other facts regarding ,the- client's general
health pertinent to rehabilitation planning. We must keep in
mind that deafness may be accompanied by other physical prob-
lems and the cotinselor must be alert to such conditions. The
client's statement as to his general health and the medical history
will help the counselor determine whether he shopld obtain only aroutine general medical examination or a comprehensive intern-
ist's examination.

Once the general information has been obtained, the counselor
will follow througp on any recommendations made, by the physi-cian for further eiaminations. This brings us again to the possi-
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bility. of other physical conditio s-that should be evaluated before
rehabilitation planning can begi This also brings us to the point ,
of whether or not an otological e arnifiation should be obtained.
Here again we come to depend up n the discretion of the coun-
selor. If the client is congenitally eaf, deaf from early child-
hood, corns from a long line of dea people and has attended a
school for the deaf, there is probably ttle value in an otological
examination, unless, of course, Were; is some other medical
-reason. Examples of this would be' ear infections, vertigo, or
tinnitus, all of which definitely affect working ,conditions. Many
times, however, a deaf client will resist going for an otological,
examination. He has probably been through that several times
already. A good rule to follow is that if the examining physician
recdmmends an otological examination, it should be obtained.

In direct connection with the otological are audiological and
speech evaluations. It is general practice in my area that an
otological report is required before' the 6. udforogist will see the
client. The audiological report usually, recommends a speech
evaluation if indicated. However, it is my personal regulation to
obtain a speech evaluation on all clients who go into a training
program requiring a great deal of communication, such as busi-
ness college training. Here again, we ust basically depend upon
the recommendations' of a particular specialty to guide us in fur-
ther evaluation. As always, the counselor will cpnsider the -facts
such as age at onset of hearing loss and intelligibility of the
client's speech.

The Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1965 (Public Law 89--
333) states that all cases of ,blindness an adequate hearing
evaluation will be obtained." A complete opthalmological exami-
nation is of equal importance in deaf cases. Most of us who \work
with a special 'Case load of deaf clients have had the experience
of having a client tell us their glasses needed changing and upon
examination find that we muse provide bilateral cataract surgery
before a vocational objective can be reached. It is apparent that
this can gredtly change the vocational objective of -the client.
How much better it is to provide this service before the voca-
tional objective has been chosen. Also, most of us have had the
experience of having a client_ in comprehensive evaluation only
to discover that we must provide glasses before the client can
complete the evaluation. It is my recommendation that in all
cases of deafness a complete opthalmological report be obtained
when available..
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Psychological and Educational

In ariving at a vocational objective the counselor must know
the educational background, range of general intelligence, apti-
tudes, and interests of his client. In order to obtain the necessary
information, the "'counselor must get the names and addresses of
schools the client has attended and determine from which schools
he should have information. There may be cases when this in-
formation -is not necessar,y, but only the experienced counselor
can make this decsion.

Schools vary greatly in the information included in the tran-
script. For this reason it is wise to specify exactly what is needed
in the letter of request, unless the counselor has a working under-
standing with the school as to what he routinely *ants when he
requests a transcript. The counselor needs to knOw the grades
of at least the last two years in school and the achievement level
reached. In requesting achievement test scores, the counselor
should specify that he wants a breakdown of each area tested.
A mean or median score is not specific enough in most deaf cases
for rehabilitation diagnosis. The transcript should also indicate
any pre-vocational or vocational training, as well as previous
psychological and aptitude test results. The counselor will find
insight into the clients personality, and drive by requesting
records of extra curricular activities, such as sports, clubs,
'offices held in these_ activities, as well as any special honors or
recognitions received from the school.

In most cases it is of value to obtain a psychological evalua-
tion. Here we must exercise extreme caution. Communication is
the key factor in psychological testing. Unless instructions are
understood, the results will not be. valid. The psychologist who
is not sophisticated in the area of deafness will not understand
the low verbal abili ty of the average deaf client and will assess'

is abilities far below what they actually are.
Some time ago, a young deaf boy who had been dismissed from

t e State school encountered difficulties with the police and
landed in a psychologist's office for evaluation. I received a copy
of the report along with the referral and was amazed to see that
the psychologist had attempted projective techniques with a deaf
boy who could not write a coherent, sVntence.

Counselors who have a psychologist who understands the deaf
apd the implications of deafness and has the ability, to communi-

4ate with deaf people are fortunate indeed. Too long the counselor
has had to depend upon an old psychological test score obtained
from. the school with no amplifying remarks, questionable re-
sults from a psychologist who doesn't understand the problem,
or no psychological information at all.
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Another area of concern is that of adequate aptitude testing.
It is not always easy to obtain, aptitude testing for the deaf
client, even though it is of great importance in recommendations
fo: training. However, there are- ways- in which we can get a
general idea of the basic aptitudes of our deaf clients even with
limited resources. Generally, the psychologist will give a break-
down of the subject 'patterns along with a comment as to par-
ticular vocational strengths or weaknesses. I have found the
State Employinent Service to be most cooperative in administer-
in the General Aptitude Test Battery to my clients, procvidefl
an interpreter is present to assist. After seVeral groups )aave
been tested, both the administrator and the interpreter develop
skill in testing deaf persons. Even though the tests may not be
considered valid by some, they give a very "good 4.tppraisa) of
spatial aptitude, forty perception, motor coordination, finger dex-
terity, and mahual dexterity.

There are also verbal and numerical subtests, but I am always
cautious about being guided:by these test results, because they .

depend upon the use of language. It has been my experience that'
the more ability the client has, the more easily I ca'n obtain
adequate aptitude testing. Many States' are establishing compre-
hensive evaluation units for deaf clients which utinze- such sy-sF-
terns as TOWER and various modifications of it. These centers
are of great value in evaluatink the more limited zind multiply
handicapped deaf client.

Although it may hot be -con'sidered scientifically sound, many
'times the only thing a counselor has to depend upon is what the_
client enjoys doing ir'-his spare time. I think we are safe in
assuming that many times our aptitudes lead us to the types of
activities we enjoy. I trained one young man who is now working
as an automobile mechanic and this is the method of evaluation
I used. He enjoyed .working on automobiles and seemed to have a
native ability for this type of work.

Another area with extremely limited resources for deaf clients
is the area of interest inventories. Too often,' the cchunselor who
works with deaf persons n-iust depend upon the "what are you
interested in" approach, when the client. has not had enough
exposure to what is available, what is required in the way of
training and skill, and what the futUre of the job. is. Generally,
the client is- interested in doing something he learned in the
pre-vocational shops at school or has -developed a vocational in-
terest on the bmstglof informationoften misinformationre-
ceived from associates. This has led me to develop an interest
finder which I use mostly with students at the Tennessee School
for the Deaf. Limited though it is, it is broader l'h scope than
anything -tve have had before and at least created some interest
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in vewations other than the four offered at the school. While'
some counselors may have success with interest inventories used
-for the normally hearing client, I find that about half of the areas
.listed require hearing or speech: While it is easier to develop'
interests,in our students at the school, it is very difficult to see
our adult deaf client often eno rh and for long enough to explore
and develop interests,especial when there are no standardized
instruments which can lieeTreily---aer v.'ith the deaf.

Woe:it-History -

The counselor should prepare a compl e work history in all
cases, including names and addresses of employers, types of jobs,
earnings, length of time on-the j6b, and the reason for leaving.
The work history will indicate. job stability, perhaps some job
interests, and the degree of skill requii-ed for the job. While
obtaining the work histoi-y, -the Counselor should also be alert
to attitudes the'client may have toward the company, supervisory
personnel, and fellow workers. Also, the counselor should be
alert to frequent shifts in types of jobs, as this may give some
indication as to the emotional stability of the individual, unless
the unrest is actually created by being employed at a much lower
level than the Client's capabilities. -

Personality

In order for the counselor to assess adequately the potential
of his client, he must have a picture of his total personality, The
counselor must work with the total person. He should make every
effort to learn how well the client is able to adjust in school, the
family, and community, HoW -does the client relate to others?
Is he able to function independently in meeting the demands of
the community? Does he display behaviour appropriate to the
situation? Is he introverted or extroverted? Does he enjoy asso-
ciations with people or does he prefer being alone? Are there
any particular complexes that are evident? Does he seem to be
highly motivated to be independent? What is his attitude toward
his deafness or other disabilities? Does he feel the world is
unfair to the deaf? The counselor must .know_ the client's ability
to function as well .as his underlying attitudes and general be-
haviour to complete a rehabilitation program.

Socio-Economic

The socio-economic circumstances of the client and his family
are of obvious value in diagnosis and planning and therefore,
plays an important role in the case study of the deaf rehabilita-
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tion client.. The counselor, in all cases, must be as thorough as
possible in gathering accurate information regarding the family.
He will get this information from discussions vk ith the client, from
a hom'e visit, and when necessary, from people in the community.
There should be a listing of all family members living in the
home, and it is well to note those who may he living outside the
home, either working or married. The listing should include the
ages, educational level, and employment of the family members_
The counselor should consider the type of hOme and the location.
as well as the cultural and economic level of the farniiy.

Most important in the family survey is the relationship of the
client to the family unit. What is the attitude of the family
toward the client and the client toward the family? Is he re-
jected, tolerated, or included as a member of the family? The fi-
nancial circumstances of the family must be surveyed if 'services
requiring the determination of economic need are anticipated.
In this regard, the willingness of the family to assist in a re-
habilitation program, both ,fioancially and otherwise, should be
ascertained. It is not always easy to determine the influence of
the family on the client, but it is vital in the counselor's appraisal'
of the client's ability to complete a rehabilitation program. The
counselor should learn whether the client is the only deaf mem-
ber of the family, or if there are others. He will find a good
indication as to the family's acceptance by learning how and to
what degree the family can communicate with the client.

Present Practices and Needed Changes

In my own state of Tennessee, the general rehabilitation coun-
selors tend to stereotype deaf people. When a deaf person comes
to our agency, be it male or female, he knows there. is one area
of training he can get from the majority of our counselors
linotype. This suggests that there is actually no adequate case
study done in most instances. Perhaps there is a copy of the
school transcript and any other information which can be secured
from the school,' but there is ,no attempt to obtain any further
psychological or aptitude testing or explore inter&sts if this client
has been predestined by rehabilitation tradition to take linotype
just because he is deaf. About the only thing- I can say for past
and present case study practices among general rehabilitation
counselors for deaf clients is that there is practically none.

The ideal .way to change this situation is:for our States to
recognize that deaf clients need counselors who can communicate
with them and have the professional knowledge to assist them
in evaluation, guidance and counseling, planning, providing serv-
ices, placement, and follow up, Since this seems so long overdue,
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perhaps our sectri-,d alternative will be to set up case work stand-
ards to be used with deaf clients and seek means to enforce them
until :.-f persons cat; obtain the type of rehabiliIation Services
to they are entitled.

COMMENTARY ON CASE STUDY
Roger M. Fo !berg

The booklet, "Casework Performance in Vocational Rehabilita-
tion," published by the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation ((;TI'-
Bulletin No. 1--Rehabilitation Service Series No. 505, May,
1959), defines Cusp Study as that phase of rehabilitation services
where the counselor determines the need for data on the client's
medical and psychological status as well as his educational and
social adjustment. history in order to proceed to the next phase
the vocational diagnosis.- It would seem that case study means
that point in time after the counselor has some information on
the client ether from the referral source or 'front the client
himself and before he has made the vocational diagnysis. In other
words, he has some information; but needs more it order to be
able to .make _a diagin;sis. What does .he do now'? What .. kind of
information should he try to get? What e does he expect to
Make of it?

One important manner in which the gatheri of ti the
deaf client will differ from others is in the sources of informa-
tion. If the community in which the deaf client lives has a com-
munity service agency for the deaf (and the number of such
agencies will, I. hope, increase 'constantly in future years) that
agemcy will be a very valuable source of information. Of course,
the professional personnel in the .agency for the deaf will re-
qupst that the rehabilitation counselor obtain Permission- from
the client' before if will prtrvide informationjust as with any
other profeSsional agency.

In addition to heing a source of information about the client,
the community service agency can be a very valuable resource
during the rehabilitation process. 'It can help provide interpret-
ing services, and may be able to advise the counselor as to re-
abilitation aciliti,es suitable for deaf ,cli*nts outside of the

i'kimediate area that are known to those close to the rehabilitation
of tea afhilts but which the rehabilation counselor may know
little or. nothing about. During follow-up, the- deaf client may re-
quire counseling or other services beyond the usual scope of the
rehabilitation counselor, and the community .service agency will
be willing to pr,:..yide- these services. In fact, it may he the re-
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source that will (keep the client on the job the rehabilitation
counselor provid s for years after the placement is madeen-
tirely- without t knowledge of the counselor. These agencies can
be so invaluable hat rehabf',..Lation counselors everywhere should
actively encourag and stimulate their establishment and develop-
ment. The more th cottriseldr knows about. :such servicesinclud-
ing religious counseling and serviCe-a.g-enciesthe better he will
be- able to collect data and plan the rehabilitation pfot.edure.

Mr. Davis has presented some of the types of data that a
counselor twill need to consider 'gathering, and cites the reasons
why data must. be obtained. He then goes on to say that "The
skill of the counselor must be utilized in determining the der,th
of evaluation in each case." If we are to assume that our objec-
tive is to -offer constructive suggestions for the guidance of
the naive counselor, this statement cannot be accepted. It is our
responsibility to offer insights that are not elsewhere available
to the counselor.

Medical

In considering the need for medical nformation on the deaf
client, it should be emphasized that the hysician may need the
assistance of an interpreter. With deaf ersons who have poor
verbel skills, the physician is unlikely.to question the client as
to whether he has had any recent serious illnesses or symptoms
of any sort: If a medical examination is worth getting at all, it
should ,he a good on'e.'Sending an interpreter with the low-verbal
deaf client--and paying the interpreter insures that the physi-
cian's fee is money well spent. .

Mr. Davis-notes it .is "vita) to have the client's feeling as to his
general health." One would assume it is even more vital for the
physician than for the medically untrained counselorhence the
need for an interpreter to accompany ;low- verbal deaf persons to
the physician's office. P, word of caution, however. A counselor
with some knowledge of the langtiage of ,signs may_eleet to as-
sume the role of interpreter himself. This should be avoided.
There are several reasons for this: (1) The client is entitled to
select an interpreter of his choice not the counselor's. If he has
the right to see a physicihn of his choice, then he has N;imilar

with regard to interpreters. (2) Unless a counselor wants
to set himself up in the interpreting and social-service business,
he had better maintain" his role only as a counselor. (3) Arrang-
ing the appointment for the medical examination frequently takes
place during the initial interview betweon the counselor and
the deaf client. For some reason or' other, the deaf clint may by
the end of this interview., decide that he dbes`not. wish to *vail
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himself of furthfr services from the rehabilitation office. Regard-
less of whether justified or unjustified, his wishes must be_re-
spectecl and the counselor- should avoid any move that may be
construed' by the client as' a sign that the counselor is about to
"take over the lient's entire life. (4) Interpreting is a profes-
Sion in itself, d medical interpreting is a sub specialty within
that profession.

I disagree with Mr. Davis' statement that otological and audio-
logical examinations are not always. necessary. If the deaf client
has been through an oto-audiological examination recently., then
we agree with Mr. Davis that the need for another examination
is nullified. We would add, however, that results of this recent
examination should be obtained by requesting the client to sign
a release. If such an examination has not'been given recently the
counselor should make arrangements for one.

Routine oto-audiological examinations can be important. While
the counselor himself might be convinced of the degree of deaf-
ness, he may later wish to refer the client to an evaluation, train-
ing or educational setting. These people will not see the client
until he \comes_ They will demand oto-audiological examinations
in order to determine whether' the client is eligible for their
services.

Another reason is that later placement in employment may be
facilitated by the information obtained from the oto-audiological
examination. If the audiogram reveals that although the deaf
client's hearing is non-functional as far as sounds in the speech
range are concerned, he is able to hear extremely loud noises, it
might then be possible to ease the fears (whether well founded
or not) of a potential employer who worries about the fact that
the person would not be able to hear in -plant automotive traffic
and to get out of-the way when such vehicles blow their horns:
In other --- admittedly rarecases, "deaf" persons will be found
who still have a great, deal of residual hearing and are capable
of hearing many sounds in their environment, including shouting.
TheSe personsPrnay resist a hearing aid, and should not be pres-
sured into using one they do net want. However, again from the
standpoint of a potential employer,--this residual hearing could
be an important safety factor. Only if the counselor has a recent
audiogram can he really know whether his client is totally deaf,
or whether he has sorne remaining hearing th..t might be valuable
in a_later employment situation.

I disagree with Mr. Davis on the need for routine ophthalmolog-
ical evaluations. "21-iere is no conclusive evidence that deaf people
have more visual difficulties than any other segment\of the popu-
lation. We should be able to assume that congenital clfectg would
be detected long before the client reaches the counselor. Such
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routine questions as: "How long have you, had those glasses.
(paraphrased, Of course, in the language of signs) should help
the counselor determine whether new ones might be necessary.
(7-ertainly. I have not 'noted that deaf people are more prone to
cataract growth than dny other group..

In discussing his requirement of a speech evaluation for ''all
clients who go into -a training program requiring a great deal of
communication," Mr. Davis fails to differentiate between '-r-
pressive and receptive comrr'iunication. This is something that is
not-too well understood by inexperienced counselors. Speech is an
expre,s-sire mode of communication. It is important when the
worker is constantly required to express himself to others. An
obvious example is sales work.

Lipreading and the use of a hearing aid a. oceptive modes
of communication. They are important when the worker is en
the,receiving end of 'communication from others, such as his im-
mediate superior and co-workers. A person on the receiving end
of communication does not necessarily need to express himself.
Nor does the communication need to be oral. Aside from the lan-
guage- of signs, there are many subtle 'ways of receiving com-
munication visually: a facial expression, *simple gestures- and
body movements that suggest intipatience, irritation, pleasure.
praise. A deaf person may be able to function quite well in a
communication situation where the person who is expressing him-
self knows he is talking to a deaf person and uses ancillary, vis-
ual means of communication to supplement lip-movements.

Psychological and Educational

In discussing the need o obtain educational background in-
formation, Mr. Davis relies n the "experience" of the counselor
as a "guide" to the deterrnin Con of whether or not it...is necessaryfir to collect this 'data. Criteria guidelines are needed. A good rule
to follow is whet. r or not a client has had sufficient work ex-
perience that enables the counselor to gain insight into his func-
tioning in a world of work. If the client left school only a year
or two ago, and has had only one or two jobs, then educatipnal
information could be vitally important. If, on the other hand, the
client is in his thirties or forties and has been working for ten
or fifteen years, it would be superfluous to initiate Correspondence
with his former. school oro schools. If,e -case is a' "borderline"
'pile and the counselor is in doubt, then e information should be
Obtained anyway.

I am in agreement with Mr. Dp.vis' comments as to the need to
specify what is desired when school authorities are contacted. I
note, however, that he faIlS to mention the importance of the
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client's dormi-torn behavior while in scho-ol. dot ,s sziggc< 1h;t:
some conjrnents be obtained in regard to the individua:'s "e\tra
cur iar activities." but an individual's dormitory behavior arai

participation in school athletics. hobby clubs and the like vft,n
have nothing in common with each other. Dormitory behavior is
a valuable index to a deaf client' ility to get along with his
peers. While these peers are al- deaf. there is usually not to
much difference between a dea person's modes of dealing with
his deaf peers and his behavior in close. daily contact with
normal-hearing people. The neurotic, psychopathic. or psychotic
deaf person remains neurotic, psychopathic, or psychotic in both
situations unless and until--htf--receives adeqUate treatment
good dormitory report will assist the counselor in predicting
whether or not his client is going to need psychotherapy or per-
sonal adjustment training at some time during the rehabilitation
process.

Admittedly, good dormitory reports are difficult to obtain when
dealing with residential schools for the deaf. Dormitory super-
visors are notoriously lax about record-keeping. Sometimes there
is a tendency on the part of the school to teat such data as con-
fidential. Perhaps this situation could be alleviated if yie
selor were to establish close contacts with the school authorities
and with the dormitory supervisors. They may be more willing
to give him highly personal information if they feel assured that
he will use this information constructively.

This last point brings up something else. Too man:, counselors
fail to understand the need to Establish and maintain contacts
with residential and other schools for the deaf in their areas. This
is something that the new counselor is unlikely to do unless it is
directly suggested trPr him. He should be familiar with 00 schools
and their authorities, and should have an understanding of their
problems and help them to understand his problems.

Adult education for deaf people is a new and quickly-growing
concept. Rehabilitation counselors can and should stimulate this
growth by referring clients whOse intellectual potentials suggest
they are under-educated. A deaf client may not have done as well
as possible while in school, but may acquire additional motivation
and determination once he perceives how vital it is to him tp im-
prove his academic abilities. While scholastic achievement levels
tell what the client has accomplished to date, they do not always
indicate, what the client is capable of achieving. The counselor
should.not accept Lhe academic status-quo as something that is
unchangeable, but instead should make. every effort to detormine
whether these things can be ,remedied either through organized
educational programs for the adult deaf or by means of private
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Re-tabilitation. in cases such as this, is a challenge. and
tilt counselor must be prepared to r--.:eet that challenge.

I ,,vould second -Mr. Davis' remarks insofar as the need for cau-
tion in obtalininp- and interpreting psycho': rical 'evaluations of
deaf clients is concerned. The soundest solution to the problem of
obtaining a valid psychblogical evaluation of the deaf client is as
Mr. Davis points out, to use a psychologist who is skilled in both
the clinical aspects of his science and in communication with the
deaf. However, such specialists are rare. Until the time when the

111I personnel" shortage is alleviated, what is the counselor supposed
to do? Forego such evaluations entirely t_ntil the milennia comes
along when he does have resource to the "ideal" psychologist? Or
get them anyway, and use them selectively? If the latter, how
does he go about "selective" use?

I have seen a psychological report en a deaf client who until
that time was regarded as mentally retarded by authorities in it
residential,/ school for the deaf. In the report, the psychologist
warned that the client was definitely not rbtarded. This psycholo-
gist, insofar as we are aware, had no specialized training in the
area of the deaf, and could not communicate with the client. How-
ever, our own findings verified his in every respect. We would
submit that clinical skill and discretion on the part of a com-
pctent psychologist can often compensate for lack of specialized
training. and or communication abilities. Perhaps the solution
to the counselor's dilemma is to lace emphasis upon the demon-
strated competency of the psycnofogistto use his "selef.tivity"
when finding a psychologistuntil tho day arrives when he has
the "ideal" at his service. Whether such psychologists can engage
in personality evaluation, therapy or otherwise treat the deaf
client is an entirely difTerent'question ; at this point weare con-
cerned only with evaluation of the client's intellectual and per-
ceptual functioning, vocational interests, and aptitudes.

Mr: Davis' comments on adequate aptitude testing are for the
most part incontestable. Qne point which he did not mention in
aptitude testing is the fact that the tests, in general, are often
scientifically unsound. The validity and reliability of many of
these tests is inconclusive. It is true that the GATB is among the
best-validated; however, as Mr. Davis points out., there Are sev-
eral "verballyloaded" subtests that must be iiiterpreted with
extreme care. Its "intelligence" score is largely derived from
vocabulary and arithmetic reasoning tests, and must be ignored
in the case of low-verbal, prelingually deaf persons. Another
problem is the "assembly-line" procedures used by psychome-
trists in some employment service offices when administering this
test. It is given routinely and mechanicaily, without apparent re-
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Farb for clues in the clients behavior that suggest that anxiety
under unfamiliar pressure conditions are at the root of pOor per-
formance. rather than a lack of the aptitude being n\easurecl.
Anxieties are more apt to confound test results when till sub,jo,o
is a deaf person who has simply been manipulated into the testinor
situation without proper orientation, and who dm)es not knot=
what to expect, than for other disabled groups for whom such
situations are not as threatening.

In connection with evaluation of the client's vocational inter-
ests, I attentively await formal presentation of the techniques
being developed by Mr. Davis. Until these can be examined in
detail, it is suggested that the California Picture Interest Inven-
tory is usable. It is true that about one-fourth of the occupations
depicted are totally unsuitable for deaf persons. The interpreta-
tion of the profile, however, should take into account the client's
expressed interests, his knowledge of the world of work, and his
over-all personality. It can even be very suggestive of a client's
emotional functioning if lie consistently chooses jobs that are
obviously inappropriatesuch as radio announcing and playing
a musical instrument.

The counselor must always be alert to the fact that a person's
ocational interests invariably reveal §qmething- about that per-

son as a person. If he consistently chooses occupations that will
bring him into direct, subservient contact with others in his en-
vironment. he may be unable to function effectively unless he
feels that he is directly gratifying the needs of other people. If
he consistently chooses to work with machinery only, perhaps he
cannot tolerate having too many interpersonal contacts during
his working day..-The client's vocational interests can reflect his
total personality. If he is permitted to select only among those
occupations "suitable" for the deaf, the counselor may lose im-
portant clues as to how that deaf person feels about hiMself and
his role in the world of work,

Incidentally, there is a vocational interest inventory that was
standardized upon oa population composed of deaf persons. It is
the Geist Interest Inve_A.tory: Deaf Males. While its usefulness
may be debatable, the kaiabilitation counselor should at least be
informed of its existence.

at Work History

In tjae discussion of" information to. be obtained pertinent to the.
client's work history, I find no mention of the need to sontact the
client's previous eMployers and compare their statements with
thqse volunteered by the client. Perhaps this is done routinely
if not, it -should be. Such inquiry, coupled with Ay,)4,at the client
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-drriself tells the counselor, help the counse:or pre,iict
assis'tance in dealing with communication difficulties. and

other aspects of interpersonal relati, ns. the cl ent will need on

his future jib. The counselor should look at a poor or unfav or-
able work history from a constructive standpoint. asking hirns.ef :
"How much help will the client need in facing the reality that he
must learn to get along with other people, and how can I provide
such help?" Negative attitudes such as: "Should I get him an-
other job, or shouldn't I?" need to be avoided except in the most
extreme cases of emotional disturbance where hospitalization may
be indicated. Of course, not getting a client another job can be a
method of treatment, helping him to perceive that his past be-
havior was iunacceptable and that an adjustment is indicated.
With deaf persons, however, the counselor must first be absolutely
certain that the problem lies within the client and does not stem
from negligent. malicious -"1 ?judicial -.-ior on thy
his former co-workers ansik oi. ..up,-..rvisors. Complaints of "unfair-
ness" are sometimes entirely justified; they cannot always be
discounted automatically. If the counselor cannot communicate
adequately with the client, even more care must be exercised.

Incidentally, frequent job shiftsespecially if the client is
young and if the shifts are from one type of job to anothermay
suggest a wholesome attitude of venturesomeness and a desire to
"get on in the world" rather than "emotional instability." Job-
hopping among older clients who have family responsibilities is
more apt to suggest emotional problems, especially if the jobs are
within the same general occupational area.

Personality

Insofar as an evaluation of the personality of the client is
concerned, Mr. Davis is correct in his statement that "The coun-
selor mtist work with the total person," It is here, however, that
the inexperienced counselor is most desperately in need of guid-
ance. How does deafness contribute to personality deve!opme-nt?
Is the personality of a prelingually deaf person apt to be "pat-
terned" differently from that of a normal-hearing person? If so,
how?

I would not expect Mr. Davis, or anyone else, to come up with
comprehensive, definitive replies to thesequest4ons in a- brief.
nonscientific paper. These are questions appropriate for scien-
tific research. However, rehabilitation counselors and psycholo-
gists everywhere need to realize that at the present time we do
not know the answers 0 these questions. They must understand
that they cannot depend upon any stereotypes when' making
personality assessments and evaluations. Each deaf client is an



:ndividua and his personaty t-r.ust be issessed and evallated en
that basi.-), not only on the basis of his being deaf. It is useless
to specula,e upon what a deaf person would be like were he fint
deaf: he is deaf, and that factor cannct be separated from the
development of his personality. It is our opirion that the accident
of deafness does significantly figure into the individual's person-
alit:: development. Exactly how is unknown.

Nowhere in this section does Mr. Davis ernphasi7e that it is
especially in personality evaluation that -ability to communicate
with the client is the crucial factor. Perhaps he feels he has al-
ready made himself clear on this point: the counselor shwild he
able to communicate with the client. In terms of the purpose of
this workshop, however, we are not saying anything new if
let it c-o al' that. W mu- '_ .v,.-t-e. ts.L_. '_here are rehabilitation
coun,,,,ors riy the hundreds who have deaf clients assigned to
them and who have no adequate means of communication with

*those clients. W17at do we suggest they do?
Much depends upon whether or not the counselor feels he is

competent to make a personality assessment. While it may be
true that he can "size up" many of his clients at a glance, such
haphazard techn'ques frequently lead the counselor upon a long
and frustrating oad of interrupted or a.bandoned training pro-
ferams. unsuccess ul placeMents, and the multiplying of underly-
ing emotional dist rbances which, when poorly understood and
untreated, result in t client's ending up with a very unfavorable
work history and alrnos no chance of obtaining or holding stable
employment. A good, thorough personality evaluation by a com-
petent clinical psychologist should go a long way to insure early,
complete understanding of the client and the roots of his emo-
tional disturbance. If there is a history of dormitOry; home and
interpersonal problems the counselor would be well advised to ob-
tain a professional evaluation as early as possible.

At this po:nt,,the age-old communication problem again rears
its head. Where is the con elor to find a competent clinician who
can communicate with deaf client adequately eppagh to under-
take a personality evaluation? /

One solution is t9Pprovide the clinical psychologist or psychia-
trist'with the sery es of a trained, professional interpreter. The
three-way professional relationship is an admittedly complex one,
but with a qualified interpreter; "difficulties can be minimized and
overcome. There are, or very soon will be, guidelines to assist
interpreters in 'areas such as this. -Good interpreters should be-
come increasingly available to counselors throughout the nation
as the new Registry of Interpreters for the,Deaf becOmes more
formidable. As discussed previously in connection with the use of
interpreters in medica situations, the counselor s4uld not at-
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7.-

Socio-Econornic
I find ittle to take iss7ie with in Mr. Davis' tr.,.-a-,rnen,_

data 4he counselor needs on the client's so.cio--econ.::-nic
ground, except to note the lack of any criteria by which
counselor can determine the effectiveness of communication
tween the family and the client and its Ficrnif-nr,
to the cTie-ht's-

.. .r-icessary
Jr! be in the language of signs in order to be

"adequate' Perhaps how.- atmosphere of warm acceptance that
stops short of overprotection can be effective in promoting good
personality growth in the-client even though adequate communica-
tion is lacking. I 1V011-1 not discount the effectiveness of good
communication, but the mental hospitals of the nation are filled
to overflowing with norma: normally hearing people who never
had any communication diflic,ilties. It may be that the quality of
the communication is far more important in the family situation
than its ade-qctaCy 'or its content. While I cannot make a definite
'statement one way or the other at this point duti? to lack of scien-
tific investigation, I can alert the inexperienced counselor to these
possibilities.

Mr. Davis' final comment as to the lamentable custom of stereo-
typing deaf cOnts into certain, limited voentknal tn.9ids .,: zi. very
laudable one and for one I have nothing I add.

In the final analy$,is, ...we must realize, that while it is highly de-
sir4able for each State to hive a "roaming" rehabilitation special-
ist in the-deaf, this is not the final answer. The dea clients, as a
group, usually require more in-depth evaluation, reextensive
and intensive training, and longer folloiv-up than other clients. It
is too much to .expect. one man to do it all, tand the local coun-
selor to ..ichorn the client has read:ii."icce'A must' be prepared to
shoulder at kast part of the load. It is the restronsibility of this
-workshop to offer constructive suggestions for that local coun-
selor to use:- ,

I
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

William E. Woadrick
Clifford A. Lawrence . -

As discussed in the chapter, i'Background and Structure of the
Conference," a group of participants was assigned to discuss each

41.invorkshop topic in depth and recommend a set of guidelines for
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ici p.an!'.
fr

Medical
A rompTe'fr and rhoriii.f.th medical examinati,,n

determination of the major disability zire sh,,u:d
be taken to note any physical impa.irments other tha
that might exist.

In obtaining the medical information care should be taken that
the deaf client knows why he has to be examined hy -a physician.
but caution should be exercised to not foster a pa',Iern of ovv:r-
protection. An interpreter may be used to insure adequate corn-
munIcfcktion 'between th'e client and the doctor. The counselor
should ensure competent medical examination and at the same
time guide the tlient to assurae.responsibility commensurate with
his ability to tandle the situation. When medical facilities are
available at the school foiCthe deaf, medical examination is sug-
gested prior to the client's leaving school. The counselor then will
have the benefit of information from a source where the client
is well known and has spent a large part of his life.

If. from the counselor's observation of the client, i- felt that
medical specialists such as otologists or ophthalrr ,1,:i.,;ts are
needed, he should not hesitate to refer the client to a specialist
even if no recommendation is made in the genet,d medical report.
Arrangements should be made to investigate ophthalmological
problems which might be present. The deaf person is so heavily
reljant on visual stimuli that any. complications in this area
should be optimally corrected.

Audiological
Most States require audiological examinations in addition to

the-otological. Even if not required, both should be obtained if
recent audiological information is not. available.

The counselor shouldexpl4e all means of utilizing the client's
residual hearing, but should /keep in mind the client's med raticw
to use his remaining hearing.

s

Educational
Academic achievemenl-qevel, of the deaf client usually is igni-

ficantly lower than for his hearing peer. Deficiencies in academic
achievement at all grade levels and in all subjects should not
surprise the counselor when working' with deaf clients. These
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have cert_ai,-1 IQ
,cort-s. "..he

nit :rif-,q-n-latit,n and its I),ertirii-nce.
e

Social

Th*, hist,,ry wn: play a vita: pitrt
d,agnosis. -rhe expo.'rlenced psychologist. for e,,:an-i;tle. (-an rnahe
a much better analysis of pers-,,na!ity d:s.-narnics :f h Fla,

history on hand. For this rea,on. soeuj
be as compete

firm! n r-1 Err y Heir; t h ip.

reationships may indicate how the e gtts along
-xith others, The 4-sieaf client gets far It socuti rciinge :7--

relation to pl,..)-rsona I living than hcarini:- 0-1-.=,;-rs. It ,era
agreed irs,- tko that an there
often is less ',,entiFication with the family unit than with deaf
associates. \ couns-elor should keep this in mintf as he preeek.,
with the case study.

Information regarding his membership in organizations ari(t
4 his participation in irctivities is important in working with the

deaf client. lie may or may not participate. and opportunity to
participate may or may not be available to him. T may be
true regardless of the mode of communication especially when
participation requires significant language ability. This may be
an indication that the deaf person is an individual with distinc-
tive characteristics. The client- may hesitate to volunteer or- give
confidential information through an interpreter. More complete
information ireigarding home and family relationshN) is often
obtained in r one-to-one situation in addition 4,4 the intrview
with the interpreter.

B. Personal and Social Adjustment
Little valid information is available in this area. Meaningful

research in-this field is sparse. The counselor should proceed with
caution in making judgment. The development level of personal
and social adjustme4t may influence all trie other areas;eof case
study. The 1ks.ussants emphasized that problems of development

0
/
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-:: int, r-A-
.n r.- :r 7j,

.rtii . , .in,.:ivicua. varies greatly fron-..
cieaf. in gt-nerai. The dis-cus.ant s felt tr.at tne pre

deaf 1-.0ersr .:,r. rrlay be more accepting of his
iic about th e. limitation posed by disability: Often Inaving. s2er.t
considerable time ;n a residential school setting where his
ability :s cornmkon and root viewed as a handicap he rry be ql..ie
Zih:e to adiust to a greater extent than outside that environrnenz
Important to the total social IlidJustrrePt the w:t7,: th" detf
son feels about his los< or lack (effects on his s* If c-nccpt
well as his concept of how others feel about him.

Psychological

Psychologists who are familiar with deaf adults are the excel)
tion rather than the rule_ However, counselors experienck 4 T-

working with the deaf but unable to secure the sk-rvice<
)

; 17-

psychologist who is also well acquainted with ;leaf adults rna
find it possible to make use of a psychologist gererally k.i,m-pc'lent
in testing and interpretation of test results.

The counselor should locate and or develop resk.urces for psy

chological assessment of deaf clients. lie should try to loc:cte
psvchWogists who are specially trained in communication with
and or psychological evigluation of deaf persons. If no special' y
trained psychologists are available. resource psychologists should
be developed in variuus region, States or districts. One way this
could be done is to find either psychologists presently practicing
or graduate students in clinical psychology who are interested in
being trained to workwith the deaf and finan,Ag their training
in hospitals, rehabilitation centers or other facilities havin-g_a
large caseload of deaf clients together with professional psycholo-
gs who have broad experience in working deaf persons.

coun-
seling with deaf clients. Rockland S ate Hospital in New York

/pSuch training should include actual s c. rvised testing 'and coun-

is an example of such a facility. The counVOlor will then have a
resource to which he can refer client:;.r,eeding, a psycholoi;.,v/ical
evaluation, whether it be comprehensive or specific to ore area
of functioning.

Psychological evaitation in the broad sense includes assessment
of . intellectual functioning, memory and perceptual function.
scholastic achievement, -aptitudes, interests, and 'personality.

The counselorAtto facilitate this evaluation, r4hould supply the
psychologist with all information he has which is pertinent to the C.\
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Vocctional
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1...;C! 1 I-1 7-1:41 .trIci
r/ .s.-ocational history art short

?T.:A y indic;oe t4 !r-

art t,-; 4
i

. Need for ability to get alon with people
Need for client unden4tand'ag for ,responsibilities:

3. Need for clarification of P111140yVr:., u,nde ar:din :

-1. Need for adequate vtkcational training,:

Counsently- in ,.iew of frequent job change.!--, bN the el 4"TZ!.

important since the client may not know why he has failed in
employment. We cann,i)t assume the client knows- many of the
facts related to employment that are generally understood by the
hearing employee.

The choice of vocational objectives is often, limited by the
client's lack of information, and by the limited vocational train-
ing areas offered in schools for the deaf. Counseling is nvecs.sarN
to broaden the client's horizons in keeping with he potential.

17%

!fri.r1; rhp:- rne
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\The deaf client is very often more immaturt, in all nehavieiral
areas and vocationally unprepared when compared to most people-
hi s age.

Vocational hir.tory should consider not only former employment
and. any Itittern that has been established, but should also in-
vestigate' employment gaps'. which may indicate, among other
things, an extension of overprotection which may be prevalent
among deaf peoX. The counselor will rind that the deaf person
he will rncist often see may well have been overprotected and is
immature, .
:Motivation and responsibility. in relation to employment and

cmployment,irregularities should be carefully clarified and inter-
preted by the counselor working with the deaf adult according
to the discussants.
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-I . THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION DIAGNOSIS
Alan B. Jones

In presenting a discussion of the rehabilitation diagnosis in-
sofar as it concerns deal' clients, it is first necessary to define the
tern,. For this I here. refer to the definition in the pamphlet,

-o;-k Performance in Vocational Reltabilita0on (1959) . This
*,?'7 prepared by the now defunct G.T.P. and states:

"In specific. terms, the vocational rehabilitation diagnosis in
State rehabilitation. programs means selecting significant
facts from the case study for the purpo e of making.neces-
jsary program decii;ions with respect o determination of
eligibility and the identification of sign] cant problems inter-
fering with the client's job adjustment .r

This definition is broad enough so that it' is anticipated it will
be difficult, if not impossible, t&refrain/ from-transgressing in
areas covered in the previous paper on '`Case Study" and on the
subsequent paper on ..'..`Planning .Goals land Se'rvices." For this
reason, I must ask thejndulgence of th per -sons presenting those
papers should I so tranSkreakethis pamphlet continues:

"Organization of the case infort---mt-ionits its use for
clear thinking' and sound planning. In difficator-,involved
cases, the counselor prepares, a summary of the case data
befelie arriving at a vocational rehabilitation diagnosis. The
counselor shows judgment .in, picking out the significant data
from the interviews, examinations, and reports."

Obviously this procedure is followed for any disabled applicant
for rehabilitation services. Before rekating these to the procedure
used for a deaf applicant, let us ipvestigate a tittle further the
significance of the -above paragraphs.

All of the State rehabilitation ageri'cies, regardless of location
variations, must adhere to the broad delineation of eligibility as
presented by the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, based
on the enabling lekislation. There are three basic points in this
guict6:

(1) The case file information must establish the presence
of a physical or mental impairment or disability,
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i
(2) It must then be shown that this imperfection has re-

sulted in a job or vocational handicap,-and
(3) The services being proposed must either remove or

ameliorate the vocational handicap or bar to employment.

All State agencies. must work within the broad confines of the
above three steps regardless of the disability being considered. It
can be seen that there is close correlation between the first para-
graph quoted above and the VRA regulations.

Unfortunately, the guidelines:are so broad and general, per-
mitting such a variety of interpretations and restrictions, that
clients who would be served in one State could well be refused
services in another State. An example of this variation is quoted
by Kennedy (1958), who cites.the-case of a deaf man applying for
rehabilitation services. This man, although fully employed,--felt
that he was underemployed and applied to the State rehabilita-
tion -agency for training in a higher job occupation. The decision
of that particular agency was that the peylson' was not eligible for
rehabilitation services because he was fully employed. Other States
view underemployment as being a situation meriting reha<ta-
tion services, providing that the underemployment has been
caused 'by the disability and not through lack of effort on the
part of the applicant_The philosophy governing this question of
eligibility is very pertinent here since a number of studies and
many noted authorities seem to = establish the fact that under-
employment is one of the major vocational .problems of our deaf
population.

. Before we proceed any further it is best )-ffwe' decide abouc..
whom we are discussing- wheh we refer-to aldeaf person. There
are available a great number of .definition- , Alvne of which I
would like to quote. A number of years ago th timerican Medical
Association establishe'd the dividing line between those that are
-hard. of hearing and those that are deaf as being 81.7 db under
the old ASA standard. This rating, though it may be of medical
or clinical significance, is not pertinent here. Finding a definition
prepared by the White House, Conference to be not adequate, the
Committee on Nomenclature of the Conference of Executives of
American Schools for the Deaf (1938) -prepared the following
definition: f`Those in whom the sense of hearing is nonfunctional
for the ordinary purpose of life." Phillips (1963) _staled, The
average .deaf client is one who has spent all o nearly all his
school life in a special school for the deaf. He varl:have acquired
a background of information, values and concepts that reflect

4.- his training and the limitations imposed by his hearing loss. His
preferred method of communication' with others will be by the
use of signs 1J-1(1 fingerspelling, which method has the greatest
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meanin r for him. His preferred associates and friends will be
,Thpeople_ f like classification. Included in this broad category will be

some ho have residual hearing, who may even be able to use a
telephone, but who at the same time;have acquired the same pat-
tern of values and ideas that the,lbtally deaf person has, and
prefer to associate with the deaf as a group." Another definition
was presented by Sanderson (1962) \-which, expounded basically
the same philosophy as Phillips:i (- ______

For use in my agency, and for the guidance o_f_s4.r----relrilb-ilitA-
tion counselors, I have devised the followifiraefinition Nieh i c li ex-
cludes the deaf-blind, since _, 1our agency does not work with the
visually- impaired. The definition is as follows:

"A deaf 'person is one who receives communication, knowl-
edge, and informatiOn visually."

This, therefore, would include the person who has excellent- oral
ability, the person who is fluent in fingerspelling and signing,
and the person who must resort either to the pad and pencil or to
graphic presentations.

These niatters are important in the case diagnOsis. Basica ly,
according to Myklebust (1960) and others, it has been quite yell
established that deafness influences intellectual deyelopMent and
mental .processes. In, diagnosing the vocational handicap imposed
by the disability the counselor must be able to evaluate the ap-
plicant, takillg into consideration the ever present educational
retardation caused by- the disability and to evaluate how the
applicant has adjusted. to this. Of course, one of the -rnhjor tools
available to the counselor in this portion of the evaluation is the
report by the psychologist. Here a problem immediately arises in
ritny, many areas of the -country. With the exception of a small
group of psychologists who have studied the problems-imposed
by -deafness, and the allied problems of psychometric testing of a
deaf person, the psychologist will present a report which will
seem to downgrade the deaf applicant in -the verbal areas. The
counselor, in making his evaluation, must be familiar with the
background and capabilities of the psychologist who has sub-
mitted the report. Levreault (1965), in an effort to counteract L
this adverse trait, has prepared a list of standard psychological
tests which seem not to penalize the deaf because of their verbal
problem. He has recommended as an intelligence test the revised
Beta; for aptitude testing ne Minnesota Clerical, the Bennett-
Frye Mechanical Comprehension. "he revised Minnesota Paper
Form Board; and the Purdue Pegboard; for interest and attitude
testing, the California Picture.Interest Inventory. For additional
aptitude testing he suggests either the Minnesota Rate of Manip-
ulation -Test or the Crawford Small Parts Dexterity--Test.
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The tests mentioned above have been selected from those rou-
tinely used by certain counselors on the staff of the Pennsylvania
agency and also contained , in the list suggested to consulting
psychologists rict,employ6d by the agency. Further, Mr. Levreault
suggests the possibility of using the Arthur Point Scale of Per-
formance, the Pritner-Patterson Scale, and three projective tests
Human Figure Drawings, Ber:,-ler-Gestalt Test, and the
Rorschach.

The striking difference between the verbal and non-verbal
mental ability. scores was reported in detail iri the Volta Review
(1939, 1945r."\ft will not go into the details of this study. Suffice
it to say, however, that it did prove that this gap exists. I think
we can all accept, this premise. Of course, many other reports
have indicated tat the deaf should be treated by means of heavily
weighted non-verbal procipdures. 'Personally I do not believe, in
making a total case evalnation, that one or the other method is
satisfactory; both are necessary. If, as we contend, the average
deaf person is indeed in a reduced verbal status, is not this a
pertinent 'factor in evaluating his vocational potential? If we are
to place him in a situation wherein he must compete with his
hearing peers who do not have these problems, for our own guid-
ance we should know how he compares, with these others. There-
fore, I recommend as a placement evaluation a non-weighted set
of tests be given ; as a major addition I also feel that his true
Potential can be found only through the use of non-verbally
weighted procedures. This latter procedure iS directly applicable
in evaluating and diagnosing how the disability has interfered
with employment preparation, and certainly should be used in
planning possible training programs. A counselor sophisticated
in the very esoteric area of the problems of deafness is extremely
desirable and probably basically necessary, if the deaf client is to
be adequately evaluhted and served. The counselor must be aware
of all the problems imposed by early or congenital deafness as
compared to the problems that exist as a result of later adventi-
tious deafness or after the formation of speech patterns.

As Williams (1961) has pOinted out, the age at onset and the
severity of the hearing loss to a large extent determine the -spe-
cial problems involved in the rehabilitation ,of the deaf person.
A basic part of this evaluation procedure is to observe how well
he has adjusted to"the disability and how well he has achieved in
spite of it. Naturally, the counselor cannot make these evaluations
without a deep and thorough knowledge of the area. For instance,
he must- be aware of the fact that tests consistently reveal that
deaf persons are less .mature than hearing control subjects, ac-
cording to Barker -(1953) , and therefore should not deprecate the
deaf person should he evidence immature tendencies.
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4)iMichael (1958) has stated that any experienced counselor`
will verify that the deaf are one of the more difficult grolps for
vocational rehabilitation people to serve properly. Of coure, he
continued by commenting upon the problem of the communica-
tion barrier which hampers high quality of counseling as ex-.
pecte'd from the agency counselors and supervisors. In evaluating
and diagnosing a case the counselor must keep in mind, as stated
by Silver (19G4) that we should not become so focused on the
person's deafness that we do not see the person as a human being
with a problem. This is supported by Shaeffer (1965) that to the
counselor the biggest problem when working with a deaf client
will center around the social and emotional implications of deaf-
ness in that client.

The case evaluation must comprise the results of personal ob-
servations by the counselor, which will include the person's drive
and job attitude in relation with others. As was pointed out by
Roe '(1956), "In order to succeed, particularly at high level jobs,
those with special disabilities must usually be better trained, have
more ambition and drive, and be more resourceful than normal
competitors. They require, in addition, to learn to tolerate day by
day situations of frustration and devaluation. Nev&rtheless the
success of thousands of them shows that it can 1. done."

Perhaps it should be pointed out here; where. above we have
referred to "vocational" in _a number of settings, we have been
using Roe's definition (1956) to mean "Whatever an adult spends
most of his time doing." This, then, would include housewives and
others who will not be receiving cash remuneration for their
services.

In closing, I would like to quote from Switzer (1966), "More-
over ; the needs of many deaf people for firm, understandable and
understanding guidance while they are acqUiring experience in
competitive interrelationships have seldom been truly met in case
services for them. While facility and persoimel deficiencies are
important reasons, the problem has persisted also for want of
the ameliorative action that would. flow from clearer grasp of
what is involved and What,tO do about it."

The vocational rehabilitation diagnosis requires, as stated above,
counselors thoroughly versed in the problems of deafness, and is
extremely important since it is this portion of the case procedure
on which successful and adequate subsequent services of training
and placement must depend.
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COMMENTARY ON VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION DIAGNOSIS

Larry G. Stewart

Mr.- Alan Jones' presentation on the vocational rehabilitation
diagnosis' as it pertains to deaf clients covers most of the points
essential in .the determination of eligibility for vocational re-
'habilitation services. His task has been most difficult since rele-
vant factors vary from case to Case. The vocational rehabilitation
diagnosis involves, above all, considerable analytical judgment on
the part of the counselor. The counselor mu-Pt ". . . separate rele-
vant from irrelevant data, . . consider each factor in relation to
the whole, and . . . synthesize the substantial facts into a mean-
ingful pattern." (Thomason and Barrett, 1959).

Mr. Jones' emphasis on the importance of a thorough 'under-
standing of deafness on the part of the counselor is appropriate.
A matter of which I am sure he is aware, but fails to -mention,
is the importance of adequate communication between the client
and the counselor. Communication is,. vital in reaching a sound
diagnosis since in many cases eligibility is determined largely on
the basis of. information gained during the interview. (McGowan,
1960).

Another important consideration which receives nq attention is
the availability 'of appropriate training facilities and job place-
ment opportunities (McGowan, 1960; Thomason and Barrett,
1959). These, are important in the rehabilitation diagnosis since
a client may be declared ineligible for services when resources
are not available to meet his needs, .or at' best he can be only
partly rehabilitated.

The question of eligibility of underemployed deaf persons for
vocational rehabilitation services is a crucial issue, as Mr. Jones
points out. In considering the case cited by Kennedy (1958) , it
would not be just playing with semantics to inquire i/Ato the
meaning of the term "fully employed." in reaching a diagnosis in
such cases, do we take "fully employed" to mean that the appli-
cant is working full time, disregarding the relation of his abilities
-and interests to his present job? Or do we interpret "full em-
ployed" to mean that the applicant is employed in a job commen-
surate with his abilitie:5, interests and personal characteristics?
This distinction is important since "the objective of vocational
rehabilitation is to restore disabled individuals to the fullest (my
emphasis) physical, mental, vocational and economic usefulness
of which they are capatle." (Annual ReportyMissouri Section of
Vocational Rehabilitation;. 1965).

The need for valid psychological reports on deaf clients cannot
be over-emphasized. Mr. Jones has raised a good point in his
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discussion of the discrepancy between verbal and performance
test scores quite frequently found with deaf clients. I am in agroe-
ment with him that it is useful to have The results of verbal as
well as performance tests since a large differential can have
important implications.

Personality traits of the deaf client should be a major con-
sideration in the rehabilitation diagnosis. Mr. Jones has men-
tioned the immaturity of the deaf in comparison with the hear-
ing. Immaturity in a client will, of course, affect the rehabilita-
tion diagnosis and subsequent planning, but we should take care
to differentiate between immaturity and lack of experience since
the latter does not present as many obstacles in the rehabilitation
process.

would like to make one final comment on Mr. Jones' paper.
Definitions of the term "the deaf" are necessary in the sense that
we must have some way of determining just who we are talking
about. However, it would be wise if welimit our use of the term
to a description of hearing loss and refrain from statements, about
the ,so-called "average" deaf person. Dr. Richard M. Flower
underscored this view when he stated:

Whatever the inadequacies of the term 'deaf' when utilized
to describe an arbitrary level of limitation of auditory fa-
cility, we really open a chamber of semantic horror when we
consider its application in labeling a group of human beingS.
The. literature is filled with statements about the deaf which
have nothing to do with hearing sensitivity. (1961)

What I am attempting to convey is that the counselor should be
wary of any preconceptions about the behavioral characteristics
of his deaf clients lest it affect his ability to judge objectively
factors relevant in the rehabilitation diagnosis.

Switzer's statement (1966) quoted by Mr. Jones brings into
focus the crucial role of the rehabilitation diagnosis in the re-
habilitation of the deaf client. Once we have determined what
is involved in a .given case, as well as what to do about it, the
remaining steps in the vocational feh:.' ;::,tation process will be-
come clear.

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

Jerome G. Alpiner
Richard E. Walker

The following pages summarize the discussion on vocational
rehabilitation diagnosis.
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Definition of Vocational Rehabilitoiion Diagnosis

Vocational rehabilitation diagnosis, the direct responsibility of
the vocational rehabilitation counselor, is that process by which
the counselor, receives evaluation reports fr;re consultants and
interprets the InforTation necessary. to answer the three ques-
tions of eligibility ad to determine the vocational needs g! the
client. The three conditions of eligibility are:

A. The applicant has a mental and/or physical disability.
B. The existence of a .substantial vocational handicap.
C. There is a reasonable expectation of achieving voca-

tional rehabi4ltation.
.

The above definition applies to those individuals who are experi-
encing difficulty in obtaining, retaining,' or regaining' Appropriate
employment.

.

Information for the Vocational Rehabilitation Diagnosis

The flow chart (Figure 1) shows the vocational re!naoilitation
process as related to the vocational rehabilitation diagnosis. It
illustrates the information needed to establish the existence of a
disability, the existence of a substantial vocational handicap in
order to arrive at a reasonable expectation,that the client will or
will not be able to engagefin emplOyment and to arrive at conclu-
sions and predictions considering the rendering of service. These
requirements are considered to be a minimum and' the specific
items and explanations under each item are describefi in the fol-
lowing- discussion.

A. General Medical Examination:
The general medical needs of deaf persons are the same as the

needs for to nondeaf. The counselor. may want to reqUest spe-
ciac. infcirmItion from the physician that he feels or knows is
disturbing the client. The general health survey is done by the
vocational rehabilitation counselor so that he may obtain the
client's estimation of his general health. This will enable him to
integrate this information into the -total vocational rehabilitation
diagnosis.

The general medical examination may also be utilized, in the
case of deaf clients, to determine the existence of other medical
conditions. The general health survey by the counselor and the
medical examination by the physician will give an estimation of
the client's medical condition and additional medical needs.
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B. Oto logical Evaluation:
The medical information from the otologist is evaluated in

terms of total diagnostic planning for possible physical restora-
tion and/or conservation of the hearing mechanism. It is pertinent
to note that what may .be medically indicate may not be feasible
in terms of the client's total diagnostic picture. The implementa-
tion of the otological recommendations may b dePendent upon'
many factors, such as : client's acceptance, ps chological factors,
i.e., emotional status, intellectual level, age, social situation, voca-
lional expectancy and medical factors.

C. Commulication Evalucltion:
-1. Audiological EValuation. ThiS evaluation should be

used for the determination of :
a. The present level of the client's hearing function.
b. The ;possible improvement of hearing functiOn

through the use of amplification.
c. The feasibility of pre- and post- hearing aid orienta-

\, Lion to help detrmine the limitations and/or advantages
of amplification.

d. The feasibility of recommending supplemental as-
sistance with lipreading (speechreading) and/or auditory
training. The prognosis for these kinds of therapy should
be indicated in the audiological report.

2. Speech Evaluation. This evaluation should be used for
the determination of :

a. Present intelligibility of th,e.client's speech.
b. The potential for improving the client's speech

intelligibility.
c. Suggested _specific therapy programs, length of time

of therapy programs, and type of therapy. A specific ther-
apy program should be- considered in terms of the role of
the speech (hearing) therapist, the client, the;family, and
other persons who may have direct contact with the client

Special Note: It is the responsibility of the counselor to assess
whether this person's major method of communication pill be
either oral, manual, or any combination of the two.

C. Psychological Evaluation

Psychological evaluation of the deaf client is difficult to the ex-
tent of requiring special training and experience. Any evaluation
done by a psychologist, not familiar with the communication prob-
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lern.s which deafness presents, should be interpreted with caution.
The counselor needs a determination of the client's 014,1lee-Niel

'function, personality structure, interests, job aptitudes,'
achievement level. It issuggested that these assessments be male
on the basis of appropriate performance or non-verbal measuring
instruments. The most desirable features of the report are the
observations of the client's behavior, the test results, interpreta-
tion of the test results, recanmendations, and summary. This is
one of the key assessments in aiding the counselor, together with
other infornation, in arriving at a vocational diagnosis and in
determining the client's prob. ,tris and assisting in determining
the realistic vocational goal l'or placement.

D, Vora-timial Eraluatimt:
There are pre-vocational factors that are essential in the 'client's

.general vocational adjustment which should be carefully con-
sidered in the total vocational diagnostic picture.

The vocational assessment can be obtained through, previous
work history, school reports, test results, stated interests and
hobbies. If this information is not available, such as in the case
of a deaf person who has never been gainfully employed. an
evaluation at a pre-vocational center, Workshop, or on-the-job
vocational exploration or trial may be needed.,

Some important factors' in assessing vocational goals are:
1. Client's motor skills.
2. Visual-hand coordination.
3. Manual dexterity.
4. Ability to measure.
5. Memory span.
6. Social and vocational adaptation.
7: Color-blindness.
8. Ability to follow and recall directions.
9. Degree of supervision required.

10. Interpersonal relationships with employer and fellow
employees.

11. Any physical limitations which would limit the client's
performance.

12. Acceptance of deafness

E. Educational Evalyation.
The vocational rehabilitation counselor should undertake the

development of a close working relationship with the schools at-
tended by the client. This is.done in order to have access to val-
uable information. Information in the school's cumulative record
which will be of benefit include:
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1. Teacher's' comments.
2. School progress. ,

3. House parent's and counselors' reports.
4. Recent achievement test scores (reading and mathe-

matics of particular importance).
5. Audiological, speech, and health records.
6. Attendance re 2/ ords.
7. Extracurricul r activities.
8. Any honors ,received.
9. Level of aspiration.

10. Client's ability to relate to authority.
II. Client's acceptance of and by peers.
12. Relationithip between parents and school.

F. $fpciftl Evalnat'ion.

The counselor should attempt todetermine the impact of deaf-
ness upon the client and the client's family (develrpmental his-
tory). The present strengths and weaknesses within the client and
his family, and their immediate environment, which might sup-
port or impede the various phases of the rehabilitation process
should also' be determined. The counselor should pay particular
attention to the methods of communication within the family, the
family's aspirations for the client and his relationship to other
siblings.

This information might be obtained from the client, the client's
family, school records, the client'S religious leader and social
service agencies which may have had contact with the client in
the past. Although social work data -have not been a common
evaluative resource in the past for assisting with the vocational
rehabilitation diagnosis, the increasing availability of this source
of information should be explored.

In conclusion, the. vocational rehabilitation diagnosis in es-
sence refers to evaluation, utilization, and summarization of all
available pertinent data for purposes of"establishing eligibility,
vocational objectives, and emphasizing the major needs and prob-
lems of the deaf client. The counselor should have the analytical
ability to separate relevant from irrelevant data, to consider each
factor in relation to the whole, and to synthesize the substantial
facts into a meaningful pattern. Finally, as provided under exist-
ing Federal legislation, the counselor should make use of inter-
preters whenever this would result in obtaining more compre-
hensive data for the vocational rehabilitation diagnosis.
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-..
..(lure that 1 :se in planning goals and service,. t.,,-- the deaf With

(Put first reth-Aing on the informal:of; obtaiii(ti in the f-:,.--- study
The case study, as it is used in this papfr. i-, .1, to ;is a con;
Pilation of case data Ilvck!sSary in lielpin)' to lortnubt,, .-1,r,,,
priate vocational objeetives.and goals with d.. of chew- Tile .-a;.
data should include:

INO

I . : ledical diagnosis
2. Psychological inform-a-I ion pertaining i . , tolhgenc,

and aptitudes . .
.3. Educational achievetnent

a.- home and family relationships-1.......

,5 . 3 erscinal and social 'adjustments
6. Client's method of communicating (lip-reading.

ing, Nvritingomanual)
7.. Vocational history ...

8. Psychiatric' information, if 'necessary.
The method of obtainirig the aforementioned components of

the case data varies. However, medical diaglltsiS is ni:.1,. by
highly qualified persons in the medical field. This ineynles gen-
eral practitioners, otologists, -audiologists. internists. and other
specialists depending on the individual medical needs of the eheni

Educational history is very often obtained from the ni(it:Itial....-

school for the deaf and- day ,schools. If no ,;choo: 1-'ecorki 1- ava:]-
able, much can be learned from whatever information thy client
gives:The language that the client uses, and the language It
that he is able to understand (written and manual). vt',--...,th.'
rehabilitaztion counselor some necessary _insights into the ellen!'
achievements. -., ,

Psychological tests are a part of the case data. urni, (+Pinion.
psychological test 'results showing intellectual functioning. apti-
tudes interest and personality traits, are important tools to be
used in the vocational planning,- program. As with all tests. one
must be careful not to rely too heavily on the results obtained.
The value of aptitude, personality, and interest tests-is enhanced

V. PLANNING GOAL(AND SERVICES FOR THE DEAF
*Beatrice tomb

It voulf- he difficult for me to hegin writitahotli t ;,rise r' -.
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While R agree that discriniinatiot eiriplgyment of the deaf-
4-.'xist. I can also appreciate the employer's viewpoint Tii

that '4;vorker is an asset onl,. if he produce:: enough t,
make a profit for the employer, Consequently. he must be pone-
tual. come to work regularly. and not;.7.y the employer when ht
roust lie a6,4ent. He .14houlci not wct re :ii kt;tlige- in the Eitit
of a Joh to ;iccnrirnodate

If the client has a vocational history, this evaluated in terms
of the lient'S siahilit on the job, the type of job he has held and
the reason for the termination.

Psychiatric information or treatment may or may not he neces---
sary. Hut. the necessity for such information or 'treatment de-
pends on the personal iItfor at ion ,-.1.)t-aitted from the client
throilgh counseling sessions :ind personal obsery;.itions h the re-
habilitation counselor.

The type of deaf Persons that I work with varies; deaf men-
tally retarded, deaf without communication skills (manual or
oral): psychiatrically impaired deal with e-i'<trernel,- limited Ian-



gliage, educationally deprived, the female \vho
in becoming homemaker or a clerical worker. 11-1,- deal ha:ilk-
whn is interes, d in learning and wurking in n...skiiled trade. the
deaf with academic potentials interested in I.tecorning

.c..ach client is different and brings \\iith him individual
strengths and \veaknesses that are evaluated acco-r1:- t_r to the
client s -expressed vocational interest, tl personal !.ion
finAn the rehabilitati,-;n counselor. and all rtinent 1 on

in the ease data.
In platnning for the de/f mentally retarded, eve.7r-yvconn

is given and a thorough evaluation is made to aid the clie
reaching his optimum potential. This is most times done by iind-
ing the client a noncompetitive type job usually in a- sheltered
shop. At the same time, the rehabilitation cnum-:elor can engage a
teacher to \vork with the client in language development. corn-
ri-Liting in the city on public transportation, etc. Sometimes aural
rehnbilitation programs ai-e recommended by persons in the med-
ical professionS if agret,able with the client.- It is felt that a
comprehensive plan such as this will enable the client to become
ga t UPQ, erilplo.yed. make a social tidjustrnent, and gaIn coffii-
dence so that he can compete at his optimum level.

For those deaf no r:-+(27,:5 h jvhi problems, we ;ire raw.v
zibIt., to IN0 the serso*t.a. psyc: latrist who can. in appl-opriate
CSt.'S. ;ter therapy. A psychiatriH, who cornniunicaYes manually.
and is knowledgeable of the problems of den:fness, can contribute
greatly to the rehabilitation of many deaf persons.

Many deaf persons are educationally deprived. Solihe bye had
no formal education, others have been dismissed' from schN)1 for
whatever reasons before ipleting their education. Vhile it is
not my intention to argue the' sdns for or against premature.
dismissal from school. I would ggest that educators try to work
with "fin0 problem student" by using all available staff tor. in-
crease the staff) . I also suggest that the deaffr,student should
be dismissed only after all avenues hove been explOred to help
resolve the problems the student may.have or may create. Flow-

,
Vier,. the Department of Rehabilitation in California does plan.
a program for this type of client. The plan may include language
tutoring (private or in adult eduNition programs or the deaf)
training in a training facility Nkr,....44n-theIjob training. Aural re-
habjlitation has not been looked upon as necA;sAiry, or possibLe for
some clients. However, !it is now l;eing,. included in the. planning
if the clicrit is willing and can gain somillonefit froinsa:me..The
value of aural rehabilitation (speech therapy, hearing aids,'
now being recognized by s-orn6. deaf persons who heretofore liAVe
not received this type of service. it is true that this type of re-
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ii-.:H::,-af-1--. sfrvict., rz:y 1-, 1:,.7-:.:'.ciai 1.H, ,,r-Iy :: :-.%': r;,,:c"
ever.. I 7.-k-e: that if a fe).v can rec,- i ;,,, 1-,:;!-,kI" H7.1: ':;...1],!.;! ::-Hi 1-

rnak..,-, perf (I I-Ma flCv ,,n the 1.1.., easier in that 1:}1,-y are ay.. --e o:
their environr-nent. :.,th v,W.1',i,111.:y and ially.
services ShOUlri 14' made available to them.

"Many deaf persons are,- becoming increasingN int,-nsted in
clerical work. This -,,t,erris to bl.* especially app,aling to the younger
femzde deaf. Anti, there are 1,,hs :.tyziiiahl,- for the well train-,i
clerical worker. Itast-,3 On inforrn:itiun in the c :t sr study and the.
clicnrs intert,st. clerical trainin.i.., courses can be arranged. Manv
training facilities in California are willing to train the deaf pro-
vided they do not have to spend an excessive amount of tirne do-
ing so. Therefore. interpreters. tutors and notetakers are engasred
to work with the persons while they are in training -thereby eu7,1_
mating the extra time that would be required by the teachers.
This. is esquallv true in trainifl.g the deaf male who wishes to

pursue the= field of count IBM programming-
It is generally agreed that scriools for the deaf throuvhout the

country are tiniiii-w.- it increasinglY 'it-lit:tilt to train persons in the
schiwOs' vocational shops in tis,fu.. ineaniii.Lful skills that tan
be used after graduation. This. I feel. is the sittlati4u1 because

1-q1 . :1,-he lack ,,f trai Tied St all aniI the ho 1,f I/1 Hit, ru 1111-'t ti-i

n-ant nece.-sary for...01,, traininf..1.4
It i,--, my inqyression that ;n:i7.1',. ,,,rtur publii, v,,,..;:tion:,1,

az--0 well equipped with competent trride i.:::-.ttutors and rni,,j,,rri
p-to-date machinery
An on-going program in :i"... Iniblie ,-ocat ional schi.H.-,1 in San

Francisco is now providing training to a numl}er of deaf ywrsons
, .i..ia our .ctimmtinity. This unique prcgram is... operating jointly,

thr'nigh (he-ilerydrtment (4 Rehabilitation and the Unified School
_...,- -2- District of-San Francisco. ...., ------...........:,.

-., As I previously mentioned, it u imperative that all community
resources be uti ed In ()rile to provide better serice:i. to the

kaf- TN program John (n.onnell Voqitional Instifute is rf.....p-
tresent; Ye of a cooperative type C.ottununity endeavor. The stu-
dents who are- enrolled are those studcntA with ,mechanical apti-
tudes, interest, aid motivation i.o learn, a tr:*ch,.. They receive
classroom instruction along with hearing -students and arc aided,
in 'receiving these instructions by the gericc!.s. of 'a resource
teacher who works as a liaison person between the deaf students
and the t..::.:!achers. They also receive :lid in learning tfleitl instruc-
tions by the use of tape recorded leclure wliich are interpreted
to them and typed for them by the resource teacher_ Thesesdeaf
persons at,;:o receive ac;-icremic inst:-uctionrelated raik termi-
nology in conjup,.tron.with their vocational training. Group (SWIM-

:
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: 7 : ir --A" 1 ! "'"' ..7 r : ;

1',;.. "..-- ".. ':' ,:::: pr-,,..-rafr..
-- A. o.-7".:-'140'!".:11.:s](..' ri:11"rtpt.,r- of :1-. !. :!t-ni.-..: ,:r,
el,'. -ge de=gree botn r!n the hachelor level and t:-,, 1h4 -s :eve:
i.-"or the r-,.-ost part. t--: deaf studont with acad,,rr.:..- p,,ten7.:a.
s....idies ztr.ti receives hi:-, degree at (;;:tilainiet (,,I.ev-e. If-.,,,.--.'er.
there are a few -..vhc, do not wisp to attend Is'ili,i,iet. The -re as,
son-irt:rne j...7.;%-t,'/I aru family prossure:---, stu(lent's prey:, ,,I.-, e.nh:ca-
tional trainiin..- ( manual 'or oral): -.student's (ho.;" o-,' ---toursos.
1:.,,r the st stlider4s who can and 1,; appropriately ::t ir.', A , , ! b: r
Cr 51 IeWe set1111)._'S, V:11-1;11114 methods of a....si,tanot- art ci% en. l' r ex-
:Impi, a student who cononunicates oral 7.' .--).,7,,:d speech reader.
1--1:ts speech and 1.3,...4...s it. and. is des .us ot attending a -he ariro_.--

ci,..:ege''' for whatever personal or fain rea.,ons roay receive
the se'rvice's of ;t classroom interpr-tor or a n,tetaker. H4' tr,:ty
a !S( have his classroom 14.'Ctures tape recorderi and ongag# a 11,.-ar-
lug person to interpret or type tihe lecture,s.

The type .,f college that - suctu a p- r,:on 111:1Y 1..t !_ -1.-1,1 del,,!--,,- s.
-.6,

.1'-ipon the vo.ca-:,-nal ohjet-47.1%-. and 1.4is iF 11-1 rflt; t; i , ;,%! :,,n 7..KI;i:.:. 1"!-..]-,,

HI my exp,rH !ray vary frt,1-7'. :. .i.rTUAIL, 1.',111*.",' t4, ,`: 1.:LT-S.r. *;:tt-
i'i -1/ It's-74'

.
7, 4.

In H,l'i 71 :'- T,',rtrin ' Tlf,',', . , 4 j'i!1*.,t:T' .,1.1 .: ,'4.. !.'t;f. ;1:

rill' r 1 t 1, , !I i ,; - . n' . ,:7 .: r-rii,d,..--;11 71--; i.: p:tpC.1...-. A ,H1.--; -1,:1;..- 'I -_ IT:

, ! p i r,11,11, : i jrnp,rtant .),--p F ;y re.f1;ii-)il it ;It:, ,/: ft ,r ;::: h:17,,;:.-
4:i.prit2ii. p.rSt,T1.-. And, parti(...n,arly in plarMinv p-onls and serv-.{..-; -
for the deaf ft is my ht.li7pf flial a thc,rough 14-. must he done it:

....

4.40i It'l.'t i rig liert I flent CaS flat a\.1)ef e5rc t1-1t rtha hi 1 it at t,,n e, :0 nsto,= 0-

, can hegin to c,i,un-4-0, vk ith ...rrti-.4lient in formu!aiing a vr'wationa)
object I ye,.

e'ounseling; how-ever, may iJegin long before the vocational oh
rc-rirc., is greed upon and is an integral and important part of

----the rvh ':i itation services. The rehabilitatii.m counselor .-,.ould
r :.-st.. a method Of eCt1.1.r1 se! i rig proac h9it" as -the right rnetnod.1
1? Is t-r0-----Qpinion that the type of Method used :Mould he geareA
to the indiii-dnal client's needs.

fl:V%e been s elt.t.re'd and prote,,--ted fnitn the real prcsslire:, 01 so
CA...However, it as bil"el3,6 my experience that some deaf persons

ciety far too much.. And, some have no real understanding of the
NVOrli-a-defy world and how th:,. .must adhere to demands of
a job.

Therefore, I suggest that ecicatfsIrs, parents)tnd all of us %Olt)
are directly ,, indirectly involved in the reh;thilitation of the deaf
do everythi-;,... possible to assist the deaf in obtair;inp. better edu-
cation, more meaningful training, appropriate counseling. al:4l eV-
pf);-71,/ r.^ to t h...' demands of this modern. highly cc:rnpetitive socit.,ty.
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Tht:=t' :7rip(.T:::!-It fact ors 1.vith an -ncrir-ased
71(2 Vat' lc:: LI .\ ill produce more ._:orr.)t_i_e.71.
deaf workers.

VVe must an direct our eff,)rts to the rt_habilifation of this
neglected group. Parents, educators, rehabilitation coun-

selors, persons in the medical field and the community must :di
croperate in this rehabilitation process. It is only through the
help in cooperation of all that we will be mile- to nrovttle bet,r
services to the dent and by sn doing we will inst.:re the deaf per-
son to help us help him.

COMMENTARY ON PLANNING GOALS AND SERVICES FOR THE DEAF
Edna P. Adler

Mrs. Lamb. in her report, places great we.,.-ht on the need for
adequate case data frr effective vocational counseling. ndi
she implies that counseling is the main tool for programming

and services for deaf and she is most ri.cht. Correct
:.:terpretation and evaluation,,,,,f case data in it! ,-e ;:.ionship to
r)gramming gnals and services for eventual rehaqlitt'_ion

the deaf client. h ;),,,;..1, the counselor and the deaf client, is
very important. Insufficient treatment of `Iiis phase of the VC,C-
Ti()nal re!:ahilitathin rir.^.cesc can place successful outcolih in ex-

jt-Ipar'dy. The need for a full-4-1-n-dv-rstanding of his medical,
.,filfcatiilntl, mile :al, personal. and vocational bliC }<ground may not
at first be clear to the dez:f client but with patient guidance from
the counselor, he will see the portent of all this information for
his own best employment outlook. There is as definite a dollar
value to effective counseling of the deaf client as there is for non-
deaf people. It is highly important that all counselors utilize this
tool whether they be specially trained to work with the deaf or
are general counselors who occasionally serve a deaf client.

The specially trained counselor of the deaf who is highly com-
municative and who has -those personal qualities that instill faith
and trus in a deaf client, will not experience much difficulty in
establish lg a produc',.,* co_ynselingsituation. The ger:Prat coun-
selor will orrnally fitid thaf\he can communicate with the top
207( of the adult deaf pt'pulation. However. he very likely can.
not IAA his counseling skills to best use with the majority, of
deaf adults who lack both the language needs and the experience
to appreciate his highly developed counseling techniques It
now posr:ihle through *e authorization of Public Law S9-:333,
for State divisions of 10catienal rehabilitation to provide prof4,:s-
sional interpreters for deaf clients who need them for vocational
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rehabilitation. The 7'.- ;,riStry , , f Interpre--ers of the Deaf. v .

the Voc:.--itional Rehaiiiitation Atnis17- ,tien he:ped to devi ,
maintains both national and local registres of qual'ilied inter-
preters to which counselors may refer fur nee:' d rvi for
their deaf clients.

Provision of interpreting sc.-.rvices for deaf ,'ients of State voca-
tional rehabilitation agencies is (f-1.- of the important new co 77-
cepts of serving the deaf in the effort to reduce T heir Cole prob-
lem which is communication. With the hest interests of bis
oceasimal deaf client in mind, the general counselor Will want t:,
seek the services of a professional in4erpreter v.1-i1 lies the partie-
ular skills needed by, the individe at harn;. Thi,-: may he skill
in reception and expression of the s,..--n langua:: as normai.y used
by th,e deaf it may be interprM-ation of gross gestures of non-
verbal deaf referrals ; or it may he skill in oral interpretation for

.the orally trained deaf person whose -,-,ieech is not distinct enough
for .!-he counselor but is understanda:)le to the interpreter. Tse
of A profe.- iona! interpreter can help the gene rid counselor te
maintain t}4 sarne high level of counseling services for his deaf
Hients that he is ac,:ustomed -to offering to his other clients. lIoNv-
ever. it should be regarded as a substitute mcasuro.. :-.nc as sr,r11.'-
thr: that is second best to direct communi(iet, h' vet' u the
,. 11-Iselor and the client. The counseLr who ie:91er frefnienty
.--(:r-Ves deaf people she !ti seriously ch,i -zider enrckllinv in a local
s i VT*. lane-11:4re class.

The counseling situatii,n is more (ft fl t11;,ri not a Iv:it-fling- sit-
uation for the deaf client and as such has tremendous value for
him. It is an experience in interpersona! dynamics that will le.
imi ,,rtant, residual etTeJts and greatly-- modifN the deaf person'-
behavior and make his entry or r-en ..' int\ the emplcyrnent
area that much 1ore effective. Among other things, he will nave
lea.rfied how to go throug,: the motion'- of ..?.stablishing a satisfac-
tory social relationship for purp:).-- : ii-: employ-I-tient; to have ob-
served the behavior rtcpiired of ..ziic1--i situations as they pertain
to personal appearance and detorurn; nd to have made his deaf-
ness as unobtrusive as possiVilk without denying it

Counseling is almost certain to involve tb, deaf elkiit's f,--mily
and for them also it can he a learning situat'-m. I7nrealistir atti-
tuclesiiN:rard the disability of deafness !..7.an be great!- dissipated
through friendly counseling. It is a fact that most faniiiii:, wel-
come information on the general subject of deafness. They areanxious t, di, all they can to maximize -rmal opportunities for
deaf people for (Jijoyment of living ,-,--,arily incl,..',f--
satisfactory employment. There are also i":,iTriilif-s th !-T4. ha,
increased ..be pri.)blein of deafness for their handicap-lel ,--:,--nt..)!
t hrough ego-shattering,- rejection on he one hand. ,,, .:...-4.0
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resli:tirg
attitudes such as these rnust chang.d before any appr.
in--prove:-r.t.-,nt can be exp,.scted !,f- the deaf per.s.-n himself Th.'
eounselor will he cognizant f his responsibility for Tilaftin7
of a d--af client's family to heln him in his rehabilitation efforts.

It is characteristic of some deaf persons to resist counseiir.i.r.
Their long dependence n thers foter an insisten'.. :rge to cit'---

Vt'1,±p their own earning 11,)vver at the earliest po:-:si!,*- morn( t re-
gardless of the fitness of available employment. Their fn .Hient

14-T attitude is wanting to earn and n specifically to serve.
counseling is needed to make the deaf client a-,var:f of his cor
uniqueness and of the contributi.ons that through development of
personal qualifications he can make to society_ Ile will need to
understand that 111 the end this wil give him much greater satis-
faction besides providing him \vith possibly mire than just the
n,:fcesi4ities of life..

Interp:eting the Case Data
A large obstacle in interpreting.. case data Tri-ty he the uctan..'e

of many deaf clients to have a medical ex-an:in:it that incltales
audiological evaluation. The ce,inselor. ne,.: t,, stre-,s :olen.7.-
requirer::ents of proof of a he...ring haridik.ap a a prerequisite for
set-. and also. to ascerta-. whether her disabili` are
ent }Tat 171;/7: ntt'rf,'F, cte:itiotia, rhahilitation
of multiple careful counseling will prepare the

for acceptance of lit, nf,'-ed employment such as is f,iunti in
sheltered vorlishOps. There is a detinit -r. need for the deaf client

have developed a realistic attitude ..-card his ti.tal ci
and to relate his planned program of aL and services to estab-
lished medical findings, All possible aid should he given to deaf
clients to ettilize residua} ,hearng through the many devices that
are becoming increasingl'y available and to 7:1 a V V. the opportunity
to regain t1 rill riirqc r? . vh ate v ;Amount ot La

Interpreting Psychological Information
The deaf persons that -a single ..-ounselor 2-, , ve wil:

the -,1111* spread in intellectiiiii .,:aparity, motor skills. and
sonal, social, and occupational Adjustment alAh!ins that hear:m..-:
pers-ins have Psychological testing of deaf persons when care-
fully interprel,-d and evaluated cien provide reinforcf'ment for

r4,.;_tionS made by others inclin-fii,g the counselor. l'ides there
is a specific need for psvehologi -al testing

_6 tc crrn
mental or motor-skill: ::or a given occupation r to as-
certain mental retardation or vrnurt,tonal :,tability there is little
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Interpreting Educational, Personal, and Social Information

In 1irr_erp!....t:ns.:7- educational, personal. at,i
the counselor wil; -,-%-ant. tansider the imp-rt.anye that coTrifil:irJ-
Cat ifri ski. have In ttr111;t1
gthdt,i1.`, resident.al s-chool for the deaf. or of a day school'

r class,e- for the 41.eaf. will inirmallv have the ,:.,rrirriumic;it:rn
skills that will he! i t" propel hire into trainin- and a]' vin
are.a.-.. that /elf/ give hire satisfaction and chall.Hrive. The lcss con',-
rnunicati'..e1,-- able who (iri. i ma iority group vi!] 1.ioar the marks
of pers(qial. edileational. and sc,cial deprivatiens., V1-t!.' evaluat-
ing a lPal hiSt(!r"... it vii: the inlportant for
the cowls,. to hear upoi-i the relation.-fh:p bet,-en schoo
achievement :,rd ern-pHyrnent opportunities. Both the dea.-

d the tamnselor 7-.,trr,1 that langu:tge on(' rk.
TflaIrl contrii..w4u-s- t cointtlUnication ar H na are I that

viating- them is neces.--ary part of th.
One of the new eoncepts of 'rvie - for deaf people plaet s high

priority on the reduction of language deficiency whi,-h is, now
recognized as the nlo-t serion.s deterrent to vocational .ilect
It In' the k.,.11,;:il()C!---,- responibility to determinu thf., bt way
to he!p the indi';id,..:a] deaf client with his partice!ar an
prolifttn. He want to consult many people in the special edu-
cation field and in vocational rehabilit.e.tion ab(ut facilitfes that
offer highly sPefiialized services for severely lan.;,..-uage-handi-
capped deaf advIts. The 6 to 18 month evaluati:An/of vocational
rehabilitation potential authorized by Public Law S9-333 makes
highly trained personnel using newly develdped methods available'
for even the most nonfeasible deaf clients.

The c- .h.-4eliir will also malie extensive in,iuiries and investi).....-
'ions in' -raining opportuAf-ties in facilities ir normally hearing
persons that will meet the fleels of nfher t` his deaf clierlts
These will range from traje schools to hi h-vel tec",nical tiSi 1-
lutes and colleges. The counselor will wan to fill individual
Vh.',12i1S. of his deaf clif-iits as completely as can. ThiX has hcc'
much easier with greatly expanded e.cral suppoi-t for State
divisions of vocational rehabilitation. "1.-raininvt -.,71prttii-..-.tie-: for
deaf people need to be increased. It i:- CMI r 's
itv to, help irnpl merit this move.nent by loeatin).7 and devel.opim:
now training nit ions in Mo. f his program planning-

Mrs. Lamb h.. throurh k' :Hence
that the deaf employee who c, ently uses the langua)r.e
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71:er -tr.
.r.1-rat

their C(Atlr1;4t.-: flea lie t - (,ther Mr -. U.:
ai str,ng reh;:.1 for those -Alin want =.7 and

iron it As s1-:e says, this interest t deaf people in
in;; r,...v.--ment indicates a changing attitL de and a realiza-

tion of th., f-f" ..,t,e.ch and speech re.!dins.f
1.,,,t,.,ntia.7 1 must. howy\ tare-

.0 ful that th,- at has a gi)rld langua)z ba-4,' 1 ef,,r,"-ent -ring
Into speech therapy. Oth(-:wise will be a ' :rite time and
money.

It is prnbably i2ripf-ctant t(r, say 'Here that in irr.,,rprefir,- and
evaluating iOna. I r-kCOrd:',, the counselor rea'...,:e that
often they :c7e records of opportunit).- to lear7., :fl,,re than of in-
tellctual e:ipacity. This may h because the wrong method was
applied, or the,. education eY.perier.:-.e ca me. too late.

Within the interpretatior and va.luat street `A-HI to
remember that of all r.vailab':., case data. the 1,0,-;t is always the
doaf client himself. Consciously and unconseic,:sy, he is his f,vin
hest inforr:int. The counselor's need] of the clieni. is
the client's ,-! couns,lor. Permitting th, deaf ti) Yen
a bystander :n 1-0..isincy.:s of pr-,:.--ram.ininv Iii. tcirt'

inade -' :ai'e t ;flication is a flagrant misuse , a pr.:::c
rce (,f infAorrr:t1iLq;.

Using Occupational information

";'lit: hitirhly verbal deaf client will lofk forward to extensive
occupational coln..--,eling. It is important that he receive compre-
hensive information of the many tr.-tining arm employment op-
port uoities that are being made possible' for him. The present
emphasis en full utilization of talented deaf peo:-..)le places a cer-
tain s.rrave responsibilit:' f,n thy counse ',r. He will want t`o eval-
tiate caref U11:4; the well-4,1-..t.wed deaf pc -son in order that he can
provide hint with the absolute maximum of services.

The re's* verbal ard more remote ,:licnt will ref,,iiire a difTerynt
typo ,,:' orifentation to oceup%'ions, Th.s may include field visits.
work training experiences an) the inv,,Ivemero of other de;If per
sons \\11,-1 are a I rl.ady StliCtsCS'ft)/IY errInloved or who are extretnt*:'
knowiedl. -aide about the need .1" the ..lyaf. The. poor t..-:Ldifl}'
skills of tap majority of deaf cliynt:j. vlaces an hdditi,-nal 1.Jurdp
.1.'n the "counsylor xvhf. must communicate occupatit'oral information
:instead of a,,z.-:igning reading yviaterial on thr- subject_ It again IFS'-
COTTIPS evident at this pl.,,int bow t?I'f-, .,7.,4o r-, f,,,,r rfri ;171.Feqf 1,in is." ,Dr
pirnmi ly..1 3- i , . , 7 1. , : .9 t r , ,,.!, rvier,,- f i . r t/e rfru f. In assosq:ng th,, v,,c,.1._
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Justification of Services
Tht. 1.7.:,;!4: C137:1: A,f pianninw- the tn-r, T.enet rat 1T4r pre).:-rarn-
t'oa:s at-H fid-'dea-f_i.-n that are 7nandated by FHL]:k-

'(:av-.- max- at trne be iit tn atifv xvi.11,11 d
tradition.al pr;&.-tice:-. It will ae itiriportant 1,4(r the ar-

-ltir t () l)repart. a welt-rea,:oned narrative statern, nt for IL..;:.-t.11.7.a-
tion that he 1<ri,,wf-1 to be at.).4ohitel- n,(-esary and de-
sirable ff,r the maxjma %-(((fatienal

in s.,irntrary 1 to reiterate that .1);:.iripinr.((art
Ices for the deaf Inv. lVe the ioin' eti!.,i-t: of th: :cry!
7-he dr-u Te ,ro s.o requires a hi,,th degree of Cfln-.1.71,..,7:ik.%ition

the 1).:irt the cns'elor. or the servittes .f proft-ona'.
:ntl....rprctcr. The eThlv, situation in-.portant Narnli-o_t
:,.ituation for deaf an1 their famili -= and h fury

The (ta--,4- data i a rnfitter
both the t1.:-;elor and the (Thent e-vzt.ltiate and In`efpn,,-
t' rrii f pr,,gnartirning gcvals and ,77.ervice:,. 'hat '..\-iPI11-4,-(Itice -nax-
in-iiirn employment opportunity. The 1.-ouns,-..,r
.!y ef .vathering- and eor..-eying inforr,_ .tion t, he cllent (,n_ a
wide r 714_71..' of training and ernployrnent pos.sibilitie :=. that ar-

re:e-dngly availabk. tt, deaf i-w((ple. Toge,,'ner, the an-
selor and the deaf client, plan a --;;ottlpreheri:---.iv)! pre ram of re-
habititatifIn services th,t ever the client' need -. reducit?g,
the handicapping aspectJ.- of )-(i5 he:4invr. and bring- re-
habilitation to a

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

Glenn T. Lloyd LArthur 0. Wyshburr,

Once the courn:e:or.' ha.s ctorripleted the init:a1 involking- the
medical ex altiation, determination of rulotivation, rien-
tationvIn the i r p ts &f voc.ational rehahihtation, appropriate
psychoI4-vic:(I eva!,(at:+en. the_ hi-ttory, and the ,-(..wational
rehaiahtati,q( data, hi ready to procecd
NA,-1 h the plan r:. h a,the and `I'r a h he HI,-nt:fiur
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Discustion Pertaining to the Low Grour,

.:"

The first ii4 group 1
pnnirw gr st-r-Otec!.., k.:ient iipiwist...(1
r-ling and ,vith tho cl:-nt. It 4.1,-;.y.= pointej (?ut
the ci:ent inv.olved in the ;ilartriliiv* ,...Jvcr. if T1"T

t1'14' T11:11-inV A /,t1:1,1U}rh it :s4 ,lesir:.t.He
4?,i1 the (lent. the t.u:.eali;=tic voak

:ir(1 1110' Ti...-'Stitl)itV of t itt, !Johc

!11:ty .11::11-it It r- r- ii!an Ii I ht Itlit
his ri;trinliii,z- 9. th, bo for
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The consensus was that this should be a major' consideration
in the counselor's Manning. It 4as recommended that the ques-
tion be changed to a. statement., fdr inclusion into the report,
namely.: Planning goals and services aimed at vocational place-
ment, should be based .on availability of vocational opportunities.

The following statement was agreed upon : Family involvement
shtwld be as extensive as necessary during the planning 6als and
services phase of the vocational rehabilitation process, whenever
poSsible, and at any stage of the vocational rehabilitation proce.
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VI. PROVISION OF SERVICES

Harry W. Troop -

With one exception, this paper will confine itself to the services
which the counselor, himself, provides to the deaf client; that is,
counseling, placement and follow-up. It will not concern itself
with those services purchased for the client from other sources.

The one exception will be that of a few introductory remarks,
or perhaps words of caution, regarding this matter of standards,
particularly standards for serving the deaf. I feel, as most people
apparently do, that there is value in, and justification for, estab-
lishing standards for a wide variety -of activities, particularly so
for the provision of professional services to other human beings.

There is also an underlying danger in the establishment of
standards which, if not recognized and precautioneti against,
would, or could, result ultimately in more harm than good being
done to the group being served. Perhaps I could better explain
this by making a comRaTison of standards to alcohol.

Alcohol, in itself, is neither good nor bad: contained in a bottle
on a shelf it has the capacity to -perform most beneficially for
mankind or to be the ruination of thousands of individuals, do-
ing immeasurable damage to flmilies, our economic structure and
our society as a whole. Its goodness or badness depends o,n` its
state, its strength and the manner in .which it is used; but in it-
self, it is neither good nor bad.

So it is with standards; by themselves, they are neither good
nor bad, but they do good orkharm in proportion to their strength
and the manner and degree i r* which they are applied and en-
forced. Yet, it is a waste of time / to establish standards unless
they are applied and enforced in some manner. . .

The words of caution, then, as we go about establishing stand-
ards for rehabilitating the deaf should be that we take care lest
these standards, if applied and enforced, make it very difficult,
if riot impossible, for the counselor to adhere' to; 'or for that
matter, finding individuals qualified to serve the deaf.. There are
precious few, of them today, as it is.

Our standards must be such that they do prove beneficial to our
- deaf population, that they provide the counselor with useful guide--
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lines, but. also. that they aliow the counselor certain latitude and
flexibility Within V.,hich he can operate.

Counseling

So much for standards, as such. Let us now move op to the
first of the three services provided to,the deaf client by the coun-
selorthat of counseling.

Perhaps I shouldn't even' mention the fact that effective coun-
seling implies that an effective means of communication be estab-
lished between the counselor and the client. This is fundamental,
but I must mention it because too often this very basic ingredient
is left'out of the recipe. It is, of course, understandable that a
general counselor, unfamiliar w4h and having no ability in
methods of- communicating with the deaf, would not be able to
establish an effective counseling situationhe would not be ex-
pected to.

But it is not understandable why a counselor with these com-
munication skills should fail to establish such an effective coun-
seling situation. Yet, -this does happen! The counselor establishes
the 'Method of communicating which he wishes to establiSh, re-
gardless of whether or not it is the method the client wishes to
have established.

Why this happens, when it does, I don't know. Perhaps, the
counselor, in his pressured Schedule, overlooks the fundamental
principle of determining which method of communication is best
suited to .the given individual. Perhaps, he simply wants to' estab-
lish his position of authority, saying in.so many words, "All right,
if we are to get along together, it will be on my terms and in my
way."

I just don't know .the reasoning behind it; I do know I have
seen it happen.

It may well be that there are brought out here,,two points for
your...consideration: (1) the establishment of standards regard-
ing qualificationg of individuals desiring to work in the field of
counseling the deaf, and (2) standards-,pertaining to the estab-
lishment.of a mutually acceptable method of communication. .

Counseling, in order to be eff,veive and of benefit to the deaf
client, must be dialogue, not. monologue; there must be an ex-
change of, thogghts, ideas, desires, needs, and feelings. Counseling
is\not, counseling When the counselor does all the 'talking," it is
dictating.

Again, this is so basic that it might seem redundant even trj
mention it. On the other hand, in con idering establishing of
standards it might be necessary that we start back at the level
of the basics. But basic or not L op co fident that you are all
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familiar with programs of services planned for the deaf client,
not planned with him, aryl this is essentially what I have ;i1 mind
when I say that the counseling must be a two way streel ; it must
be "with," not "to."

During the past few years, as the -role of the counselor has
gained in stature across the country, the erm "counseling" seems
to have taken on a connotation of being -almost a magical word
or process whereby miracles are performed. It implies to some an
activity which is above and beyOnd, set aside from, the other
activities involved in the proCess of rehabilitation: almost to the

"point of being able to say at any given moment, "Now I am coun-
seling: no* I am finished counseling."

Actuatly, counseling, whether with The deaf or with any dis-
abled person;.,is not something that can be turned on and off, like
alight switch:but, rather it shoujd be so finely interwoven with
the total-pattern of the rehabilitation process than one could not
and should not be able to separate it one from the other.

Such an interwdaving is possible and does result wheri another
brie premi'se is metthe- premise that the counselor is genuinely
and sincerely interested in the client as a person, in MI., future
-welfare and in providing him with the rehabilitation services he
needs. When that interestaildIdeSire to be of assistance prevails,
effective counseling will result, the counseloi: will be a success, the
client will be helped.

The problem here is that intdreSt,,desire to serve,..Compassion- -

cannot be standardized, cannot be pre-measured, cannot be com-
manded into existence. The §eed can be-planted, it can be nur:-.
tared and cared for, but whether or not it grows depends upon
the fertility of the soil."

Counseling with the deaf, as with arty disabled person, shou
have 'certain permanent, unchangeable characteristics. It must
have purpose, direction and a goal. As interwoven as it might be
with the total rehabilitation process, the counselor must have
some constructive purpose, some sensb of direction "and some ulti-
mate goals as thejustifickion for entering into,a counseling situa-
tion. rn vocational rehabilitation, these might simpl3d4e: to/help,
as pukpose; to move forward' throughout the plan of services,
as the direction; to secure.employment, as the go'al.

But rehabilitation is not that simple; the issues Al-e not that
clearly defined. It must, at times, have as part of its purpose,
bringing abott an understanding of e client by the counselor,
acceptance of the counselor and his role y the client, bringing the
client Eip to a point of understanding an accepting his ,disability
,and so much mote. .

The direction night *ell' include selection of a. feasible 'tend
realistic vocational objective; reaching a point of social adjust-

' s
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ment necessary to complete the_pl4n of services, recognizing the
need for and value of moving ahead in the plan one step at a
timeand so much.. more.

The goal might we include acceptance of the necessity of
working, entering into a job (any job), the completion of the
very difficult task of truly selective placement, instilling the de-
sire for achieverner:t beyond the level of first employmentand
so much more.

One could dwell at much greater length on the subject of coun-
seling. Many volumes have already been written and are, being
written. In the final, analysis, I do not feel that the counseling
process itself need be subject to cbange when prodded to the deaf,
or to the blind, or to the epileptic, or so on down the list. The
Process is (again the.word) basic, but for the deaf the problems
vary, the skills requirectto-communicate are mandatory, the whole

Abackffround of the client produces needs unique to this disability
group. Hereirl, I believe, lies the challenge to us who are here
today to establish standard '`and guidelines in counseling the

'deaf which will adequately eerve the unique needs. The tank. is
-4 not a :simple one; I do not have the answers; I, as you, recognize

and have lived with the problems.

Placement
a

Over the historic years of the vocationial rehabilitation move-
ment, there seems to have prevailed,. in the minds\of rehabilitation
counselors, the idea that place eat of the client is not the re-
sponsibility of the counselor, tht placement is the resionsibility
of the sta)te employment office or the client himself. othingeeould
be farther from the 'truth : the ..V.R.A. regulations and State

.. : plans of State V.R. agencies consistentlylist lace ent;.as one
of the services available through the(V.R. age

Why has there been, and continu, s to bp, such a reluctance on
the part of the counselor to provid Placement assistance to the .

clients, he serves ? ,There- are many v,asons p t forth: to busy
# with too large a case-load; no placement op tunities atai ble;

employer r-reluctance to hire the disabled; fit is good for the lient
to\do this himself; or, that is what the employment oce i °for.
I can accept any or a'il of these rlasonipes only up o a c rtain
point. But beyond this point, I 16elievt-his reluctance an ,,lie
traced back tota,a ar of the unknown, a1f unwillingness to at-

si tempt that with w ich on is hot familiar, about. which he has
very little knowledg and for, which he Ists.ttle or no particular

0
r skill. The placemen of 'lie disabled- person' is almost totally left

L out of the curri lunk in grad to train.ffig in renabilitaticn
;,,....,..(1

t y
counseling.
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Fortunately, this ,reluctance is less _prevalent in counselors
specialid in working with the deaf. "This is 'perhaps due to the
fact that tthese-counselors reccevnize the tremendous need the deaf
have for assistance in getting a job, recognize the tremendous
barriers placed before the client due to his communication prob-
lemsand he is willing and eager to help the-deaf in this respect.

Placement of the disabled, the severely di.M:iled, is possible: it
is being accomplished .everyday. Withiii" our own agency, two
placement people devoting only part time to this new program,
have placed over 160 mentally retarded eliekts within Federal
employment as of April. 1, 1966. This has been acco'rnplished in
slightly over a year's time and, incidentally, puts Illinois number
rote in the nation for this particul4r program.

I use this example simply to illustrate that the placements can
be made, that there is one essential ingfedient.---work. Not x-
euses, not rationalizations, not soCir grapesbut, pure, . un-
adulterated work. The 'same holds true with placement of the
deafit can be accomplished, but it requires work.

Generally speaking, there are three types of placements :1 place-
ment in a job, commensurate with' the client's ability and train-
ng; in a job which offers advancement opportunities

to jobs which will be comm nsurate with these abilities and Frain-
ing; and placement in "a b.".

The iIrst type, mentione 's the 'Ideal placemlit, the type of
rilatement the conscientious ct;'u"&elor would hopefully strive for
at all' times, but there are many instances when the 9ther, two
types of placements are aczyptable; justifiable, and even necessary.

In cons,idering placement activity On behalf of the deaf client,
the counselor would do well to keep- mind the factthat this
disability group presents characteristics and problems which are
not found within the general disabled population. 'true enough,
placement should' be made on the basis of past work experience,
e ucational level cll.i.evement,,..traipfirog, social adjustment,/ dnd
vocational aptitudes and interests. thit a good placement, an ideal
placement,' would have taken into consideration dome or all of
these additional differences: .

1. To *hat extend'` is co nrui ion needed on the job? I
2. To what ci:egree.kaii cl 's com uniWrion skills

Meet the dbmmunicatiA needs t job?
3. To what degree,

workers have an int
th; deaf worker-by h

4. To what degree
attempt to leafirriew
job?

1 and, do t Auperv,
est in learning to co unicate witht .s method?' A
is the deaf 'client willies" anl' able to
communicatidn skills demander by. the

- I

r and fellow

to.

t *
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5. How many other deaf. persons work: -in the facility? (It
is nice to- have a few, but call 13e very dangerous to have
tot many.) -

1 ,,,

, There, are numerous-bthers that could be listed, but I wish to*

give only one mpre which I feel is very importtnt :
a

6. Job Readiness. Is the client actuallc :.-eady for a job--:1' ..r.5

educationally: k,ocationally, socially-, and PSYCHOLOGI-
CALLY? - . 4E. .... ,

., .\.\ -.

The general casework counselor, attempting to place a deaf
client, would -in.ore tha. ri'likely not have the background which
would,prompt i to give consideratiOn to Many of these factors.

, The specializ d counselor for the deaf, although expected to have
the' background, oftentimeg fails to: give due .consideratiort to
them! . .

k ..
It is in this broad area; the characteristics ank1. iequitgments of

"..la good plecernent, that 1 feel Vie are grossly inadequate 'and where
considerable attention t houldbe given ''regaiaing the esta.Vsh-

... merit of feasible, realistic guidelines and standards.
One more item abut plac9,nKnt before moving on to follo-w-up:

. Periodically" two questions arise :. "How much 'placement assist-
, ance shOuld be given and how'mz-ny -times should placement

assistanc:.-;.be given?" ,

.
.

.

I'm reminded of my high school English teacher's reply when
asked :how long we should make ouraSigned theihe: "Long
enough to do justice to the fopic.".

So it is with question of how much and how many times..
It should be enough and as offeA grS to do justice to the client in
views of his needs, his abilities,-his potentials, his -own degtee

'of selfzsdriciency, and so on. This is athatter 'of judgMent on
. the patt of,the,counsekir in each individual case and I, personally,

would be in sornewhat of4.ccitlendary as to the estabibhment of .

Staiaidardh in this area. ,s- .

From the above statements the reader-1 *-mighe receive the im-
.

1 nressien that I feel :some clients deserve greater istance- than

the clients. Maybe this I do; if so, I hope I won't e too sharply
-, - others; that I cliffel.entiate between the Worth or rel iii valu`e of

criticized. I do feel that some deserve and aced, greater assistance ,

than others ancf. that some, because Of their potential value to
mankind, should be riven some additional considerations in find
ing their proper plans in society. By "he, means; however, do;I
imply that those with lesser potentials .,should be twerlOked or'''%,

V -.F. ,- . ..; -

* .,

, * , . .. ,

4:: tm!.,
.

f-

cast aside.
, Placemint of the deaf:
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...il,. Iss,;;Kesentlya.t an inadecr4Ate level of deN.-vIopment ;fi:
. 4 roc) often "7";e7ls she -deafs'carrt -si-iart'"7".:: l'r : -- --* i__

3. Requires worictinders7tlindingrii. . certv.in am (ioLnt oft ,*-- skill; -, - . I _. ,/
.____Iteceii-es far too littlefittentiot from V. R. pr,-..4grarns;

/ ,..5. \rs grossly understaffed r/1 ,.. A

6. Xs passible; .... J

7. Is highly gratifying tte the individual whc succeeds_iti 'Eon,
summating it. , ,-.

Follow-up

The uniqueness of the .characteristicA of deaf. inclividtials..is
Such that, of all disability groups, they rank near the top in their
need Jr (.. effective follow-up once the placement has been made.

ny -way that you look at it, any way that-you try to compares.
the deaf are different from the "hearing." These differences.' must

recognized, they must be ktpt in mind whether we are serving
them-in rehabilitation, training them, or developing _standards
for working with them. .

These differences -are multifold and I believe you are ,:t.11 fa-
miliar, with them; therefore, I won't go into any listing.'of them.
The cumulative result -of these differences, however, in many-
cases is the- fact that the aaf who lose suitable jobs- do not lose
them because Of their inability to get. along with other people"'
on the job.

One might argue that this statement ,could be true for the
general .population; .yes, indeed, ft'could, but it is more appro-
priate and more predominant with the- deaf worker than with
other disability groups.

i.Time.after time: I have seen g.00d`deaf workers fired from
rgood 'jobs for reasons whic1 de not understandable unless, you

understand' the total .backgrouna of the deaf-: stopping, to eat
lunch when he became hupgry rather than waiting for the.official
lunch hour; occupying someone- else's "paid-for", parking spot
with rationalizatipn, -"Well, he wasn't here"; walking away from
the job when it appeared tbq -;meoneiwas talking.abouthim or
reprimanding him. - . .

.

You are,alt with these and other such instances; you
; understand. why they lppen in light of the backgroad and dif-

ferences of the deaf.,/tut the -emplOyer, Ott co-worker, society
does not have that understanding.

It is not tht' purpose of thJ workshop to explore the. inade.
quacies ,of hilme training, educational programs, -society accept-

. A ance or the other facets of this rorripl ackkround of the deaf..

41, 93
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But it is the purpose of the workshop to examine this matter
of follow-up and t^ arrive at whatever standards might seem
advisable. The discussion in the preceding paragraphs, then. i'.
not intended to be one of criticism of a variety of disciplines, but
rather to point out the possible precariousness of a placement
of a deaf client, why it is in danger and how vitally necessary
jt is that proper follow-up be a routine part of the counselor's
obligation to th'e deaf clienteven more so than with other
disability groups.

Whit should be the nature of t1-11 follow-up? Ideally, it should
include talking to the client on the job, talking. with his super-.
visor and fello.i.v workers, and discussing his emplo.yMent and
future-needs with hisalni4y. It could also explore possible ways-rof improving, hiFyefility- And work habits', investigating future
opportunities with the company and planning for self improve...N.
ment to qualify for these advancements. Of eirial importance,' I
feel, it sh4euld include general conversation, just. to let the client
know that the counselor is still interested in him and that assist-
ance Is available should he need it.
. 'Are there pbsigible areas for establishment of standards in the
abov-? I don't k'now; I will let you participants decide. But I do
knakv.,or rather feel, that follow-up serVices.to.the dlare .not
all that they should be. All too often thexrdonit Oacei at all,
if theYdp, a call to the employer to see itithe client fs4tilj work- 10,

ing is alflthat ttkes place.
Room for imurbvementTIndeed; yes, for slapdarft.?

would certainly think so.
t # is difficylt, indeed, to write such a paper dealini with three

sctivitiet,as diversified and compkx as counselling, placement and
-follow-up----trying to linaint..f.'in, some sort of logical sequence in

,thought and presentation and, at the same time, trying to present
somethirg which( will be of some help to you in your week's
work. I hope I fA'e been at least partially successful.°

PROVISION OF SERVICES ---A CRITIQUE

Don G. Pettingill
eft

Mr. Troop has given an excellent paper, it..ne. wtth .0 which it is
difficult to find alit. I especially like the way fie "limits" his
subject to three 'things: counseling, placement, and follow:up.
When.; Drst read his paper, I put it aside and relaxed, but I have
since realized" that probably 75 or 80 percent of casework stand-
ards in counseling with the deaf could be listed' under those three
steps.
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Before proceeding on sorne thoughts of my t,wr- I v.-,,!d like
to emphasize several of Mr. Trocp's excellent points.

I thin'r: ,),1r. Troop has hit on one of tho Lasic
most pri,grarns for the deaf when he cautions against estab]ish-
ink standards that .cou41 do more harm than good. It seems
me that once rules or guidelines ate established in alay phase of
work with the deaf, it is difficult artd disheartening 'tu . try to
change them. Persons in charge of any program must justify the
job they are doing, and when pressure for changes starts to
mount, they always have a few favorite examples of their out-
standing sucCesses. Sornetinhe wrortg- people with the wrong
understanding of the dea :and-their problerals.,,or the wrong per-
sonal ambitions or obikti.Vvs, get control of the programs. To use
one of )1r. Troop'. thoughts. I .don't know how it happens, but it
does. I don't know the reasoning behind it ; I do know I have seeI
it happen.

Mr. IT9op used an excellent example wen he compared case-
work standards to alcohol. It is also comparable to holding power
like you would an egg. Hold it too fightlyu.and you break it; too
loosely and you lose-control of it and drop it. ..

There is danger that casework standards could- parallel t?
sittption in the field of education, where educators often alio-,
themselves to become, obsessed with theoretical pOssibilities. The
success of a 'few outstanding deaf rstudekts blind them to the
actual results which seem to doom tha.majo-iiti.to become second,-
and even third class citizens.

The "hearing world" continually evaluates the success or fAilure
of the products af their school!:. The strengthen or chatige, any
weaknesses which do' not produce the siesired. results. I an see
why some of our own educators the deaf cannot start taking
A second look at tho adult deaf.

We must. not make this mistake here. We. must not to.se .con-
trol of our program to theorists who might misinterpret our in-
t6ntions. We must be sure that.we somehow make absolute pro-

..yision to provide for a constant review of the casework standards
we establish. We mustialways keep the welfare of the deaf client
foremost in mind, and be willing- to strengthen, change or COM-
pietely do. away with eny standard that confuses more than it
clarifies. Let's never forget we* are in this game to help restore
handicapped peopre to self-supporting, t...4x-payin$ citizens, for
their sole benefit, not ours.
' It took us generations to get Ccingress interested enough to
conduct an inve,stigation into education of the deaf, and they tell
us what the deaf already know: "The. American people have no
reason to be satisfied . . ." A, the Texas Legislative.
Council is also conducting a stud of dip deaf and their problems
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in Texas_ The chairman of the committee told me. \Ye must de
it right this time. It may be a long. long time bef,re ".\-k t-% er nave
such an opportunity again.' As a member of the live-mar
visory committee to the legislators I can tell you these men and
women are becoming appalled at the mess made eight years ago
when the Legislature at that time shot-gunned a stop-gap
"County-Wide Day School- law. The State has lost control to
the county independent school districts, who have made their own
interpretation of the law and have done as they pleased.

So let's do it right! It may be a long time before we have an-
other such opportunity! The casework standards we set up must
be reasonable, workable, se fi,qhic .1 They must? -4's Mr. Troop
'points out, benefit the deaf, but also allow the counselor certain
latitude and flexibility.

,It seems that We: Can never get very far away from the most
elementary and vexing problem . . communication. It con-
tinually is mentioned In Mr. Troop's paper. just as it will be. in
mine, just as it will be throughout this workshop. at all levels.
The pure oralists claim they have the answers: Redouble efforts
to teach the deaf to speak and read lips in order for them to
function normally in a normal world. Even if it were possible to
do that, these pure oralists canno seem to show us how to stop
being different % or to ,get the normal world to accept us as such.
They refuse to concede that although the blind have no communi-
cations problem they are still a- society within a society, simply
because they, too, are different. 4

We should be sure here that vb-le establish certain standards of
communication between the cliend and the counselor. At least the.
counselor is.directly concerned with the deaf client, and it is his
job to understand, and to be understood'! Let us- not concern our-
selves with the impossible task' of finding ways to get the 200, -
000,000 normal people to accept or understand the deaf. Few

. have either the time, empathy, or the desire.
So, -the very first step in setting up casework standards that

will 'benefit the deaf as well as allow the counselor. certain latitude
and flexibility is, to my way of thinking, to standardize qualifica-
tions and requirements of counselors to the deaf rather than to
standardize the standards, If the applicants for counseling jobs
know precisely what is required, of them, it will weed out many
who just aren't qualified. Such a standard of qualifications, would
also assist State directors when they screen applicants and pre-
vent them fromtintiOcently trying to put-; square plug in a rSund
hole. And proper counselors-with proper's-kills and understandin
of the dftaf would naturally -make casework standards of sec---
ondary importance anyway. Communication is at the very top of
my list of preitquisitcs. Not just the ability to fingerspell or make.
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a few signs, but to "get through- to the client. Mr_ Tr/4, p !zay:,-
successful counseling means that
estab'ished. and almost apologetically prints out that he
it is funda.reciltal. It seems. however. that busv State dire et, r,
and area supervisors often do net ever pai5se I,, cNnsidt..r
elementary fact where the deaf are concerned.

The deaf themselves ,ften unintentionally confuse ete
Mr. Troop says the average general counselor would not be aeee
or exprc!ed to establish rapport with the deaf client. The deaf
client knoivs this, and where there is no specialist to the deaf
available, often does not waste time going to such a general coun-
selor. This in turn gives the impressiOn that everything is rosy
with the deaf population, when nothing could be farther from the
truth.

F'-'7* instance when I first arrived in Dalliee Texas. I inquired
what the percentage of deaf VRA clients was and found it aston-
ishingly small. When asked why, I was told the deaf apparently
didn't need help because they never came around. Yet the very
first year, my office serviced 136 official clients, placing over 50
on good jobs, referring 27. to VRA for training or other services.
and gave personal counseling to hundreds more in the Dallas area
alone.

So, we must first of all. remove the communication barri,,r-
between client and counselor! We must prove to skeptical State
agencies that when the deaf have a place to go where they can get
effective, understandable counseling, they vill certainly do s.o.
must continue to interest qualified deaf men in counseling
tions, and state directors in hiring them.

CounseliAv

Success or failure of a program fc)r any deaf 'client is, I be-
lieve, decided during the first interview, and most 'certainly by
the second or third. It is important to win the client's confidence.
The first thing is to put him at ease. Show him you are interested
in-RIM as a person and in his problems; that you don't condemn
him for having these problems. Prove to him that you want to
help him, and want HIM to tell 37,13 what he wants rather than
for you to tell him outright what you think he wants. Remember,
HE is your reason for being!

If you feel his desires are not realistic, or if he seem to have
none, you must skillfully counsel until he argUes himself into
believing what you want him to believe. You must get his. full
confident cooperation in the first or t:e-cond interview if you ex-
pect him to become a well-earned via a program you plan
for him. What better way is there to accomplish this than to be
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able to sit down and communicate with him? As Mr. Troop so
z-ptly- points out, not necessarily in the method chosen by the
coUn'selor, but any-method the client can use and understand- best.

One of the fallacieS of- many counselors is that they iriSist on
filling out -the -survey_ blank thernsel've! The counselor 'should
away let the client fill oict hisown'survey, if at all possible, ec-
plaining that if there is.anythirig he does not understand tojilit

. s it-' and they will work -it out together. Personally I have
foyu d this to be one of the best ways ,to `.`size uP""a client, his
IQ, mental capacity, reading ability, understanding of applica-
tion blankd, and if a parent orqriend is with 'him,t,to what extent
he depends on them. Much can be learned from having the .client
fill out his own, survey, 9i7 as much of it as he can: know one
counselor who worked Ilthia,.,c1eaf client r three months before.,
he realized the' client cOuldii't read or writ Alwayg he worked'
'through a third party. Counselors tell- me, wh I question their
n 'rods, that it takes too long, gets too complica ed, ,and-there
is no dal advantage to FL They don't *top to realize it often takes
a whole lot longer to re-rehabilitate the client after the wrong
kinioof program, or,to break down the wall'ofs Misunderstanding
and misinterpreting -whiCh too. often 'resUlts from shotgun
operations.- ;

A high Percentagt, of Counseling with the deaf is on personal
and social a.djustrnent prOlems. This is necessary before you can
ever. think of placing- thern in training or bn a job. Initial atten-
tion to this phase will often,, prevent drop7outs;,.-failures, or an
uncooperative client. If he has other probleM's,=beSides his deaf,
ness, how can you expect hiM to concentrate on training, espe-
cially when he isn't earning anything during that -tithe. ,How are
you going :to be sure he 1'A/sill make anything during that time?
How are-you going -to be Sure he will make 'a good employee if
he is plagued' with maritafproblems? Or he may be suspicious,
lazy, demandinA, or any nuinber of signs that show "he is imma-
ture or just ncf ready or able to hold down a job; If you insist on
placing this type on .a "shot in the dark" job simply in order to
move him and obtain a ," you' are doing both the client and
the employerNa great di§4ervice. The client will Surely be back
for further help, confUSed and.perhaps disillusioned'inan.t,14dt
the good employeiNfrie d will pro ably. neverLy..back, 'also a
confused and ed man! ollow-up would .help, be
sure, if the counselor 21t02/ ollow-up, but the counselor initial
impatience with" he pr ctic lly rules out any follow-up
efforts.

Which all zeros in -on what I sai in the
standards should start with a list of /desirable qua ffie 'on- of
counselors. At the top of the list must, e the ability to commun

ning: Casework
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cate . . . both way). Sedond Most desirahl II a
counselor of the deaf shodlci be pegged . a
deep undei-standinp;-of what makes a deaf iese
two qualities, all other problems becm,... .rating or'
formidable! v 4

.

Placement
,--

Successful placement, too, requiyes a deep understanding of
theileaf and their strengths and weaknesses. It reqUires men
who are not ashamed or afraid to go out and- sell the deaf to the

/world of work, men who are impatient with the flimsy excuses of
the employer-,, for not hiring/ a deaf person: It requires a full
understanding of your client's abilities as well as his diSabilities,
and the deterfnination to help' the employer understand also. It
requires the almost fatalistic attitude that there are no magical
formulas for:placement of a deaf client. 2nly pure, unadulterated'
work. - --°

But that work can be in many different forms. Personally, I
believe in "'making __.the. .client look 'for.% his own employment
wherever possible, and especially after a series of bounselini.ses-
sions on ihoW to go about it:Naturally,,-.no two clients are alike!
but I want to giVe you-. a few examples and I want to emphasize
what I have said many' tittles: The are three basic Classes of
clients: I A

The fortunate ones who need little' or no help and will suc-
geed in spite of us.
The .ones who 'CAN _succeed,--but-dre-Sornetimes-lazy-, orsly
enough 'to know that the world considers thzin handicappe'd,
and will get all they can ,,jkie as long as they can.
The_slow*, unf6itkinatp dines -whi) will spend their entire li;es
fighting a grim battle of survival in spite of our best efforts
to hellithem.

I had 2.; deaf girl who too training in Key Punch through a
regular VRA counselor, an graduated. at the topof her class.
However, she couldn't seem to find employment.so she finally came
to me for help. The-first i terview showed me she had too many
minor objectionable traits, such as gum popping, crossing her legs
witlritoo'niuch knee exposed, being over-dressed, using too much,
makeup . anm, very important, 'and dama.ging pretending to
understand When she did not. I didn't try to place her at .once,.
but' had her come back seVeral times so I could gently but-firrt4
counsel her obvious -Weaknesses. :I also 'got to know her better
and when felt she was ready for' employment, set up_an appoint-.
m.ent with a Company I had talked to previously. She was hired
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and two 'Weeks latex the personnel man called and begged for
three more just" like her. I know that sounds easy, but a lot of

-1-ionest-to-goodness counseling went into that one . after she
got her training!

It is my personal rule rarely if ever to accompany the better
clients on an interview. I stopped that long ago, after I took one,
key punch operator to a large insurance .company; Rebuffed so
many times in\ her starch for employment, she had lost confidence.
The personnel man asked me bluntly, "Why did you feel it neces-
sary to come' with her? If she- can do .the job, she should also be
able 'to discuss it with me; herself." He told me he rarely hired
an applicant if accompanied' by a parent,- counselor, or friend.
That taught me a lesson . I'll never forget. And it also made me
wonder forever after just how much damage' over-helpful coun-
selors do to perfectly capable deaf job seekers. It behooves us to
consider' the whole situation very carefully before we accompany
a client on a job interview.

In our deliberatians here, I hope it is strongly recommended
that a counselor REFUSE to interview a client who is obviously
dirty or sloppy- or both. Even if he doesn't have any respect for
himself, he should have a little for you. Impress on him that if
it offeNs you to have him come to you like that, think how a
personnei-man will react: If you stop him .right in the beginning
and refuse to work with him until he at least-looks presentable,
he will begin to realize the importance of good' grooming.

There are Many little things we must lOok for in our efforts at
placing deaf people 'on jobs. First of all is motivation ! If they
don't have it, it is our, job to try to give it to them. And the first
step is to show them you don't intento do everything foi
them. I had one client come in my office for days -and just sit
around waiting for me to find .him employment. I repeatedly 6x-.
pfained that he' had to extend some effort on his own, like follow-

, ing up on referrals I gave him and watching the newspapers
for leads. Now, this client was definitely not the low level kind

. ,and he could read and write reasonably well. With a mouthful
of candy and a bottle. of'pop in his hand, he told me he `couldn't
afford to buy a newspaper. After I got through with him, he
knew what he had to do and he did it . . marched right out and
was working within the week at. a jai he found himself./

A father brought his son in to see inte regarding employment as
a printk% .Sincet-thek lived in a spa'rsely populated section of
Texas; it was desirable fbr the boy to lire in Dallas- in order to
find that kind of employment:- I sent him on several- interviews
but there was, always something wrong, not enough pay or some
other silly excuse. Eventually I received a letter froni his father
asking one why he wasn't working and if there was anything he
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could do to help. I had noticed the boy had plenty of money, a
nice car, and apparenply no pressing worries about employment,
so I wrote and asked-the father how money he was sending
the boy. His answpr was,'$40 a week ail,' more if he needed ;it
He was also paying- the boy's gasoline So,. another point' Ito
consider is, "How much help or hi' rau,, you getting .from
parents ?"

Even ,college graduates /red you: +,1arlf.y counselors have the
idea that .it is enough tc>par tuition and help them through col-

lege. Not so! Counseling on proper attitudes toward emptoyers,
how to apply for jobs, job leads, a phone call here and there to
set up appointments with personnel men, along with a brief ex-
plantation on your client, 'and many other such services can be
very_ helpful and encouraging to the best of clients.

The main job is to help such a client learn how to overcome the
natural prejudice against hiring the deaf. To be sure, he could be
and often is, placed in the first job that comes along and closed
as a "12," with the 'argument he can wdrk his own way up after
that. But is that doing your-job properly? Is that a groper closure
on a, person you have helped prepare for much better things? He
needs your advice and encouragement if nothing else, or he would
not have come to you in the first place..

Follow-up

I have no specifit suggestions on follow-up work with deaf
clients other than to know your client well to be able to communi-
cate with him, and to orient the employer when yola first 'place the
deaf person with him: Personally, I think too. much follow-up
discourages an employer_ When I 'place a client I emphasize that
I am as near4 as the telephone and if any problems arise_ , to call
me. Usually I stop by no more than once or twice lest I give the
employer the idea I have placed a "dud' in his company. If you

-have done a 'good job of counseling your client, there should not
be too many follow-up problems. And- obviously that requires
communication .and empathy!

Then too, being a deafAitjnyself, I have my fingers on the ,

pulse of the deaf community and meet most of these people at
the local deaf club, churches, or other-social gatherings. That kind
of follow-up is the very best, for yOu have a chance to listen to
your client and counsel him right, without his employer knowing,
he has any real problems. That is another casework standard we
should emphasize: extra-curricular community service.

The history of methods and results in work with the deaf has
been shaped, I fear, by men and women who haven't had the
courage to 'speak out. In fact, as Dr. William J. McClure of
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Indiana says, it was p ofessional suicide for an educator to openly.
favor even finger-spelling as recently as five .years ago. I- beg each
one of you to speak out during sthis workshop. That is why you,
as counselors and leaders, have been invited here. Each of you
must surely have one or two pet peeves or strong opinipns on
various aspects of casewo ndards to be used with the (loaf.
Speak out . never have such an opporturOv
again !!

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION.

Giury D. Blake
Norman -I.. Tully

. The group identified and .discussed seven areas of service pro-
vided to deaf clients. They then listed problems and attempted
to set ideal. standards for the seven areas. Finally the
group submitted resolutions aimed at developing, expanding, and
improving vocational rehabilitation services to the adult deaf...

It was agreed that this group ishould focus on standards of
service rather than specifie techniques for providing these. serv-
ices. It was felt, however, that there is .a definite need for a
follow-up workshop to deal specifically with thio, ptoblem of im-
plementation of these standards.

In addition to the direci services provided to deaf clients, the
group also discussed the provision of indirect services. which
facilitate the rehabilitation, process.. These indirect services con-
sist mainly ot 'eAtablishing and maintaining close working rela-
tionShips'with'gehool and other community groups:

. Areas of Service

It was recognized by the group that counseling is involved in
all phases of the rehabilitation process. However, for purposes of
discussion 'the following areas of service were identified:

1. Counseling
2. EValitation
3. Physical Restoration_
4. Training,
5. Placement
6. Follow-up
7. Ancillary
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A. CounsPiing

Ten basic areas of
These are :

,Casework Stand(Fifr

counseling with the deaf were cdenti fled,

1. Marital and family
g.,- Psychologicalpsyk
3. VocatiorA
.4. Avocational
5: Personal adjustment----demands
6. Medicalaudiological
7. L'egal
8. Edyational
9. Religious

10. Orientation to community resources

of daily living

It-was felt that the intensity of the counselor's involvement in
these areas was dependent upon his Own "ability and the severity
of the client's problem. The counselor must recognize the_foint,------,at which a refe-rT41-Sliblild-be made. #

The standards of counseling were as follows:

1. There should be trained specialists to work with the
deaf. These specialists should possess (a) thorough knowl-
edge of deafness and its implications, and (b) be personally
familiar with-4,1.6i persons.

2. There shoL ld be meaningful receptive and expressive
communication between the counselor and client.

3. The vocational rehabilitation age restriction should be
amended to allbw counseling.services to begin prior to gage 16.
-.14. Care should be taken so as not to, lose rapport with the
client during the refeiral process. ,

5. Counselors should work more closely with other com-
munity groups.- It- wks suggested that counselors work with
parent groups, civic clubs, industrialists, labor unions, pio-
fessional organizations and similar. groups.

6. Counselors should develop a close working relationshipwith schools for the deaf. It was felt that vocational re-

1

Ifhabilitation counselors are the best source f providing
"feedback" to the schools regarding the ad It deaf. The
school can also provide the counselors with valuable back-
ground information.

7. Counselors should remain in close contact with the adult
deaf community. It was felt that this was vital gaining
confidence and support from deaf adults. This will a st the
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counselor in dev oping a greater understandingof the, needs
and problems of of persons. .

14',--

v

8. The counselor should share with the client /Sertinbnt
information, about himself in a way he is. capable of under-
ktanding and usingconstructively. . . . ..,

. 9. The counselor should icep in mind that each deaf per-
son has unique problems and should avoid any type of stereo- .----''

typing.

B. Evaluation
1. It should b the prerogative of the counselor wl ether or

not to purchas a hearing aid, prOvide lip reading instruc-
tion, and of r audiological services after consultation with
the speci st.

2. Onl, professional evaluators experienced with the deaf
Should be utilized, for hearing aid, lip reading, and speech
therapy evaluations.

3, The counselor slkNold confer with the audiologist per-
sonally before purChasing a 'hearing al. .

4: Decision as to specific aid to be purchased shall be based
on the recommendation of a professionally qualified hearing
center.

5. It is imperative that the team approadh be used' in the
evaluation process. The counselor should be"responsible for
coordinating this activity.

6. Ttre counselor should- develop a sound working relation-
ship with audiologist, speech therapist, and hearing and
speechcenter-personnel.

7. Counselors should have spe,cial training in :interpretin
evaluation- clat?: )-

8. Client shoilld no be denied other services fdrliefusal
to use a h ing aid.

C. Physical Restora z n
1. The counselOr,must insur that there is adequate corn-

rnunicatiO between___the-4nedi _and the client.
2. The counselor should r ain the prerogative to make fi-

nal decisions regarding ysical restorative 'services; after
consultation with the specialist.

D. Training
I. Extreme care ,should be used in selection and use of

loCal training sources to insure adequate training.
2. Counselors should provide "feedbacks' co schools con-

scerning training.problems encountered by former students.
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411 3. Coitracts with employer. for OJT for deaf clients must-

be written to insure success ul training. Counselor should
.follow-up to be sure contra is effected.

4. In the training situ on, consideration should be, given
to the provision Of interpreters/note-takers (etepending, upon
the mode of communication 'required by the deaf -client)
when the subject *matter entails a great deal of oral ile)ture
or, 'explanations or the part of the instructor.

5t ,Funds should b rovided. to support the client's family
during the training t

E. Placement
.4

. The VR, counselor's rela ionghip, to State and Federal
CiVil Service should be one '!5f assuring the agencies that the
client has the basic skills to perforin the job for which he de-
sires an appointment. Ed icating the agency to tile 'skill of
the client should lead to a request of th'e waiver of verbal
aspects of the testing procedure that prevent the client from
qualifying. Overcoming the discrirriination existing towards
the deaf on the part of Civil Service age-itcies shea.ila be baSed
on a thorough educatiorlal program that points out the abili-
ties of the deaf person despite his verbal limitationa..
Service examiners have proven their interest in cooperating
in this area and the V13,4ounselor 'should encourage broader
le(tway of tests in other skilled positions.

2. To combat the problem of underemployment among the
deaf, vocational' rehabilitatio agencies should make -every
effort to place deaf client ding to his highest poten-
tial as determined by the evaluation.

3. The counselor has a responsibility to provide "feedback"
to schools and to provide- adjustment training for clients
when deemed advisable.

4. The counselor should set and interpret minimum stand-,
ards of appearance and behavior which the client will en-
counter in vocational conditions.

5. The counselor must be aware of, the, demands of thelabor market.
6. Counselors shoull make every effort tb eliminate indus-

trial testing programs and medical requirements which tend ).
to discriminate againSt the deaf.

7. Counselors should attempt to place clients in geograph-
ical locations, in accordance with the client's wishes.

8. The counselor should recognize the importance of gain-
ing the full cooperation of the client's family in supporting
the rehabilitation plan:

A
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* 9. Every effort should be made to inform the public regard-.

ing the capabilities of deaf orkers.
\ 10. Counselors shout proVide 's( , ,i- v ,

which will helpin educational planning. , = .
4" 11.*EffortS should be nvi,de to determine and resolve union
requirenrenis which 'tend to discriminate-against'the dee. ..

Y2. Deaf clients Must be provided informAtion and gUld- ' 1411-

Wince which will assist them in seeking and ,cretpintng.
employment.. - , -

F. Followrup Services
1,

1. Follow-up she ld be .made to .zdeterrnihe "Successful"
placements. .-

.

2. Sufficient time should be allowed for adequate follow-up.. r .

u. 3. Every case sh.Nald be followed tnp. Time taken here will
lead to lasting plac-ernentS And, open the :door for future
placements.

N
Q

.. 4. Follow-up formation should be led back to schools.
:5. Folhillobp should include contact with (a) the client . \--

and his s visor on the job, and (b) hiS fariiily to ensure
-,t ooperation. : ( .

Ancillary Services

1. The counselor' sittould assume the leAi. t, in establishing.
god relationShips between the school and DVR.

2. New counselors sthould be provided with a qualified in-,

terpreter until such time when they are fluent in manual
communication.

3. The counselor should maintain a list' of qualified inter-
preters and3tutors)and should make efforts to recruit these
personnel.

4. The Registry of In.letureters for the Deaf should be
contacted when interpreters are needed.

. 5. Adequate fees should be provided for interpreters and
tutors.

Resolutions

1.Recognizing the specific communication problemS of the deaf,
it is recommended that a. full time DVR specialist for the deaf le
'employed tin the State level responsible directly to the State ad-
ministrator. The counselor's duties would be to plan and coordi-
nate rehabiljtiire activities for deaf clients.

2. It is recommendpd that there be Ifss emphasis on closures
ana. more emphasis on qiAality services to deaf persons to assist
them in achieving 411i'M job cal:Debilities.
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3. The removal of any Federal or State restrictions which pre-
vent training, retraining, or upgrading the deaf client to more
suitable employment is recommended.

4: To combat the problem of underemployment among the dedf,
vocational rehabilitation agencips should make every effort to
place deaf persons' on the basis f their fullest potential f
inga comprehensive evaluation.

5. The cRunselor's relationship to State and Federal Civil "Serv-
., ice should ibe one of assuring the agencies that the client has the
bask skills to perfOrm.the job} for which he desires appointment.
Educating the agency to the skills of the client should lead to a
request of the waiver of verbal aspects of the testing procedure

= that preverits the client from qualifying. Overcoming the dis-
crimination existing towards the deaf on the part of Civil Serv-
ice Agencies should= be based on a Thorough educational program
that ',points out the abilities of- the leaf client despite his verbal
limitations. Civil Service'examiners have proven their interest in

- cooperating in this area and the VR counselor shopld encourage
broader leeway of tests in other skilled positions.

6.- It is recommended that each State re-evaluate and realisti-
. calle liberalize die antiquated financial restrictions that proscribe

the use of eertain cost services by many deaf individuals.
7. Duca() the problems involved in servicing the deaf it- is

recommended that the counselor of the deaf not be expects to
serve as thanY casbs as the general counselor. In metropolitan

Areas it should be approximately % of the general caseload and
not to exceed a maximum of 70 cases. In the rural area the COUD-
seldr shopld work with a maximum of 50 cases. For counselors
with. mixed caseloads the number, of clients should be adjusted
accordingly.

O
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APPENDIX A. ORGANIZATION O F' PROFESSIONAL
WORKERS FOR THE ADULT DEAF

At the Works hop on Rehabilitation CasewOrk 'Standards for the
Deaf, the participants-, after several meetings and much discus-

Jion, organized and established an 'association to be known as
"-Professional Rehabilitation Workers for' the Adult Deaf. Such an

organization had been in the discussion stage for a number of
years, but lack of numbers of qualified persons and lack of a
means of meeting together had delayed the establishment of the
group. The workshop in St. Louis was attebded by many people

. interested in such an association and afforded them the oppor-
tunity to organize. r

Two hours at the close of the workshop sessions on Monday,
May 23 were allotted-to speakers to explain the background and '
purposes of the proposed organization. Copies of the proposed
bylaWs and: mother material were distribitted to the workshop

-participant's. Tree participants had two days in Which to read the
7 material and discuss the proposed organization informally. A

second Meeting Was held on the evening of Wednesday, May 25
to (1) determine the desire for the establishment of, the organiza-

%. tion, (2) elect a slatelof, officers, and. (3) discuss and -adopt art
of bylaws. The partitipanth felt there was a great need fdr the
proposed organization and voted overwhelmingly to establish it.

The follOvving officers -and committees were elected .by_as.
participanth at the meeting . on the establishment of the
organization:

President
James H. NyhAWorth, Diregtor
Evaluation- Cm-ter for the, Deaf
Cave Springs, Ge6"reia

First Vice President
Robert R. Lauritsen
Consultant for the -Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Minnesota Department of Education
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
1821 -University Avenue
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180 Griggs.Midway BuildiAg
St. Paul, Minnesota

Second Vice President
Geno M. Vescovi
Counselor of Deaf Adult Pro
Morgan Memorial Rehabilitation Center
927 Washington Street
Boston; Massachusetts

Treasurer
Albert T. Pimentel, Psychologist
Tennessee School foz; the Deaf
Post Office Box 886
Knoxville, Tennessee

Secretary
William E. W4:?diFi k, Direttor
Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration Orientation Program
College of Education
University of Tdnnessee
Knoxville, Tennessee

Board of Directors .

Gary D. Blake, Specialist
Services to the, Deaf
Hot Spripgs iehabilitation Center
Hot Springs, Arkansas °

.$

a

- Richard K. ohnsoni Administrator-.
Program fo/. the Deiif and Hard of Hearing
Lapeer S;tlaite Home and Training School
,Lapeer, chigan
Al= B. 'Jones, Administrator
Special Service's
Pennsylvania Boird of Vocational Rehabilitation
Labor and Industry Building f
Seventh and Forster Streets
Harrisbikrg, Pennsylvania
Beatrice Lamb, Counselor
California Department of. Vocational Rehabilitation

. 515 Van Ness Street .
41.San FraTpcisco, California

I
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61. .411,

Editor
Roger M. Falberg, Director Counselor

Ftik

community- Service Agency for the Deaf
cio Kansas City General Hospital and Medical Center
24th and Cherry Streigt
Kansas City, Missouri

Membership Committee -
Douglas .1. N. Burke, Supervisor
Unit for the Hearing, Impaired
Government of the District of Columbia(
Department of 'Vocational Rehabilitation
1331 H. Street, N.W.
Wash,ington, D.C.
Virginia Lewis
39 Tod Lane
Youngstown, Ohio

'Don G. Pettingill, Director
Counseling Services for the Deaf
CallierHearing and Speech Center
3819 Maple ,Avenue
Dallas; Texas

Membership applications .may be obtairied. by writing to. the
Secretary:

Woodrick, Director
V:ocatfonal'Itehatilitatign 0
Administration OrienlatiOn Program '-
Collegeof Educati4n
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TerInesse 37916

Tee partip' ants in the meting discussed at length, amended,-
and finally adopted a proposed set of bylaws. The revised set of
bylaws which was adopted has been Wrought up to date 4s follows:

Bylaws as Amended April 1972

-* ARTICLE t---NAME

Sed. 1: The nanfe- of this Orgarrizhtion shall be "Professional Reha-
bilitation Workers with the Adult Deaf, Inc."

41.

ARTICE IIPURPOSES-
Sec.,1: The purposes of this Organization shall be: (1) To promote
the development and e*pansion-of professional rehabilitation serv:
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ices for the adult deaf ; (2) To.provide a forum id a common
meeting ground so that the Organization may be qtr umenta 1 in
bringing. about a. better understanding of deaf people as whole by
encouraging students, professional persons and laymen to develop
more than a superficial understanding of the needs and problems of
this group -- especially the -problems related to communication tech-
niques needed to work effectively-With the'adultdeaf in a rehabili-
tation setting ; (3) To promote and encourage scientific research of.
the needs and problems engendered by deafness whIch inhibit in
important ways the successful overall 4unctioning of a deaf per-
son ; (4) TO' promote and develop recruitment and training of
professional workers for the' deaf; (5) . To sponsor a professional
publication for the promotionOf inter- and intradisciplinary com-
munication among professional persons primgrily concerned With
deaf adults and others -'4nterested in such activities; and (6) To co-
operate with other organizations concerned with deafness and re,
habilitation of the deaf and with allied services in promoting and
encouraging legislation pertinent to the development of. profes-
sional services and facilities for the adult deaf.
Sec. 2: The word "Profe'ssional" is herein construed to mean any
person who devotes a substantial part of his time providinpreh 'a'-

bilitation-oriented services, administration, research or training
in beNIT of deaf adults.
The Trisciplines of rehabilitation, education, psychology, &vie
work, audiology. speech therapy and allied fields aite specifically
included in this definition.
,Sec. 3 The phrase "adult deaf" is herein construed to mean any
person whose hearing) (with or without amplification) is nonfunc-
tional for everyday use, who has attained the age of 16 and who is
no longer a full-time pupil in any private or public school_ for the
deaf ; however, full-time attendance in a vocational or other train-
ing program in such a school is included in this definition.

Sec. 4 : This organizatibn shall be non-profit And non-political. No
activities shall be undertaken.for the individual Kofit of any of its
officers and memBers; and no alliance, financial or otherwise, shall
be made with any 'political party or any candidate' for political
office.

ARTICLE IIIDUTIES AND RIGHTS OF MEMBERS"
,Sec. 1: Membership in this organization may be Regular, 'Honor-
ary, Student, oRetired.
Sec. 2 : a. Regular membership shall be available to any-person who
has an interest-in and who supports the general aims and Purposes
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of the PRWAD and who is engaged in activities that contribute to
the rehabilitation of deaf adults.

b. Regular rnembeis shall be eligible to make motions and vote, to
serve on committees, and to hold office the organization.
Sec. 3 : a. The creation of sections composed of PRW AD members
who have common special interests Shall be. authorized by the
ExecUtive Board on recognition of need by the Board or in response
to an- application to the Board from members desiring to establish a
Section. Areas of special interest that would justify a Section are
-(for example) : Audiology and Speech Patholopt:, Community
Work, Education of Deaf, Interpreting, Law, Medicine, Parentage,
Personnel Training, Prosthetics, Psychology Rehabilitation Coun-
seling, Religion, and Social Work.

b. Thepurposes of such Sections are : to facilitate the interchange
of speciali7.ed ideas and concerns, to establish standards for Sec-
tion membership, to recommend guidelines for delivery, of services,
to' aid in PRWAD membership recruitment, and to disseminate in-
formation on matters of mutual'concern.

c. The =ember,, of each Sectibn. shall elect their own Chairman
and any other officersthat may be necessary. The Section Chair-

irt addition to having the usual duties of such an office, shall
also serve as official liaison representative to the Board and to the
memtieiship as a whole. Subject to Boarcl approval, any Section
may assess special dues to meet Section expenses. Board approval
is not Deces.s,ary for the calling of Section meetings, the establish-
ment of, criteria for Section membership, or other similar intra-
Sectionikctivities. However, the Board shall be kept informed of all
such actions: The Membership Committee (Article VII, Sec. 1)
shall be notified of the requirements for Section membership once
such criteria. are 50,ablished and shall be informed of any subse-
quent additions, deletion,§, or alterations thereto. Each Section shall
have free use of the PRWAD Newsletter for the &ciliation of in-
formatjon to Section members. A committee, so appointed, of the
members of each Section must approve or reject the application of
PRWAD members for Section membership. No action of any Sec-
tion may be in conflict with the current By-Laws of the-Organiza-
tion.

Sec. 4: Dues for Regular membership, shall be $15.0.0 per year.
Membership begins on July 1 of each year. 'Dues may not be pro-
rated and shall include a subscription to the Organization's publica-
tions.

ti
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Sec. Hon ')rary membership may be awarded to any Regular
Member who has made 4n outstanding and lasting contribution to
the development and 'or extension of professional rehabilitation
services to the adult deaf. Such member0ip shall continue for the
lifetime of the recipient. and. may be 'a(varded only by two-thirds
vote of all members registered at a regular conference. The award
shall be commemorated by a suitable certificate. Not more than'one
honorary membership may be awarded at any single conference.
Honorary members Shall have all the privileges of Regular Mem-
bers outlined in Section 4 of this Article, except that no dues or
registration fees shall be assessed Honorary Members.

Sec. 6 : Retired persons and students in graduate or undergraduate
college programs shall be entitled to membership upon payment of
one-half the dues of regular membership..Student and retired mem-
bers shall be entitled to all publications provided regular members,
full voting privileges, and shall be entitled to serve on committees.

ARTICLE IVOFFICERS
Sec. 1: The officers of this Organization shall be a President, First
Vice-Presiuent, Second Vice-President, and Secretary-Treasurer.
Sec. 2: The duties of the President shall be to preside over general
conferences of the organization and over meetings of the Executive
Board ; to appoint chairmen and members of special and standing
committees as set forth elsewhere in these By-Laws ; to issue calls
to conference through the Organization's official publication and/or
by any other Means he may deem advisable ; and to generally
'administer and enforce these By-Laws. He shall be an ex-officio
member of all committees except the Nominating and Elections
Cimmittees.

Sec. 3: The First Vice-President shall assume the duties of the
President in the latter's absence. In .the event the Presidency is

- vacated he shall assume the office. He,shall ensure that. interpret6rs
skilled in the language of signs are_available A all general, section,
or panel meetings during conferences. Should a deaf person or per-
sons be elected' to the Executive Board, the First Vice-President
shall be responsible for obtaining interpreters for Board Meetings.
Preference, where possible should be given to interpreters who are
registered with and/or accredited by the Registry of Interpreters
for the Deaf. The First vice-President shall also act as a member of
the By-Laws Committee.

Sec. 4: The Second Vice-President shall be tie. Chairman of the
PRWAD Conferences Committee. He shall submit copies of the
proposed agenda to the Executive Board for its approval at least 90
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days prior to the date of the Conference, and subsequently notify
the membership of the approved agenda at least 30 days prior to
the Conference.

Sec. 5: The Secretary-Treasurer shall transcribe minutes of the
business meetings of the Executive Board, et Conferences, and
carry on general correspondence of the Organization. He shall pre-
pare a financial statement of all liabilities and assets of the Or-
ganization prior to Conferences.

Sec. 6: The term of all officers shall be for two years, beginning
July 1 of the biennium and ending June 30 of the biennium.

Sec. 7 : In the event of a vacancy in any office except the Presidency,
a successor shall be elected to serve the remainder of the term by
majority vote of the Executive Board within sixty (60) 'days after
the vacancy occurs. Election may be by mail ballot and shall be con-
ducted by the Secretary or, should the office of the Secretary 'be
vacant, by the President.

a. The PRWAD Board shall, by majority vote, have the authority
to declare vacant the office of any officer who-fails to discharge the
duties of his office. Befo initiating such an action, the Board must
notify the person involved of such impending action and offer him
the opportunity to present his reaction to the propbsal. Lack of re-
ply within 30 days to this offer shall be tantamount to acceptance
of the vacancy declaration should it be approved.

ARTICLE V-- EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Sec. 1: An Executive Secretary shall be appointed by the voting
members of the Executive Board.

Sec. 2 : The Executive Secretary as the operating officer of PRWAD
will function with the authority and under the direction of the
Executive Board. He will he a non-voting member of the Executive
Board. The Executive Secretary will make quarterly reports cover-
ing all current items of significance to the PRWAD Executive
Board. The report for the fourth quarter in any year shall be con-
current Nkith an Annual Report to be prepared for distribution: to
the Board and to the membership. His annual report will recount
all activities of import and, under the supervision of the Secretary-
Treasurer, present a detailed accounting of PRWAD fiscal affairs.

Sec. 3: In order that the Executive Secretary may function ade-
quately to serve PRWAD, he shall have the following authority :

a. Signature Authority : Within fiscal limits specified by the Execu-
tive Board the Executive Secretary will be empowered to sign all
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communications. fiscal and official papers which, in his judgment,
do not conflict with Board policies, PRWAD objectives, and Grant
obligations.

b. Obligation Authority : The Executive Secretary will have au,'
thority to obligate PRWAD or Grant funds for purchase of equip-
ment, supplies, personal and non-personal services, travel, utilities
and facilities. Any limits imposed are set by Board-approved
budgets.

ARTICLE VIEXECUTIVE BOARD
Sec. 1 : There shall be an Executive Board consisting of all officers
of the organization plus four (4) Board members and the imme-
diate Past President. The editors of the Journai of Rehabilitation
of the Deaf, the Newsletier, the Publications Business Manager,
and the Executive Secretary shall be non-voting members of. the
Executive Board with the privilege of attending all its_meetings.

Sec. 2: cAll voting Board Members shall be elected to four-year
terms, such terms to begin July 1 of the biennial year.
Sec. 3 : No voting Board Member shall succeed himself.

Sec. 4 : In the event of a Board vacancy, with the exception of the
Presidency, between elections, the Executive Board shall elect a re-

, place?nent for the duration of the term. Replacements may be
elected for a subsequent term.

i

a. The PRWAD Board shall, by a majority vote, have the authority
to declare vacant the office of any officer. who fails to discharge the
duties of his office. Before initiating such 'an action, the Board must
notify the person involved of such impending action and offer him
the opportunity to present his reaction to the proposal. Lack of
reply within 30 days to this offer shall be tantamount to acceptance
of the vacancy declaration should it be approved.

Sec. 5: It shall be the responsibility of the Executive Board to de-
termine the date . and site of regular conferences ; to determine
policy matters of the Organization between conferences ; and, in

# general, to act for the membership between conferences. None of
its actions, however, shall overrule, contradict, or fender ineffec-
tive any action taken by any regular conf rence as a whole. The Or-
ganizatign will have a conference at least nce during the biennium.

Sec. 6 : Itis desirable for the Executive Bbard to meet at six-month
intervals between conferences. Until such time as this is feasible,
the Board shall meet on the call of the President, who shall con-
vene such meetings at his descretion or upon the written request
of three Executive Board Member's.--
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Sec. 7: Five voting members of the Executive Board shall consti-
tute a quorum at Board meetings.

Sec. 8: It is desirable, if the financial status of the Organization
permits, that all officers and members of the Executive Board be
reimbursed for all necessary expenses incurred at conferences or at
meetings of the Board including travel expenses.

Sec. 9 : For the purposes of efficiency, economy, and convenience of
commuiication, only members of the Executiv e Board shall be
eligible for selection or election as an official representative of
PRWAD to another Organization.

ARTICLE VII ELECTIONS
SeC. 1: The election of Officers and Baord Members of the Organi-
zation shall be by mail balloting carried out in the following man-
ner : (1) At least six months prior to the beginning of a new term,
the Nominating and Elections Committee shall distribute a ballot
to the member-ship by mail. This ballot shall include two nominees
for each office to be filled. The ballot shall also include provision for
a write in vote for each office. (2) The membership shall mark and
return its ballots to the Executive Secretary of the Organization
within thirty (30) days. f3) If no nominee for a vacancy obtains a
majority of the votes so cast, the Nominating and Elections Com-
mittee shall conduct a run-off election between the two nominees
polling the most votes for the vacancy.

Sec. 2 : The President and the First Vice-President shall not be
eligible for a second consecutive term in the same office. Other offi-
cers may be eligible for no more than two consecutive terms in the
same office.

ARTICLE VIIISTANDING COMMITTEES
Sec. 1: There shall be a Membe- ship Committee consisting of six
persons appointed by the President. Such appointments shall be
subject to the approval of a majority of the Executive Board. The
'committee shall elect two co-chairmans from among its mem ers.
One chairman shall receive applications for Regular memberihip
from t Secretary and circulate them among his sub-committee
mem ers for consideration. The Chairman shall then inform the
Secretary of the decision of the committee as a whole. The seicond
chairman, together with his sub-committee members, shall be re-
sponsible for promoting membership. Following approval of an
application for membership, the Committee shall review the infor-
mation contained in the membership application and advise the
new member of the Section or Sections for which he would appear
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to be qua)-ified, (see Article III. Sec. 3) . It will then be the privilege
of the member to contact the proper persons for admission in the
Section (s) .

Sec. 2: There shall be a standing By-LaN-vs Committee consisting of
three members of the Organization appointed by the new President
at the close of each Conference to serve through the next Confer-
ence. The First Vice-President shall be a member of this commit-
tee. The committee shall elect its own chairman. All amendments to
these 13.:iLaws shall be submitted to the Chairman in accordance
with Article XI, Section I. During the Conference, the committee
shall report upon all amendments properly submitted. The Regular
members present shall then act upon the reports. None of the mem-
bers of this committee, with the exception of the First Vice-Presi:-
dent and the President, who is an ex-officio member, shall be mem-
bers of the Executive Board.

Sec. 3 : There shall be a Nominating and Elections Committee con-
sisting of five members elected by the Executive Board. The Secre-
tary of tIts Organization shall serve, as the non-voting Secretary of
the Committee. This Committee shall be responsible for conducting
the elections as set forth in Article VII, Section 1 of these By-Laws.
The committee shall elect its own chaiiman.

Sec. 4 : The Executive Board shall appoint : the editors of any and
all PRWAD publications, Editorial Advisory Committees, and a
Publications Business Manager. A majority vote shall be required
for the selection of such appointees and a two-thirds majority vote
be required for revocation of such an appointment.

ARTICLE IXCONFERENCES
Sec. 1: The Organization shall meet at least once during each bien-
nium after July 1, 1967, on such dates and at such a place as may be
determined by the Executive jioard.

Sec. 2 : The purpose of such conferences shall be to stimulate the
membership towards the objectives of the Organization as set forth
in Article II, Section 1, of these By-Laws, to promote professional
growth among the members, and to conduct the business of the Or-
ganization as a whole. ,

Sec. 3: A simple majority of the Regular members registered for
the conference shall constitute a quorum for the business sessions
of the conference.
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ARTICLE X- -RULES OF ORDER
Sec. 1: The rules contained in "Robert's Rules of-Order Revised"
shall govern the Organization in all cases to which the are ap-
plicable, and in which they are not inconsistent with t' 'e By-.
Lawg.

ARTICLE XIAMENDMENTS
Sec. 1: These By-Laws may be amended upon vote of two-third of
the membership present in any business session of the Organ4 ion
during conferences, a quorum being present and voting. A end-
meats must be submitted by Regular -Members to the chairman of
the By-Laws Comxnittee 90 days prior to the next conference. He, in
turn, shall cause these amendments to be- published and mailed to
all Regular Members at least 30 'lays prior to the next conference.

ARTICLE XIIDISSOLUTION
*Sec. 1: Should the Organization be dissolved for any reason what-
soever, any balance remaining in the treasury at d any other assets
in its possession shall be turned over to the Na t4 -anal Association
of the Deaf.

41.
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APPENDIX B. SP-'1A1. PROGRAMS FOR TRAINING
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELORS

TO SERVE DEAF CLIENTS

The Vocational Rehabilitation Adniinistration 'presently sup-
plies support for programs in eight colleges and universities to
provide special training for rehabilitation counselors preparing
to work with deaf clients. Representativ,es of these programs held
a special meeting at the' Workshop on Rehabilitation Casework
Standards for the Deaf to discuss the role the -programs might
play in improving and expanding rehabilitation services to deaf
clients. The following pages contain the substance of that meeting.

This workshop presents striking evidence of the need for spe-
cial training on the part of the vocational rehabilitation counselor
..,,in order to provide quality counseling services for deaf clients.
Problems of referral and casefinding, evaluation, client training,
and communication point out the need- for skills additional to
those required of the general counselor.

While the number of rehabilitation' counselors of the deaf
throughout the country is increasing, it remains unfeasible at
present for some areas of the country to establish this special
position, largely for lack of specially trained counselors. Accord-
ingly, the general counselor continues to be assigned deaf clients
within his regular caseload. ,

In addition to inservice training conducted by State vocational
rehabilitation agencies with the support of the Vocational Re-
habilitation Administration, the Federal agency presently sup-
ports special training programs in eight colleges and universities
throughout the -country, ,the purposes of which are fully or in
part to train vocational rehabilitation counselors to work more
effectively .with deaf clients. Four additional programs are pres-
ently being planned. State vocational rehabilitation officials are
urged to encourage counselors to take advantage of the training
opportunities presented. by these programs. .

,

The depth of specialized' training in the rehabilitation of the
deaf should contingent upon the extent to which the counAelor
has respcnsi .ility :for deaf clients. It is unrealistic to expect the
counselor whose deaf clients represent only three or four percent
of his total caseload to spend a year or more studying in the area
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of deafness. It is equally unrealistic to expect a counselor to pro-
vide effective services as a rehabilitation counselor of the deaf
without extensive special training...

Rehabilitation counselors who provide counseling services to
deaf clients fall into four general groups. A brief description of
these four groups follows;together with suggested extent of spe-
cial training and a list of 1,711A supported programs where such
training may now be received. In each Instance), it is pre-supposed
that the trainee already possesses the competencies of a general
counselor.

(a) General Counselor
Unless the staff includes a- special counselor of the deaf; the

general counselor from tithe- to. time will probably have one or
more deaf clients within his caseload. It is improbable that he
will have had special training to serve the deaf client other than
that obtained during his general training.

Inservice training might include a one or two day workshop
designed to present an overview of the special problems of the
deaf client, community resourcec, and other relevant informa-
tion. Local resource people who might assist in the conduct of a
workshop could include representatives of Schools for the deaf
inAhe area, leaders in the deaf community, and members of the
staff or local university or college based training programs in re-
habilitation or educatil;n of the deaf (which number approxi-
mately 50). Some States maintain a registry of such resources.
number of bulletins on deafness are available to the counselor
through VRA.

(b) Counselor who carries substantial caseload of deaf clients
in addition to general caseload

In many district's, deaf clients are referred to a particular:
counselor who carries all deaf clients as part of his caseload.
Deaf clients may represent 15 or 20 percent of his total caseload.
Intensive short term training in -the rehabilitation of the deaf is
clearly' warranted for this counselor. '

Several short terin orientation programs have been- developed
to assist' this counselor i1i increasing his effectiveness with the
deaf client.

(c) Rehabilitation Counselor. of the Deaf (RCD)
The position of Rehabilitation Counselor of the Deaf has been

created iniznany'States. One or more specialists may serve deaf
clients throughout the State or in the more densely populated
Areas' of the State. Some haVe been attached to schools for the
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deaf. While the short term orientation programs indicated in (h)
will assist the specialist greatly, more extensive training is de-
sirable, extending over a full year or more within a degree pro-
gram. Several VRA supported training programs provide such
training at the graduate level.

(d) State CoordiHator or Conn/ ltant o?? Rehabilitation thc.
Deaf

Several State vocational rehabilitation agencies coordinate their
State rehabilitation se vices through a specialist in rehabilitation
of the deaf at the State level. This specialist may consult .with
local agencies and counselors on deaf clients, conduct Workshops,
and perform other functions to improve rehabilitation services to
deaf clients. This key' person should have the opportunity to ex-
tena his competencies in the rehabilitation of the deaf beyond
those of the Rehabilitation Counselor of the Deaf, and beyond the
Master's degree level.

In order to reduce the financiqj burden on students who wish
to participate in training prograins which extend over an aca-
demic year or more, the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration
'has made it possible for a number of training programs to award
substantial stipends and waiver of tuition- and fees to successful
traineeship applicants. Support is also available to successful ap-
plicants in a number of short term training programs.

Further information on each of the following programs, which
offer training in preparation for one or more of the above func-
tions, may be obtained through the progranis themselves or
through the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration. At pres-
ent these programs are:

New York University, New York
Oregon College of Education, Salem, Oregon
San Fernando Valley State College, Northridge, California
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee
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APPENDIX C. WORi(SHOP PARTICIPANTS

Adler, Edna P., Specialist
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Room 3046
Vocational Rehabilitation Adminis-

tration
Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare
Washington, D.C.

Adler, Gerald
Deaf Placement Consultant
Michigan Employment Security

Commission
7310 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan

Alexander, Mildred, Lecturer
Social Welfare and Field Work

Consultant
School of Social Welfare
Haviland Hall
University of California
Berkeley. California

Alpiner, JeAame G., Direaor
Speech and Hez,ring Center
University of Denver
2045-65 South York
Denver, Colorado

Babbini, Barbara
14607 Huston Street
Sherman Oaks, California

Earner, John C., Counselor ,e
Tennessee School for the Deaf
Post Office Box 886
Knoxville, Tennessee

Be ld, Virgil B.
Assistant District Supervisor
District Rehabilitation' Office
337 Houseman Building.
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Bergatreaser, Rev. Kendig 'W.
Zion Evangelical Lutheran Church

of Penbrook

273i, Booser Averrore
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Blake. Gary D.. Specialist
Services to the Deaf
Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Bluett, Charles G.. Supervisor
Silecial Studies
State of CaliforniaHealth and

Welfare' 1

Department of Rehabilitation
1111 Jackson Sreet--Room 1607

, Oakland, Califia
Rond, George H., Counselor
Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation
Department of Education
Gardner Building
40 Fountain Street
Providence, Rhode Island

Bonneau, Gilles Y., Counselor
Vermont Division of VOcational

Rehabilitation
Department of Education
Springfield OfficeCommunity

House
Post Office Box 521
Springfield, Vermont

Erase], kenneth E.
Lot L-- Evergreen Park
Sycamore, Illinois

Burke, Douglas J. N., Supervisor,
Unit for Hearing Impaired.
Government of the District o4,

Columbia
Department of Vocational

Rehabilitation
1331 H' Street, NW.
Washington, D.C.

Carney, ,Edward C., Specialist
Captioned Films or the Deaf
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United Sta'&.s Office of Education
Department of Health. Education,

and Welfare
\Vases ^gto ri. D.C.

Cussetti. Edmond D., Director
Vocational Educe ..ion
American Sc ool for the Deaf
West Hart rd. Connecticut

Castle. .- EA
A ssociate S etary
A7nerican S h and nearing

A ssociatorr
(41.)30 Old Georgetown ed.,NW.
Washington, D.C.

Chough, yen K., Counselor
Admission and Counseling
Texas -.Education Agency
Special Schools for the Deaf ,anti ,

Blind
1102 South Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas

Chrism ay, William G:, Jr.
Rehabili*ion Counselor
Commonwealth of Virginia
Departmit of Vocational

Rehabilitation
813 Vest Main Street
Waynesboro, Virginia

cook, Harry, CO-unselor
California +Health and Welfare

Agency
Department of Rehabilitation
107 South Broadway
1,41; Angeles, California

(")Cordano, itobert, Director
Muskegob County Department of

Social Welfare ,

County Buildihg
Mupkegon, Michigan

1 Davis, William Edgard, Counselor
Department of Education
,Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation
Post Office Box 419
617 -West Cumberland Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee

Dean, David G., Counielor
Vocational Rehabilitation
State Department of Education
401 Old National Building
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5919 Fannin Street
Houston. Texas

Dt:Charne, Raymond
Wisconsin School for the Deaf
Wisconsin Rehabilitsk*ion Center for

the Deaf
Delay an, Wisconsin

Elkins, Darold D., Counselor
Stale Department of Education
Div.i\sion of Vocational

kLehabilitation
1156 t hernsketa Street, N*. E.
Salem, Oregon

Falberg, Roger M., Director/Coun-
selor

.0 Community Service Agency for the
Deaf .

e/c Kansas City General Hospital and
Medical Center

24th a Cherry Streets
Kans City, Missouri

For. , Edsel D., Conan for..
Misiouri Section of Vocational

Rehabilitakon
Room 860PataBroam Building
818 Olive. Street
St. Louis, Missouri

Galloway, Victor H., Adult EdUca-
tion Specialist

Leadership Training in the Area of
the Deaf

San Fernando Valley State College
18111 Nordhoff Street
Northridge, California.
Gotta*, Francis J., Counselor
Ohio State Bureau of Vocatiortal

J., Rehabilitation
240 South Parsons Avenue
Columbus, Ohio
Comities.; Robert - -
Jewish Employment and Vocational

Service
1727 Locust Street
St. Louis, Missouri
Green, Sylvia B.
Welfare Program Dincer
Bureau of Mental Health Services
Pennsylvania Department of Public

Welfare
Seventh and Forster Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania "



Green !;;erg.. AI lo..ert. Senior Cc uns-elr.-..r
Colorado Department of

Rehabil4+-=tic,r:
DenverSDistr.rct
431 West Colfax Avenue
Denver. Colorado

Griffing. Barry L., Consultant
Education of the Deaf and.liardl*f

Hearing
California Department of Education
217 West First Street
Los Angeles, California-

Griffing, Terry
Box 334
Rochester, Minnesota

Hagness, Don E., Research Assistant
Institute for Research I on Excep-

tional Childien
210 Education Building
University of Illinois .

Urbana, Illinois

Hawke, Eleanor, Consu!ltant-
Coordinator

Deaf Project
Marie H. Katzenbach School for the

Deaf
Sullivan Way
West Trenton, New Jersey
Hensley, Perry V., Counselor
Deaf and 'Hard of Hearing
Illinois Board of Vocational Educa-

tion'and Rehabilitation
Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation
623 East Adams Street
Springfield, Illinois

Hicks, Bruce N., Counselor
Iowa School for the Deaf
Council Bluffs, Iowa

Hoeman, Rev. H. W.
The Lutheran Church of the Deaf
1103 Lamberton Drive
Silver Springs, Maryland

Holdt, Betty Phillips
Program in Counseling the Deaf
Oregon College of education
Monmouth, Oregon

Holdt, Theodore 3.
Institiltion Employment Officer

.70

5tate
Ore,a7c.7:

(7r.or:es W.. Jr
Agt-ncy

Austin State Sr7hc.c.:;,,fc-r tht= Deaf
Au,stin,

Hurv.i.tz. -:,d.riey (2,....1.dinate.r
Rehabilitation Program for the Deaf

and Hard <f Hearin
Jewisk Employment and Vocational

Services
1727 Docust Street
Saint Louis, Missouri

Hylton, William V.. Counselor
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Department of Education
Bureau of Rehabilitation Services
District Office
216 State Office Building
Louisville, Kentucky

Jacoby, Beatrice F., Director
Audiological Services
Department of Speech
Queens College
Flushing, New York

Johnson, Charles N., Jr.,
Alabama Department of
Vocational Rehabilitation
Post Office Box 268
Talladega, Alabama

Johnson, Mildred M.
Vocational Rehabilitation Officer of

the Deaf
State Board oi-Vocational

RehaltAi4ation . 4
7

_608 Orpheum Building*
Seattle, Washington

Johnibn, Richard K., Administrator
Program for the Deaf and Hard of

Hearing
Lapeer State Home anct Training

School
Lapeer, Michigan

Jones, Alan pa; *dministrator of
Special Tervices

Pennsylvania Board of Vocational
Rehabilitation

Labor and Industry Budding
Seventh endForster Su Bets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Counselor
Education
Service
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Guy R_

cf Spec:a:
Ctampz..4-.g.-n Scho,o1s
Sc--..-th. New

lic,pra. Lennart L.
Professor of Speech and Ed-,:icat-.'cr.
Departrnerlt of Speech
University of Texas
Austin, Texas
Lamb, Beatrice, Counselor
California Department of Voca-

tional Rehabilitation
515 Van Ness Street
San Francisco, California

Lang, Fannie
45 Betsy- Ross Lane
Ambler, Pennsylvania

Lauritsen. Robert R.., Consultant
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Minnesota Department of Education
Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation
1821 Uniskrsity Avenue
180 'Griggs - Midway Building
Saint Paul, Minnesota
Lavos, George, (Assistant Principal
Michigan School for the Deaf,
Flint, Michigan

Lawrence, Clifford A., Project
Director

Deaf Adult Project
Morgan Memorial Rehabilitation

Cente'r
927 Washington Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Lawrence, Rev. E. D.
Central Bible College
Springfield, Missouri

Lawrie, Thomas J., Counselor
Evaluation Center or the Deaf
Cave Springs, Georgia

Levine, Y. Eugene, Counselor
N'ew York State Education.

D?partmiet,
1314ision of Vocational

Rehabilitation
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Lane

IL'.ehner, .17 :

New- York. Stat,
Department

Division of Vcx-atiunal
Rehabilitaticn

General J D,.,ronvan Stat.,
Office B....1::d:ng

1'25 Main Street
Buffalo. New York

Lloyd, Glenn T.
College of Education
University of Tennessee
Knoxville. Tennessee

Marehant, Frank A., Counselor
Rehabilitation Services
1001 Vq,-.0.W. Building
Omaha, Nebraska

May-es. Thome.s
The Mott Program of the Flint

Board of Education
923 East Kearsley Street
Flint, Michigan

McFaden, George G.. Director
Alabama Institute for the Deaf and

Blind
Adult Blind Department
Post Office Drawer 17
Talladega, Alabama

Miles, Dorothy
Jewish Employment and Vocational

Service
1727 Locust Street
Saint Louis, Missouri

Mitchell, Parrell J., Consultant
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Illinois Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation
823 East Adams Street
Springfield, Illinois

Musick, Dorothy
2616 Popular Street
Springfield, Illinois



Myers, David W., Counselor
Vocational Rehabilitation "Division
701 Illinois Building
17 West Market Street
Indianapolis, Indiana

Nathanson; Yaie S.
2048 Pine Street
Philadelphia, Pcnnsyrvania

O'Shea, Rev. John T.
Cantalician Center for Children
3233 Main Street
Buffalo, New "York

Patton, Roy K., Counselor
.tirector of Trades
Alabama Institute for the Deaf and

Blind
Talladega, Alabama

Pettingill, Don G., Diri.ctor
Counseling Services for the Deaf
tallier. Hearing and Speech Center
3819 Maple Avenue
Dallas, Texas

Phillips, Richard M.
Dean of Students
Gallaudet College .

Kendall Green
Washington, D.C.

Phillips, William Desmond,
Chairman

Di vision -of Special- Education
Inatitutetor Study of ExCePtional

Children and Adults
DePaul University
25 East Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois

Pimentel, Albert T., Psychologist
Tennessee School for the Deaf
Post Office Box 886
Knoxville, Tennessee...

Porter, Edgar. B.
Director of Training
American Hearing Society
919 Eighteenth Street, NW.
Washington, D.C.

Quigley, Stephen P., Professor
220e Education Building
Institute for' Research on Excep-

tional Children
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Quintero, Jose F., Counselor
Vocational Rehabilitation
Post Office Box 1118
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico

Rose, Edward .F., Director
-.Employment Programs for the

Handicapped
United States Civil Service

Commission
Bureau of Retirement and Insurance
Washington, D.C.

Ross, ronald, Field Supervisor
Rehabilitation Center
Tucson" Arizona

Sanderson, Robert G., President
National Association of the Deaf
5268 South 200e West Street
Roy, Utah

-Seat, Everett W., Supervisor
-Mblorado Springs District
Department of Rehabilitation
416 WestPikes Peak Avenue
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Seal, Albert G., Counselor
Louisiana State Sschool for the

Deaf
Post Office Box 1230
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Shipman, Eldon E., Principal
West Virginia School for the Deaf
Romney, West Virginia

Stewart, Katheryn, Counselor
' Oklahoma Division of Rehabilitation

State Board for Vocational
Education

410 South West Third
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Stewart, Larry G., Counselor
Missouri State Department of

Education
Section of Vocational Rehabilitation
1126 GrandRoom 1005
_Kansas City, Missouri

Stuckless, Rees, Assistant
Professor

Departnient of Special Education.
and Rehabilitation

University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Szymoniak, Elaine; Counselor
Iowa Department of Public

Instruction
Division Of VoCational

Rehabilitation
415 Bankers Trust Building
Des Moines, Iowa

Thompson, Richard E., Clinical
Psychologist 41"

Beverly School for the Deaf
6 Echo Avenue _

Beverly, Massachusetts

Toney, Betty R., MSW
San Francisco Hearing Society
1428 Bush Street
San Francisco, California

Troop, Harry W., Deputy Director
Client Services and Special

'ograms
Illi Division of Vocational

habilitation
623 East Adams Street
Springfield, Illinois

Tully, Norman L., Coordinator
Teacher Training Program
Department of Special Education

and Rehabilitation
College of Education
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee

Valencia, Ray, Counselor
New Mexico School for the Deaf
1060 Cerrillos Road
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Vescovi, Geno M., Counselor
Deaf Adult Project
Morgan Memorial Rehabilitation.

Center
.927 Washington Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Wahl, Lewis B.., Principal
Supervisor for the Hard. of HeaAng

and Sight Conservation
Programs

Gallaudet School for the Deaf
1616 South Grand Boulevard
Saint Louis, Missouri

Wait, Roger W.
4725 Greenbriar Lane
Wichita, Kansas
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Walker, Richard E., Director
DVR Prog ar-
Speech and Hearing Clinic
Northern Il inois University
DeKa)b, Illi ois

Warner, Hen y C., Senior Counselor
State of Flor da Vocational

Rehabili tion
Department o Education
District Office
577 College Street
Jacksonville, Florida

Washburn; Arthur -O., Acting
. Superintendent

Colorado School for the Deaf and
Blind

Kiowa and Institute Streets
ColoraCio Springs, Colorado

Watson, Douglas, Placement
Counselor

Jewish Employment and Evaluation
Service

1727 Ilocust Street'
Saint Louis, Missouri

Weaver, John B., Director of
Special Education

Division of Special Education for
Champaign Schools

705 South New.__
Champaign, Illinois

Weems, "Ralph E., Counselor
Pennsylvania Board of Vocational

. Rehabilitation
,Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation,
Pittsburgh. State Office Blinding

'300 Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh; Pennsylvania

Whitworth, 'James H., Director
Evaluation Center for the Deaf

, Cave Sptings, Georgia

Wilber, Edward C., Supervisor
Wisconsin State. Board of Vocs-

- tonal and Adult EducatiOn
Rehabilitation Division
217 Wisconsin Avenue
Waukesha, Wisconsin

Willey, Warren, Counselor
Vocational Rehabilitation for the

Deaf



Kansas Board for Vocational
Education

518 East Pine
Wichita, Kansas

Williams, Boyce R., Consultant
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Room 3046
Vocational Rehabilitation

AdMinistratiOn
Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare
Washington, D.C.

Williams, William H., Counselor
27-12 30
Lockho d 'Missiles and Space

Co pany
Post 0 ce Box 504
Sunnyvale, California

-

.1.

Wilson, David W., Jr.
Union Linen Supply Company
4131' Rayenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Woodrick, William E., Counselor
Mississippi Department of

Education
Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation
Post Office Box 4446
Jackson, Mississippi

Wpodwo.rth, Lionel M.
Vocational Rehabilitation Officer
State-Federal Building
1408 Franklin
Vancouver, Washington'
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